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Abstract
The more and more restrictive standards in terms of fuel consumption and pollution for aircraft
engines lead to a constant improvement of their design. Numerical simulations appear as an inter-
esting tool for a better understanding and modeling of the turbulent phenomena which occur in
turbomachinery. The large-eddy simulation (LES) of a turbomachinery stage at realistic conditions
(Mach number, Reynolds number...) remains out of reach for industrial congurations. The phase-
lagged method, widely used for unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS) calculations,
is a good candidate to reduce the computational cost. However, it needs to store the signal at all
the boundaries over a full passage of the opposite blade. A direct storage of the information being
excluded given the size of the mesh grid and timesteps involved, the most used solution currently
is to decompose the signal into Fourier series. This solution retains the fundamental frequency of
the signal (the opposite blade passage frequency) and a limited number of harmonics. In the frame
of a LES, as the spectra are broadband, it implies a loss of energy. Replacing the Fourier series
decomposition by a proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) allows the storage of the signal at the
interfaces without making any assumptions on the frequency content of the signal, and helps to
reduce the loss of energy caused by the phase lagged method. The compression is done by removing
the smallest singular values and the associated vectors. This new method is first validated on the
URANS simulations of turbomachinery stages and compared with Fourier series-based conditions
and references calculations with multiple blades per row. It is then applied to the large eddy
simulation of the flow around a cylinder. The error caused by the phase-lagged assumption and
compression are separated and it is showed that the use of the POD allows to halve the filtering of
the velocity fluctuations with respect to the Fourier series, for a given compression rate. Finally,
the large eddy simulation of a compressor stage with POD phase-lagged conditions is carried out
to validate the method for realistic turbomachinery configurations.
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Re´sume´
Dans un contexte d’ame´lioration des moteurs ae´ronautiques en termes de consommation et de pol-
lution, les simulations nume´riques apparaissent comme un outil inte´ressant pour mieux comprendre
et mode´liser les phe´nome`nes turbulents qui se produisent dans les turbomachines. La simulation
aux grandes e´chelles (SGE) d’un e´tage de turbomachine a` des conditions re´alistes (nombre de
Mach, nombre de Reynolds. . . ) reste toutefois hors de porte´e dans le cadre industriel. La me´thode
chorochronique, aujourd’hui largement utilise´e pour les calculs URANS, permet de re´duire le couˆt
des simulations nume´riques, mais elle implique de stocker le signal aux frontie`res du domaine pen-
dant une pe´riode comple`te de l’e´coulement. Le stockage direct de l’information e´tant exclu e´tant
donne´ la taille des maillages et les pas de temps mis en jeu, la solution la plus courante actuelle-
ment est de de´composer le signal sous la forme de se´ries de Fourier. Cette solution ne retient du
signal qu’une fre´quence fondamentale (la fre´quence de passage de la roue oppose´e) et un nombre
limite´ d’harmoniques. Dans le cadre d’une SGE, elle implique donc une grande perte d’e´nergie,
et le filtrage des phe´nome`nes de´corre´le´s de la vitesse de rotation comme par exemple un laˆcher
tourbillonnaire. Le remplacement de la de´composition en se´ries de Fourier par une de´composition
aux valeurs propres (POD pour Proper Orthogonal Decomposition) permet de stocker le signal aux
interfaces sans faire d’hypothe`se sur les fre´quences contenues dans le signal et donc de re´duire la
perte d’e´nergie lie´e a` l’utilisation d’un mode`le re´duit. La compression s’effectue en supprimant les
plus petites valeurs singulie`res et les vecteurs associe´s. Cette nouvelle me´thode est valide´e sur la
simulation URANS d’e´tages de turbomachines et compare´e aux conditions classiques utilisant les
se´ries de Fourier et a` des calculs de re´fe´rences contenant plusieurs aubes par roue. Elle est ensuite
applique´e a` la simulation aux grandes e´chelles de l’e´coulement d’un cylindre. Les erreurs cause´es
par l’hypothe`se chorochronique et par la compression sont se´pare´es et on montre que l’utilisation
de la POD permet de re´duire de moitie´ le filtrage des fluctuations de vitesses par rapport aux se´ries
de Fourier pour un meˆme taux de compression. Enfin, la simulation aux grandes e´chelles d’un e´tage
de turbomachine avec des conditions chorochroniques POD est re´alise´e afin de valider la me´thode
dans le cadre d’une configuration industrielle.
xvii
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Introduction
Context and motivation of the study
In the last decades, air transportation has known an important development. This growth still
continues in the XXIth century: the number of people transported has increased by 60% since 2003
and may double in the next 20 years. Meanwhile, pollution, noise, cost and safety issues are becom-
ing increasingly critical, with ever more restrictive standards. To reach some of these standards,
the efficiency of the engine (i.e. its fuel consumption) has to be improved. Indeed, for an A320
airplane, a reduction by 15% of the fuel consumption would represent a saving of 1.4 millions liters
of fuel (∼ 1000 cars emissions) and of 3600 tons of CO2 (∼ 240,000 trees absorption) by plane and
by year [1]. With almost 20,000 existing airplanes in the world, it thus represents an important
economic and environmental issue. After many years of optimization, engine designers need to
improve their knowledge of the turbulent flow that sets up in the machine to take the next step.
Figure 1: Cutaway view of a CFM - LEAP engine.
Among the component of a gas turbine, this study focuses on turbines and compressors, which
are mobile devices transferring energy between the rotating shaft and the fluid. With the increase
of the computational power, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has appeared to be an interesting
way to study flows that can be hard to access with experimental means. Although turbomachinery
flows are unsteady and turbulent, steady Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) computations
are mainly used in the industry. A first step has been done towards unsteady computations with
unsteady-RANS (URANS) simulations. These simulations account for periodic unsteadiness aris-
ing, for instance, from the relative motion of the blades and for low frequency instabilities but they
still entirely model the turbulence. To overcome this limitation, a solution is the use of large-eddy
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simulations (LES), which solves the large eddies of turbulence and models only the smallest ones.
However, the LES of a full stage of turbomachinery is about 100 to 10000 times more expensive
than a URANS simulation depending on the Reynolds number (Re1.8 [2]) which ranges between
105 and 107 in turbomachinery for aeronautical applications. Such simulations are therefore out of
reach in an industrial framework and should not be available before 20 years at current computer
power increase rate.
Objectives
The purpose of this work is to explore a way to reduce the cost of large-eddy simulations of turbo-
machinery stages by modeling only one blade passage per row. Specific boundary conditions, called
the phase-lagged boundary conditions, are applied. These conditions are today widely employed
in the industry to achieve URANS simulations. However, they need the use of a data compression
method, usually based on the Fourier series decomposition, which only retains a specific frequency
and its multiples in the signal. They therefore do not seem adapted for large-eddy simulations
where the spectra of the signals are broadband and not composed of discrete frequencies. The
objectives of this study are thus:
- to set up phase-lagged boundary conditions using a compression method more adapted to the
compression of turbulent signals,
- to study the behavior of phase-lagged boundary conditions with a large-eddy simulations and
their advantages and drawbacks,
- to achieve the phase-lagged large-eddy simulation of a compressor stage at nominal operating
conditions.
Outline
This thesis is organized in four parts. In a first one, the context of the study is exposed. Some of the
flow phenomena that set up in a turbomachinery stage are presented with a particular interest for
turbulence. The theoretical background considered to simulate turbulent flows in turbomachinery
is then presented, with emphasize on the methods that can be used to reduce the computational
cost (like phase lagged approach).
In a second part, several compression methods are evaluated on their ability to preserve the
mean, the standard deviation and the spectrum of turbulent signals. Their advantages and draw-
backs are compared.
In a third part, the new compression method is verified and validated with 2.5D and 3D URANS
computations of a compressor stage and of a transonic turbine stage. The behavior of phase-lagged
conditions at off-design conditions is briefly investigated.
Finally, in a fourth part, phase-lagged large-eddy simulations of the flow around a cylinder and
of a compressor stage are carried out. The improvement brought by the use of the POD on the
filtering of the velocity fluctuations is quantified, different sources of error are identified in such
simulations and their limitations are underlined.
Chapter 1
Unsteady phenomena and losses in
turbomachinery
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A turbomachinery is a device where mechanical energy, in the form of shaft work, is transferred
either to or from a continuously flowing fluid by the dynamic action of rotating blade rows. A tur-
bomachinery stage is composed of a stationary blade row (stator) and a rotating blade row (rotor)
in which the transfer is achieved. Work-absorbing turbomachines, where the energy is transferred
from the shaft to the fluid, are called compressors (or fans). Work-producing ones are called tur-
bines.
A turbomachinery is designed to operate at a nominal operating point which is defined by a
rotation speed and a mass flow rate. In these conditions, the performances of the machine are
defined by its pressure ratio (compression or dilatation rate):
π =
Ptout
Ptin
for compressors and π =
Ptin
Ptout
for turbines (1.1)
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and its isentropic efficiency:
η =
Isentropic compressor work
Actual compressor work
=
(
Ptout
Ptin
) γ−1
γ − 1(
Ttout
Ttin
)
− 1
for compressors and (1.2)
η =
Actual turbine work
Isentropic turbine work
=
1−
(
Ttout
Ttin
)
1−
(
Ptout
Ptin
) γ−1
γ
for turbines. (1.3)
However, turbomachines can operate over a range of rotations speed and mass flow rate. The
set of all the operating points of a machine define a map. In the compressor case, as illustrated in
Fig. 1.1(a), the operating range is limited for a fixed rotation speed (Nn):
- by a maximal mass flow rate, called the chocked mass flow rate. When the flow reaches a
certain velocity, a sonic line occurs at the throat of one row (transonic case) or in the inter-
blade passage (supersonic case). Then, the maximum mass flow rate that can pass through
the machine is reached: it corresponds to the vertical part of the line.
- by a minimal mass flow rate, below which the flow in the machine becomes unstable and
phenomena such as rotating stall and surge appear. The line defined by the minimal mass
flow rate at each rotation speed is called the surge line.
The turbine map is presented in Fig. 1.1(b). In this case, the operating range is only limited
by a chocked mass flow rate.
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(b) Turbine
Figure 1.1: Example of (a) a compressor map and (b) a turbine map, respectively from Carbon-
neau [3] and Ottavy [4]
The flow field in a turbomachinery can be expressed either in a frame linked to the row (relative
frame) or to a fixed observer (absolute frame). In the stator case, these two frames are identical.
The relative speed W , the absolute speed V and the drive speed U , presented in Fig. 1.2 are linked
by:
V = W + U. (1.4)
Absolute and relative angles of the flow are also defined:
α = arctan
(
Vθ
VX
)
β = arctan
(
Wθ
VX
) (1.5)
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Figure 1.2: Velocities across a compressor stage, from Ottavy [3]
The operating point of a turbomachinery is characterized by its mass flow rate and its pressure
ratio at a given rotation speed. Both are determined by the designer to fit with the whole engine and
are constrained by its thermal cycle. To reduce the fuel consumption of the engine, the efficiency
has to be improved. For this end, the phenomena responsible for losses in turbomachinery have to
be identified and eventually controlled. The purpose of this chapter is to present these phenomena.
They are grouped here into four categories: wall effect (laminar-to-turbulent transition), blade row
interactions, secondary flows and shocks. The locations of some of these phenomena are presented
in Fig. 1.3. In a last section, the reasons why turbomachinery cannot always be operated at their
nominal conditions are discussed.
Tip leakage 
ﬂow
Turbulent 
boundary layer
Wake
Corner vortex
Endwall  
boundary layer
Figure 1.3: Losses in a turbomachinery stage
1.1 Transition
Laminar-to-turbulent transition is the change of the boundary layer from a laminar state to a
turbulent one. It changes the properties of the flow: when the boundary layer is turbulent, the wall
friction and the heat transfer are higher and the stall is delayed. Several mechanisms can cause the
transition, depending on the Reynolds number, the Mach number, the turbulence rate of the main
flow Tu, the pressure gradient, and the roughness and the curvature of the blade:
- natural transition occurs when Tu < 1%. Roughness, acoustic waves or the turbulence of the
main flow cause the appearance of Tollmien-Schlichting waves in the boundary layer. Beyond
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a critical Reynolds number, these waves are amplified and lead to the formation of turbulent
spots and of the turbulent boundary layer. This mechanism is illustrated on Fig. 1.4.
- by-pass transition occurs for Tu > 1%. In this case the turbulent spots are directly formed
without the apparition of Tollmien-Schlichting waves.
- cross flow transition is caused by transverse instabilities in three dimensional flows.
- in the bubble transition the laminar boundary layer is stalled. Instabilities appear that lead
to its transition and its re-attachment. The length of the bubble depends on the Reynolds
number.
Laminar Transition Turbulent
U Stable  
laminar  
ﬂow
Not in bypass
transition Turbulent 
spots
Fully 
turbulent 
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TS 
waves
Spanwise 
vorticity
3D 
breakdown
Figure 1.4: Illustration of natural and bypass transition, from White [5]
The prediction of transition is thus important for the estimation of the losses and is strongly
linked to the prediction of the turbulence in the main flow and in the boundary layer.
1.2 Blade-row interactions
Blade-row interactions are unsteady phenomena caused by the relative motion of the rows. The part
of each phenomenon in the total amount of loss in a turbomachinery depends on the configuration,
however, Yoon et al. [6] estimate that blade-row interactions are responsible for 10% of the loss in
a turbine stage.
1.2.1 Wake interaction
A wake is a viscous effect caused by the merging of the boundary layer of pressure and suction
sides. It propagates downstream with the flow velocity and is characterized by a velocity deficit
area as illustrated of Fig. 1.5.
The experimental work by Soranna et al. [7] showed that the wake modifies the velocity field
around the downstream blade even if it does not impinge it. When it reaches the leading edge of
the downstream blade, the wake is chopped and convected in the inter-blade channel. This slicing
and its consequences on the aerodynamic quantities of the flow have been studied by Mailach et
al [8, 9]. Three effects determine the structure of the wake:
- the viscous mixing with the main flow, that tends to widen the wake and to reduce the velocity
deficit,
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- a stretching caused by the enlargement of the inter-blade passage (in a compressor), or a
reducing if the section decreases,
- and a mass transport in the blade-to-blade plan, from the pressure side of a blade to the
suction side of the adjacent blade. This phenomena, caused by the slip velocity between the
main flow and the wake, is called negative jet.
A wake can be defined by its velocity deficit, expressed in % of the free-stream velocity, and its
width, measured at mid-deficit. Vortex shedding also appears at the trailing edge of the blade. This
phenomena is more described in chapter 3 (in the case of a cylinder). Its frequency depends on the
diameter of the trailing edge, the viscosity and the velocity of the flow. It is thus not correlated
from the blade passing frequency.
stator
rotor
SS
PS
ﬂow
Figure 1.5: Wake in a compressor stage, from Mailach et al. [8]
Turbulence affects the interaction of the wake with the main flow. Indeed, the turbulence rate
influences the mixing of the wake and the main flow and thus the creation of loss. The wake itself
is turbulent and its state depends on the transition of the boundary layer at the blade wall. In
addition, the shear stress between the wake and the main flow create turbulence.
1.2.2 Wake-boundary layer interaction
The passing wakes coming from the upstream blade can interact with the boundary layer on the
downstream blade and trigger the laminar-to-turbulent transition. As this phenomenon is periodic,
the boundary layer is composed of a turbulent area, followed by a medium zone called ‘calmed’
before turning back to a laminar state. If the wakes are passing quickly enough, the boundary layer
never gets the time to become laminar again and it stays turbulent. This delays its separation and
has a stabilizing effect for the machine [10]. Ottavy et al. [11] and Wheeler et al. [12] studied this
phenomena in axial compressor and showed that it can be beneficial in terms of performances but
it is highly sensitive to the incoming flow and to the shape of the leading edge.
1.2.3 Potential effects
The potential effects are created by the presence of an obstacle in the flow (here, the blades), and
they are assimilated to pressure forces. They propagate upstream and downstream at the speed of
sound. The rotor-stator interaction therefore reorganizes quasi-instantaneously the pressure field.
It is difficult to separate a priori the potential effect coming from the upstream and downstream
rows, but Mailach et al. [13] showed that the one coming from the downstream row is dominating.
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The intensity of the potential effect decays with the distance and Leboeuf [14] proposed the following
expression:
∂P
ρU2
∣∣∣∣
max
=
√
1−M2
1−M2x
exp
[
−2π
√
1−M2
1−M2x
x
θP
]
. (1.6)
Where M is the Mach number, p the pressure, U the velocity magnitude and θP the blade passage
pitch. When the distance from the blade x
θP
is important, it is strongly attenuated. In current
turbomachinery, the trend is to decrease the distance between the rows to address size constraints
and to increase the blade loading. This leads to an increase of the potential effects. However, they
remain one order of magnitude lower than the wake interaction effects [15].
1.2.4 Clocking
Clocking is the interaction between rows rotating at the same rotation speed and their consequences
on the performances of multi-stages configurations. For a 1.5 stage turbine where the two stator
rows have the same number of blades, the efficiency is maximum when the wake of stator 1 impinges
stator 2 at its leading edge because it decreases the velocity around the blade [16]. Conversely, the
efficiency is minimized when the wake impinges the blades in the inter-blades passage.
1.3 Secondary flows
In secondary flows, the flow field is different in speed and direction from the majority of the domain
and to what is predicted for an inviscid fluid. These phenomena are responsible for one third of
the total losses [17].
1.3.1 Corner vortex
The strong adverse pressure gradients at the foot of the blade caused by the interaction of the
boundary layers of the hub and of the suction side of the blade can cause a stall and create a
vortex. This vortex creates a flow opposed to the main flow of the stage and is responsible for
aerodynamic losses and a deviation of the flow [18][19].
1.3.2 Passage vortex
The passage vortex is caused by the flow deviation induced by the blades. In the boundary layers
at the hub and at the casing, the velocity is less important. These areas are therefore more sensitive
to the pressure gradient between the pressure and the suction sides of the blade. A radial flow is
induced toward the endwalls at the pressure side and from the endwalls at the suction side and
thus a recirculation from the suction side toward the pressure side at mid-span. This leads to the
creation of the passage vortex.
1.3.3 Tip leakage flow
Between the tip of a mobile blade and the casing, there exist a tiny space called the tip gap. Flow
is therefore moving in this gap from the pressure side towards the suction side as illustrated on
Fig. 1.6. The tip leakage flow is normal to the main-flow direction and their mixing results in the
creation of entropy and losses. A vortex sheet is also created in the upstream part of the blade
and convected, resulting in the creation of tip vortices. The turbulent mixing of the tip leakage
flow with the main flow is responsible for losses and has an important impact on the machine
stability [20, 21, 22]. In addition, in this area the turbulence is not isotropic.
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of the creation of the tip vortex, from Leboeuf [14]
1.4 Shock
A shock is a discontinuity that appears in transonic or supersonic flows and its thickness is of
the order of size of the mean free path of molecules. Across a shock, the Mach number and the
total pressure decrease, while the static pressure and the static temperature increase. For example,
assuming a normal shock in a flow at M=1.4, which is representative of turbomachinery conditions,
the loss of total pressure is of 4%.
1.4.1 Shock-waves interaction
In a transonic turbomachinery, shock waves appear. They can reflect on upstream and downstream
rows and can interfere with the other unsteadiness caused by the rotor-stator interactions. Ottavy
et al. [23] studied the impact of a shock wave on the wake of the inlet guide vane. Before the
shock passage, the velocity deficit and the flow deviation are increased. The reversed phenomenon
happens after the passage of the shock. Gorell et al. [24][25] showed that in a similar configuration,
the shock at the leading edge of the rotor is chopped by the upstream stator row. This causes a
pressure wave (normal to the stator blade), which leads to a decrease of the performances. Shock
waves can also interact with the wakes of the upstream or the neighbor blades, resulting in their
bending and their oscillation [26].
1.4.2 Shock-boundary layer interaction
The shock at the trailing edge of the upstream row impinges the downstream blade and operates
a retrograde sweeping. It can cause the development of a separation bubble at the foot of the
shock and eventually the transition of the boundary layer for compressor configurations [27, 28], as
illustrated on Fig. 1.7. The boundary layer can eventually relaminarizes downstream the shock [29].
When it is already turbulent, the shock-boundary layer interaction can trigger the stall. The
behavior of the shock is related to the state of the boundary layer and thus to the good prediction
of the laminar-to-turbulent transition.
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Figure 1.7: Illustration of shock - boundary layer interaction with transition, from Carbonneau et
al. [30].
1.5 Off-design operating conditions
The engine can operate at conditions in which its efficiency is not maximal for several reasons.
On the one hand, instabilities appear in compressor at low mass flow rates, which can result in
important damages for the machine. Indeed, at low mass-flow rate, the flow angle upstream the
blades increases. This causes the boundary layer to become wider and eventually block the flow
in the inter-blade passage, creating stalled cell. The flow is deviated toward the adjacent blades,
increasing the incidence on the blade located at the pressure side. This neighbor blade is blocked
in its turn and thus the stalled cell moves from one blade to another. It rotates at 30 to 80% of the
rotating speed. There can be one or several cells in the machine and they can cover all or a part
of the blade span. This phenomena is called rotating stall and is acknowledged to be a precursor
of surge.
The surge of a compressor is an axial oscillation of the flow at low frequency (1 to 100 Hz) that
can lead to the set up of a reverse flow and to a failure of the machine [31, 32]. To prevent the
compressor from entering these operating conditions, the designer thus uses a safety margin, called
the surge margin.
On the other hand, there are uncertainties in the operating conditions, especially the inlet flow
field, which can experience variations or non-homogeneities. It leads to an overestimation of the
surge margin and sometimes the maximum efficiency operating point cannot be used.
1.6 Conclusion
Some phenomena responsible for losses in turbomachinery have been presented in this chapter.
Many of them involve turbulence, like the mixing of the wakes, wake-boundary layer interaction,
shock-boundary layer interaction and tip leakage flows. An accurate prediction of these phenomena
will lead to a progress of their knowledge and understanding and thus to a potential improvement
of engines efficiency.
Chapter 2
Numerical simulation of the turbulent flow in
turbomachinery
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Turbomachinery experience unsteady and turbulent flows. The future of aeronautics engines,
based on their improvement or a technological breakthrough, requires a better understanding of
these structures. In the past decades, with the emergence of supercomputers, numerical simulations
have arisen as an interesting solution to study the turbulent phenomena in turbomachinery. The
aim of this chapter is thus to present some of the existing methods for the numerical simulation
of the turbulent flow in turbomachinery and to look among them for a trade-off between the
computational cost and the range of turbulent eddies solved for complex configurations at high
Reynolds numbers.
The governing equations for turbulent flows are presented in a first section. Different methods
to numerically model them are reviewed in a second one. These methods differ from each other
by the range of turbulent eddies they model or resolve. The relative cost of each one is discussed.
Then, in a third part, methods that allow the reduction of the mesh size are presented.
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2.1 Navier–Stokes equations
The Navier–Stokes equations describes the three-dimensional flow of a non-reactive, single-phase,
Newtonian, compressible fluid. These equations result from the mass (Eq. 2.1), momentum (Eq. 2.2)
and total energy (Eq. 2.3) conservation. As they are applied here to the airflow in turbomachinery,
the volume forces are neglected.
Conservation of mass:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρuj) = 0 (2.1)
Conservation of momentums:
∂ρui
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
[ρuiuj + pδij − τij ] = 0 i = 1,2,3 (2.2)
Conservation of total energy:
∂ρE
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
[ρEuj + ujp+ qj − uiτij ] = 0 (2.3)
Where ρ is the density, ui the components of the velocity and E the total energy. To close these
equations, it is necessary to determine the pressure p, the stress tensor τ , the dynamic viscosity µ
and the heat flux q. In this purpose, the following state laws and behavior laws are used.
The ideal gas law connects the thermodynamic properties of the fluid. It expresses p as:
p = ρrT , (2.4)
where T is the temperature and r is the specific gas constant (r = 287.058 J.kg−1.K−1). For a
Newtonian fluid, the stress tensor yields:
τij = µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
δij
)
. (2.5)
The Sutherland law gives the viscosity of the fluid:
µ(T ) = µ0
(
T
T0
) 3
2 T0 + 110.4
T + 110.4
, (2.6)
with, for air, µ0 = 1.711× 10−5 kg.m.s−1 and T0 = 273.15 K.
At last, the Fourier law gives the heat flux q:
qj = −λ ∂T
∂xj
, (2.7)
with λ the thermal conductivity of the fluid which is given by: Pr =
µCp
λ
= 0.72 for air where Cp
is the heat capacity of the fluid.
These equations have no known analytical solution and are thus discretized to be numerically
solved. The discretized equations can then be directly solved or filtered in order to model all or
only a part of the turbulence. Different solutions to numerically simulate the turbulent flows in
turbomachinery are presented in the next section.
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2.2 Numerical simulation of turbulence in turbomachinery
Different methods exist to capture the turbulent scales of the flow. Three of them are presented
in the next paragraphs. These methods differ from each other by the range of turbulent eddies
they model and resolve. They are ranging from total simulation (DNS) to total modeling (RANS).
Intermediate solutions exist, such as large-eddy simulations (LES). Figure 2.1 presents these meth-
ods.
Figure 2.1: Simulated and modeled part of the Kolmogorov spectrum for RANS, LES and DNS
methods. From Gravemeier [33].
2.2.1 Direct numerical simulations
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) solves all the turbulent scales. To achieve this, the size of the
mesh cells has to be of the order of the smallest scale of turbulence η. The domain modeled also
has to be at least of the size of the largest scale L, which is of the magnitude of the size of the
obstacle. It can be shown [34] that L
η
∽ Re
3
4 where Re = ρUL
µ
is the Reynolds number based on the
size of the largest scales. As the domain is three dimensional, this means that the number of cells
needed is of magnitude Re
9
4 . Given that the Reynolds numbers existing in industrial compressors
are about 106, simulations of 3D full turbomachinery stages are today unreachable. However, there
are some examples in the last years of DNS of single blades operating at low Reynolds Number.
For example, Wissink and Rodi [35], Wissink et al. [36] and Wheeler et al. [37] performed DNS at
Reynolds number ranging from 72,000 to 570,000. But in all these cases the modeled blade span
does not exceed 0.25 chord (0.1 chord for the DNS of Wheeler). There are very few example of
DNS of a full stage, like the turbine stage computed by Rai [38] at Re = 100,000. The existing
DNS thus concern simplified configurations operating at low Reynolds numbers.
2.2.2 (U)RANS simulations
2.2.2.1 Averaged equations
In Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulations, a Reynolds averaged flow, corresponding
to a statistic average of several realization of the flow, is computed. This averaging filters the
random fluctuations of the flow and the effects of turbulence are entirely modeled. When the flow
is not steady, a phase-average is achieved in order to take into account the unsteadiness linked to
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the motion of the blades (URANS approach). These simulations capture the unsteady periodic
phenomena that occur in turbomachinery. The assumption of ergodicity is done, which states
that a temporal averaging and a statistic averaging are equivalent. For RANS simulations, the
averaging is performed over the whole time of the flow. For URANS simulations it is done on a
sufficiently short time that the periodic interactions are kept while the turbulent eddies are filtered.
The unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations yields:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρuj) = 0 (2.8)
∂ρui
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
[
ρuiuj + pδij − τ ij + 2
3
µt
∂uj
xj
− 2µtS
]
= 0 i = 1,2,3 (2.9)
∂ρE
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
[(
ρE + p
)
uj −
(
τ − 2
3
µt
∂uj
∂xj
+ 2µtS
)
uj + q + qt
]
= 0 (2.10)
where .¯ is the Reynolds averaging operator and S¯ is the mean rate of strain tensor.
2.2.2.2 Closure of the equations
To close these equations, two kinds of possibilities exist. With first order models, that rely on the
Boussinesq approximation, an expression is given for µt. It can be done with an algebraic model,
which directly links µt to the mean flow without adding any transport equation. An example of
such model is the Baldwin and Lomax model [39]. Another solution consists in adding one or
two equations in the system to transport the turbulent kinetic energy k and eventually an other
quantity. This is the case in the Spalart–Almaras model [40] (1 equation), or in the k − ω Wilcox
model [41] and the k− l Smith model [42] (2 equations). With second order models, the transport
equations for the Reynolds stress tensor are solved. This solution adds 6 equations for the double
correlations and a seventh for a length scale, usually the turbulent dissipation rate. The Reynolds
Stress Model of Launder et al. [43] is an example of second order model. First order models rely
on the assumptions of isotropy and equilibrium of the turbulence, which are not always true in
turbomachinery. However, the transport of the 6 double correlations of the Reynolds stress tensor
induces an important increase of the computational cost. To reduce this cost and still overcome the
isotropy assumption, some models propose an algebraic solution, like the EARSM model by Wallin
and Johansson [44]. The solution is sensitive to the choice of the turbulence model [45][46]. Indeed,
each model is calibrated to handle a specific kind of flow and can barely be used for another one.
2.2.2.3 Transition modeling
As turbulence is modeled, the transition of the boundary layer cannot be simulated. The user can
thus either assume that the flow is fully turbulent (which is usually not true as seen in section 1.1)
either use a transition model. Numerous methods have been proposed to set up a transition crite-
rion, and many of them have known several improvement through the time. Four kinds of methods
can be distinguished. The eN method relies on a criterion of amplification of the perturbations
in the boundary layer which is linked to the turbulence rate by Mack [47]. Local criteria, as
the Abu-Ghannam and Shaw [48] criteria and the C1 transverse one, have a lower computational
cost because they use only local information but they do not take into account the history of the
boundary layer. On the other hand, a non-local criterion as the Arnal–Habiballah–Delcourt one,
implies that the topology of the case is known. At last there are models with one or more transport
equations like the Menter and Langtry γ − Reθ [49]. They propose a transport equation for the
intermittency criterion γ, which models the progressive transition from laminar to turbulent. The
advantage of these models is that they both are local and account for the boundary layer history.
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2.2.2.4 Conclusion on URANS simulations
(U)RANS simulations are currently widely used in the industry and have shown satisfactory results.
However their main drawback is that they rely on models (turbulence, transitions) that need to
be calibrated and that are often designed for a specific kind of flow. The use of direct numerical
simulation, which is free of these models, has been found to be highly expensive. A third solution is
presented in the next paragraph, which solves a part of the turbulence and thus reduces the weight
of the turbulence model.
2.3 Large-eddy simulations
2.3.1 Filtered equations
The large-eddy simulation solves the large, energetic structures of the turbulence and models the
small ones. The separation of the eddies is done with a high-pass filter. This filter can be either
explicitly expressed or implicitly done by the mesh grid as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The structures
that are larger than a grid cell are solved and the other ones are modeled. If ∆ is the characteristic
length of the mesh in the directions (i,j,k) then the cutting wave number of the filter is:
κc =
2π
λc
=
π
∆
, (2.11)
with
∆ = (∆i∆j∆k)
1
3 . (2.12)
Grid
points
Sub-grid structures
Resolved structures
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the eddies separation by the mesh grid in large-eddy simulations. From
Raverdy [50]
All the structures with a wave number above κc are modeled. The other ones are solved. This
filter is applied on the instantaneous flow. A quantity f is decomposed into a resolved part f˜ and
a modeled part f ′:
f = f˜ + f ′. (2.13)
The .˜ operator is mass pondered:
f˜ =
ρf
ρ
(2.14)
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The filtered equations yield:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρu˜j) = 0 (2.15)
∂ρu˜i
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
[ρu˜iu˜j + pδij − τ ij − tij ] = 0 i=1,2,3 (2.16)
∂ρE˜
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
[ρE˜u˜j + u˜jp+ q˜j + θj − u˜iτ˜ij − u˜itij ] = 0 (2.17)
where tij is the subgrid scale (SGS) stress tensor and θj the subgrid scale heat flux. Because of
these two terms, the filtered equations are not closed. Subgrid scale models are used to model the
effect of the smallest eddies.
Various parameters, that will influence the quality of a large-eddy simulation, have to be chosen
by the user, like the SGS model or the size of cells that will determine the filter. They are presented
in the next paragraphs.
2.3.2 Subgrid scales models
When an explicit filtering of the equations is used, there is no need for subgrid scale modeling. For
implicit filtering, two approaches exist:
- implicit methods, in which the dissipation linked to the smallest scales of turbulence is done
by the numerical schemes,
- explicit methods, in which these terms are modeled. This kind of method is the most widely
used.
Among the explicit methods, there are structural models where the subgrid flow is computed
and which are not discussed here, and the functional methods. In the last ones the effect of the
subgrid is estimated by expressing tij and θj . The most common models introduce a turbulent
viscosity νSGS .
tij = ρνSGS
(
∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
− 2
3
∂u˜k
∂xk
δij
)
(2.18)
θj =
ρνSGSCp
PrSGS
∂T˜
∂xj
(2.19)
2.3.2.1 Smagorinsky model
The Smagorinsky sub-grid scale model [51] expresses the sub-grid viscosity as:
µSGS = ρ˜(Cs∆)
2||S˜|| (2.20)
where Cs is the Smagorinsky constant and
||S˜|| =
√
2S˜ijS˜ij . (2.21)
Assuming that the turbulence is homogeneous and isotropic and that there is an equilibrium
between the production and the dissipation of turbulence, this constant can be set to Cs = 0.18.
But Fujiwara et al. [52] showed that near the walls, this model is too dissipative and the transition
of turbulence is badly predicted. Some authors thus use lower values for the Smagorinsky constant
like Leonard et al. [53] (Cs = 0.09) or McMullan and Page [54] (Cs = 0.1). Dynamic versions of
the Smagorinsky model have been proposed, like that of Germano et al. [55] in which the value of
the constant is adapted to each point of the grid mesh depending on the flow physics.
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2.3.2.2 WALE model
In the WALE model [56], the sub-grid viscosity yields:
µSGS = (Cw∆)
2
SdijS
d
ij
(S˜ijS˜ij)
5
2 + (SdijS
d
ij)
5
4
(2.22)
with
Sdij =
1
2
(g˜2ij − g2ji)−
1
3
δij ˜gkk
2 and g˜2ij =
∂u˜i
∂xk
∂u˜k
∂xj
. (2.23)
The recommended value for the WALE constant Cw is 0.5. This model respects the cubic decrease
of the sub-grid scale viscosity µSGS with the wall distance.
2.3.2.3 Implicit LES
Implicit LES does not use a sub-grid scale model and assumes that the numerical dissipation is
sufficient. It is sometimes called numerical LES (NLES) [57]. If the schemes used are dissipative,
the use of a SGS model can lead to an overestimation of the dissipation. But if they are not, it
can be required for the stability of the code. Eastwood et al. [58] studied the effect of a change
of SGS model on the velocity and shear stress in a jet flow. They concluded that if the code
used is dissipative, the choice of the SGS model has little importance and that it can be omitted.
Indeed, as 90% of the turbulent kinetic energy is resolved, the modeling of the other 10% has
a limited influence[59]. This kind of method has been successfully applied to turbomachinery
configurations [58][60]. However, these results are highly dependent on the numerical scheme used.
2.3.3 Boundary conditions
Most applications use non-reflective conditions to avoid parasite pressure waves, especially for
acoustic applications. In this case, sponge layers are often used at the exit boundary. No-slip and
adiabatic conditions are usually used at blade walls for compressor and isothermal wall conditions
for turbines when heat transfer is considered. An important point is the choice of the inlet turbulent
rate. According to McMullan and Page [54], an accurate description of the transient flow at the
inlet boundary is essential for the fidelity of the simulation. Gourdain et al. [61] and Matsuura
and Kato [60] studied the influence of the inlet turbulence rate. They both concluded that inlet
conditions are of primary importance for the prediction of the boundary layer state, its transition
and its separation. These authors proposed several methods for turbulence injection: turbulence
recycling [54], synthetic-eddy method [62] or injection of the previous turbulent simulation of an
empty box [60]. However, they all require an a priori knowledge of the turbulence characteristics
or a previous simulation, while the turbulent state of the inlet flow is usually badly known.
2.3.4 Mesh grid
Geometry definition and mesh refinement are the most important elements of a LES, according to
Tucker [63]. Several studies show that LES is much more sensitive to the grid mesh definition than
(U)RANS [27][53]. Indeed, an under-resolved LES badly predicts the gradients near walls and, in
this case, Eastwood et al. [58] show that it is better to use a hybrid-LES method than pure LES.
Fig. 2.3 is adapted by Tucker et al. [2] from Piomelli and Balaras [64]. It plots the number of
boundary layer grid points (N) needed for one blade passage against the Reynolds number based
on the chord Rec. The long and short dashed line stand respectively for the number of grid points
needed in the inner boundary layer (y+ < 100) and in the outer boundary layer (δ+ > y+ > 100,
where δ is the boundary layer thickness).
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At Rec ≈ 105 and below, the inner boundary layer mesh requirement is not dominant and the
order of magnitude of grid points needed is given by N = 3000× w
c
×Re0.4c where w is the span and
c is the chord. This concerns low-pressure turbines. Above Rec ≈ 5×105, the inner boundary layer
requirement is dominant. This is the case for fans and compressors. Then, an order of magnitude
of the total points number needed is N = 5× 10−4 × w
c
×Re1.8c .
The points plotted in Fig. 2.3 correspond to simulations of other authors gathered by Tucker [2].
It can be seen that most of them are below the requirements. Indeed a fully resolved LES is highly
expensive. This is why today most of the applications are not done with a full 3D geometry but
with a simplified one. Indeed, the end walls (and thus the tip gap) are usually not modeled and / or
only one isolated blade is computed. In addition, the meshes often do not match the recommended
criteria for LES, and under-resolved grids are mostly used.
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Figure 2.3: Grid requirement for wall-resolved LES in the inner and outer boundary layer depending
on the Reynolds number. Adapted by Tucker et al. [2] from Piomelli and Balaras [64]
Conclusion on LES
Large eddy simulation could be a good trade-off to avoid the use of restrictive assumptions on the
turbulence and obtain a better description of the physical phenomena occurring in turbomachinery
than with URANS simulations. LES has already been successfully applied to a wide range of
turbomachinery problems, such as off-design operating conditions [65][54], secondary flows [66],
heat transfer [67][61], and aero-acoustics [68]. However, these simulations still remain expensive
and large eddy simulations of a full turbomachinery stage are far from being the norm. If low-
pressure turbine computations are emerging, simulations of full 3D compressor stages at realistic
Reynolds are quite rare. If the Moore law keeps being followed, such simulations could be available
by 2035 [69]. However, experience shows that the size of the meshes is not increasing at the same
rate as computing power [69]. One way to reduce this waiting time is to try to reduce the size of
the mesh grids.
2.4 Methods to mitigate the mesh requirement for LES
The next paragraphs present several existing methods to reduce the size of mesh grids in large-eddy
simulations. Two categories are stressed. On the one hand, there are wall-modeling methods which
propose to increase the size of the cells near walls. On the other hand, there are methods that
propose to reduce the number of blades passages computed.
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2.4.1 Wall modeling
This paragraph is mainly inspired by the review of Riera [70] and Bocquet [34] (French), and the
work of Tucker [2] and Tyacke [71]. As seen earlier, the presence of walls is responsible for the
creation of small turbulent eddies and thus for the need of highly refined meshes. The boundary
layer can contain up to 90% of the cells of a mesh grid (see Fig. 2.3). If larger cells were used at the
walls, this would lead to a bad estimation of the velocity profile near wall as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
Δy
wall
model
U U
u
∂u/∂y
∂u/∂y
Resolved LES Wall modeled
LES
Figure 2.4: Illustration of the need of wall modeling when coarse cells are used at wall. From
Bocquet [34].
The idea of wall modeling is thus to use a model that will correct this gradient. It can be either
an analytical function, called wall law, or a local URANS computation. This last approach is called
hybrid RANS/LES. Many works have been achieved about wall laws, and various models have been
proposed, per example by Schumann [72], Nicoud et al. [73], Templeton et al. [74] or Bodart and
Larsson [75]. This subject will not be detailed here. In hybrid URANS/LES methods, some parts of
the flow are computed with URANS modeling and others with LES. The detached-eddy simulation
(DES) has been proposed by Spalart [76]. The Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model is modified to
act as a subgrid scale model far from walls and as a URANS model near the walls. This allows a
strong reduction of the number of grid points used in the boundary layer. However, depending on
the mesh refinement, the transition between URANS and LES zones can occur in the boundary
layer and be responsible for error. This phenomenon is called “grid induced separation” [77]. To
avoid this, improvements of this method have been proposed like the Delayed-DES of Spalart [78] or
the Zonal-DES of Deck [79]. These methods provide satisfactory results for a lower computational
cost than LES [71]. The user has to choose the position of the URANS/LES interface but they are
still less dependent on the user choices than pure URANS.
The ratio between the number of grid points needed in the inner and the outer boundary layer
is plotted in Fig. 2.5 after Fig. 2.3. It can be considered as the reduction of the mesh size obtained
with the use of wall modeling. For configurations operating at low Reynolds numbers (105) like
low-pressure turbines, the ratio is not important. For Reynolds numbers ranging from 106 to 107
corresponding to fans and compressors, 1 to 2 orders of magnitude can be gained.
2.4.2 Reduction of the number of blade passages
Due to the phenomena presented in chapter 1, the flow in a succession of turbomachinery rows is
unsteady without any particular periodicity. So, without hypothesis to reduce the complexity of
such flows, a full annulus domain must be used for the unsteady simulation of multi-stage configu-
rations. But as said in section 2.3, except for low Reynolds numbers (∼ 105) such computations are
too expensive for present computational means. Under certain hypothesis, some strategies allow
to reduce the cost of such applications.
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Figure 2.5: Ratio between the number of grid points needed for wall-resolved LES and for wall-
modeled LES.
2.4.2.1 Design periodicity of the machine
In some cases, it is possible to take advantage of the natural periodicity of the machine. When the
greatest common divisor (GCD) of the blades numbers is different from 1, a sector of 2pi
GCD
can be
computed. Instantaneous periodicity conditions are used at the azimuthal boundaries. This method
is widely used and validated for URANS simulations at a nominal operating point [80][81]. Its
main limitation is that it rarely allows a large reduction of the number of blades simulated. Indeed,
industrial turbomachinery uses coprime integers blade numbers to avoid resonance phenomena [82].
In addition, these conditions induce a periodicity in the flow that may be wrong. For example,
Crevel et al. [31] showed that the use of a periodic sector for the prediction of the rotating stall forces
the periodicity of the rotating stall cells. In large-eddy simulation, the use of periodic conditions
forces the turbulence at the interfaces to be correlated. Despite these limitations, the use of the
natural periodicity of the machine, when possible, is the weakest possible hypothesis. All the
limitations concerning the induced periodicity also apply to the following methods.
2.4.2.2 Pitch transformation (or geometry change method)
When there is no interesting natural periodicity in the stage, Rai [83] proposes to force it by
changing the number of blades in one or both rows. For example, a stage with 29 and 42 blades can
be replaced by a stage with 30 and 42 blades or even by 30 and 40 blades. In the first case, a half
of the machine can be computed, and in the second case, one tenth. When doing that, the pitch
of the blade passage is changed. To save the solidity of the blade, its chord has to be changed as
well. The geometry of the blade is then modified. At the pitch interfaces, instantaneous periodicity
conditions are used. Bardoux [84] applied this method on the Vega2 configuration as illustrated in
Fig. 2.6.
This method is widely used for the large eddy simulation of turbomachinery stages [68, 54].
Its major disadvantage is that the computed machine is different from the initial one. As shown
by Arnone and Paciani [85], it can lead to different shocking mass flows, amplitude of fluctuations
and aerodynamic load of the blades if the pitch ratio change is over 1%. It therefore makes the
comparison with the experimental data difficult. However, it provides a good view of the complex
aerodynamics phenomena that occurs in industrial stages configurations.
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(a) Original configuration 23:37 (b) Modified configuration 23:46
Figure 2.6: Illustration of geometry change method, from Bardoux [84]
2.4.2.3 Profile transformation
The profile transformation method, also called the blade number reduction method, has been
proposed by Fourmaux [86]. In this method the geometry is not changed, and the two rows have
different pitches. The number of blades is chosen in such a way that this difference is small enough
to be neglected and instantaneous periodicity conditions are applied at the pitch interfaces.
At the rotor-stator interface, a compression coefficient is used for the row with the biggest pitch
and a dilatation coefficient is used for the one with the smallest pitch. If e1 is the pitch of the
first row and e2 the pitch of the second row, then a medium pitch is defined by: ec =
e1+e2
2 . The
compression/dilatation of the first row interface is thus λ1 =
ec
e1
and that of the second row is
λ2 =
ec
e2
. Then, a classic treatment is done at the ec interface to exchange information between the
two rows.
This modifies the time and space eddies of the aerodynamic phenomena as illustrated in [87]. If
T1 =
2pi
N2
and T2 =
2pi
N1
then the new periods are T ′1 = λ1T1 and T
′
2 = λ2T2. The azimuthal gradients
are also modified. But this change can be easily corrected during the post-processing. To minimize
the compression/dilatation effects, several blade passages can be simulated to ensure that λ1 and
λ2 are as close as possible of 1.
e
1
e
2
e
c
Figure 2.7: Illustration of the use of profile transformation
This method has not been much used, but there are recent examples by ANSYS code CFX [88,
89, 87]. In addition, it is suitable for multi-stage configurations.
2.4.3 Phase-lagged boundary conditions
2.4.3.1 Principle
The use of phase-lagged boundary conditions was initially proposed by Erdos and Alzner [90].
These conditions allow the computation of a single blade passage in each row without any change
of the geometry of the blade. The ratio of the number of grid points between the full annulus mesh
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and the single blade one depends on the configuration. Fig. 2.8 shows the relationship between this
ratio and the numbers of blades of the configuration (for a single stage machine). Phase-lagged
conditions can thus allow a strong reduction of the number of grid point, but it can also be seen it
as a way to use more refined grids.
Grid for full annulus
Grid for phase-lagged
=
Nrow 1 +Nrow 2
1 + 1
, (2.24)
where Ni is the number of blades of row i.
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Figure 2.8: Ratio between the grid requirement for a full annulus simulation and a phase-lagged
simulation depending on the number of blade of the configuration.
The principle of phase-lagged boundary conditions can be illustrated with the figure 2.9. Two
computation cases of the same compressor stage are presented.
(a) Same pitch (b) Different pitches
Figure 2.9: Illustration of the consequences of using one blade passage per row, from Sicot [15]
In the first case (Fig. 2.9(a)), the natural periodicity of the row is used (cf. §2.4.2.1). A 2pi10
sector is modeled in both rows and instantaneous periodicity conditions can be applied. In the
second case (Fig.2.9(b)), only one blade passage per row is modeled. The pitch is different in each
row, and instantaneous conditions cannot be used. The phase-lagged assumption is used here. It
assumes that the flow in the passage depends only on the relative position of the two blades. As a
consequence, what happens at one interface at time t will happen again at the opposite interface
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with a time-lag∆t. This time lag only depends on the number of blades in each row and the rotation
speed. This is illustrated in Fig 2.10. At time T = 0, the wake of the rotor-blade number 1 impinges
the stator-blade 3 at its leading edge. After one stator blade passage, it impinges stator-blade 2
in exactly the same way. So here, if the stator is considered, it can be seen that the flow that was
established in a stator passage at time T = 0 establishes again in the neighbor passage at time
t = Ts. If the whole row is considered, the relative position of rotor-blade 1 and stator-blade 3 will
be repeated at a time Tpl < Ts between two other blades. This period is called the phase-lagged
period.
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(b) t = TS
Figure 2.10: Illustration of spatial and temporal lag in a turbomachinery stage
2.4.3.2 Generalized equations
The generalized equations of the phase-lag between two blade passages for two rows rotating at
arbitrary rotation speed have been proposed by Gerolymos and Chapin [91].
Two rows A and B are considered with respectively NA and NB blades and rotating at speeds
ΩA and ΩB, with ΩA %= ΩB (Fig. 2.11). θA and θB are the positions of the blades in rows A and B
relative framework and θABS is the position of the blades in the absolute framework.
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Figure 2.11: Relative position of rows A and B at time t = 0, from Gerolymos and Chapin [91].
The calculations presented here are derived in the case where NB ≤ NA ≤ 2NB, but this
relation is always true [91].
The unsteady phenomena in each row happen at the blade passing frequency (BPF) of the opposite
blade row:
fA =
NBΩ
2π
et fB =
NAΩ
2π
with Ω = |ΩA − ΩB|. (2.25)
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The aim here is to find δt such as blades A2 and B2 are in the same relative positions at time
t− δt than A1 and B1 at time t = 0. If Fi is an aerodynamic quantity in the row i, then:
FA(x, r, θA +
2pi
NA
; t− δt) = FA(x, r, θA; t)
FB(x, r, θB +
2pi
NB
; t− δt) = FB(x, r, θB; t) (2.26)
From geometric consideration (θABSA1 (t) = θABSB1 (t) and θABSA2 (t− δt) = θABSB2 (t− δt)), it can
be deduced that:
δt =
1
ΩA − ΩB
[
2π
NA
− 2π
NB
]
. (2.27)
Then the inter-blade phase angle (IBPA) δφi such as
FA(x,r,θA +
2pi
NA
; t− δφA2pifA ) = FA(x,r,θA; t)
FB(x,r,θB +
2pi
NB
; t− δφB2pifB ) = FB(x,r,θB; t)
(2.28)
can be computed in each row. Knowing δt, it yields:
δφA = NBΩδt = −2π sign(ΩA − ΩB)
(
1− NB
NA
)
δφB = NAΩδt = −2π sign(ΩA − ΩB)
(
NA
NB
− 1
) (2.29)
2.4.3.3 Memory cost
To apply such conditions, there is a need to store the flow at the phase-lagged interfaces over a full
period of the flow. Indeed, to apply at one interface what append at the opposite interface in the
past, the history of the flow has to be recorded. For this, different solutions have been proposed.
They are separated into two categories. On the one hand, there are the storage methods, in which
the flow is literally stored during the computation. On the other hand, the time-inclined method
turns the storage problem with a variable transformation. These two methods correspond to two
ways of implementing the phase-lag hypothesis.
Storage methods Initially, Erdos and Alzner [90] proposed a direct storage method. Basically,
all values were stored at each timestep over a blade passage. But taking into account the meshes and
time-steps used for the simulation of industrial configurations, such a method is highly expensive.
Fig. 2.12 shows the cost of direct storage depending on the number of cells at the interface and for
various number of instant in the period stored. For a typical interface of 1000 × 1000 = 106 cells
with 1000 instants stored, 45 Go are needed for 6 quantities.
To reduce the storage needed, He [92] proposed the Shape Correction method, which is today
the most common method. The signal at the interface is decomposed into Fourier Series:
f(t+ T ) = f(t) = a0 +
∞∑
n=1
[
an cos
(
2πnt
T
)
+ bn sin
(
2πnt
T
)]
(2.30)
with
a0 =
1
N
∑N
k=1 f(t+ k∆t)
an =
2
N
∑N
k=1 f(t+ k∆t) cos
(
2pin(t+k∆t)
T
)
for n ≥ 1
bn =
2
N
∑N
k=1 f(t+ k∆t) sin
(
2pin(t+k∆t)
T
)
for n ≥ 1
(2.31)
where T is the blade passage period T = 1
BPF
, N the number of samples and ∆t the time-step
(T = N ×∆t).
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Figure 2.12: Memory cost for direct storage depending on the size of the interface for a bade passage
period discretized by 100 (black), 500 (green) and 1000 (red) time-steps.
An iterative method, proposed by Gerolymos et al. [93] is used to compute the Fourier coeffi-
cients at each timestep. It is based on the moving average method. This method is similar to the
partial substitution introduced by He [94]. Let start with the continuous definition of the Fourier
coefficients at the time t+∆t:
at+∆tn =
2
T
∫ t+∆t+T
t+∆t
f(u) cos
(
2πnu
T
)
du. (2.32)
This integrale can be decomposed into three terms:
at+∆tn =
∫ t+T
t
· · ·+
∫ t
t+∆t
· · ·+
∫ t+∆t+T
t+T
· · · (2.33)
The first integral is atn, the value of an at the previous timestep. For the two other integrals it
can be shown that [92]:
atn = a
t−∆t
n +
2
N
(f(t)− f˜(t)) cos(2pint
T
) for n ≥ 1 (2.34)
where f(t) is given by the simulation and f˜(t) corresponds to the value computed with the Fourier
coefficients.
In the same way:
at0 = a
t−∆t
0 +
1
N
(f(t)− f˜(t))
btn = b
t−∆t
n +
2
N
(f(t)− f˜(t)) sin (2pint
T
)
for n ≥ 1 (2.35)
At the first iteration, the coefficients are initialized with 0, except for a0, which is initialized with
the flow field. The Fourier series decomposition with the shape correction method only retains the
BPF and its first Nh harmonics in the signal. It therefore assumes that the flow is perfectly periodic,
which is a fair assumption in unsteady RANS for operating points dominated by periodic rotor-
stator interaction. Unfortunately it is no longer true for LES where the turbulence is broadband,
for flows with phenomena not linked to BPF like vortex shedding [88] or for off-design operating
points where phenomena with frequencies below the BPF are encountered.
Phase-lagged conditions with shape correction have been successfully applied at nominal oper-
ating point to a wide range of configurations like compressors [95], axial and radial high-pressure
turbines [96][26], heat transfer [97] and contra-rotative open rotors and their acoustics [98]. They
have been extended to multi-stage configurations [99, 100, 95]. The frequencies from the two adja-
cent rows are stored and then phase-lagged separately. This method is however limited because it
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only accounts for the neighbor rows and not the n+ 1 rows that are rotating at the same rotation
speed. It should be noticed that a phase-lagged computation takes up to three times more time
to be converged than a periodic simulation [95, 89], partly because the Fourier series coefficients
need to be converged. However, when compared to the cost of a full annulus computation, they
still remain interesting.
Time-inclining To avoid the storage of the flow at the phase-lagged interfaces, Giles [101] pro-
posed the time-inclined method. The flow equations are transformed in such a way that instanta-
neous periodicity can be used even for a single passage computation. Giles applied this transfor-
mation to the Euler equations:
∂U
∂t
+
∂F
∂x
+
∂G
∂y
= 0 (2.36)


x′ = x
y′ = y
t′ = t−
(
∆T
Pr
)
y
(2.37)
∂
∂t′
(U − λG) + ∂F
∂x′
+
∂G
∂y′
= 0. (2.38)
With the classical implementation, each point of the domain is computed at the same physical
time (Fig. 2.13(a)) and the solution is stored at the interfaces over a full period (points on the
sides). But with the time inclined method, each plane θ = cst is computed at a different time
(Fig. 2.13(b)). Then instantaneous conditions cans be applied at the pitch interfaces.
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(a) Classical implementation (Erdos)
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(b) Time inclined implementation (Giles)
Figure 2.13: Illustration of the time inclined method by Giles [101]. P is the pitch of the blade
passage.
The advantage of this method is that it does not need any storage of the flow at the interfaces.
But it has stability issues when the pitch ratio is too high or too low [101]. This problem can
be overcome by modeling several blade passages. In addition, it demands a larger work of post-
processing. This is why there are few examples of applications of this method until 2010, when
Biesinger et al. [102] implemented the time inclination for Navier–Stokes computations. In the last
years, there have been several applications to turbines and compressor configurations [89][88]. This
method has been extended to multi-stages configurations [87][103]. The authors blend the time
inclination in the rows so it can be coherent with both the upstream and the downstream row.
This method causes a phase error on the flow but preserves the frequencies. Recently, Bourgeois
et al. [104] applied it to a detached-eddy simulation but they did not do a formal validation of the
method.
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2.4.4 Conclusion on the reduction of the mesh size for large eddy simulation
Several methods that can be used to reduce the size of mesh grid have been reviewed. The wall
modeling methods allow to strongly reduce the number of grid points used in the boundary layers
by the use of either a URANS model or an analytical wall law. There also exist methods that allow
the computation of a few blade passages instead of a full annulus. These two kinds of methods are
not mutually exclusive and the key to affordable LES for industrial configuration certainly lies in a
combination of both of them. This work will focus on the reduction of the number of blade passages.
Table 2.1 sums-up the main characteristics of the methods presented in the previous paragraphs.
They are compared on their capability to reduce the number of blades modeled without changing
the geometry of the blade or the frequencies of the flow, and on their capability to handle all the
pitch ratio cases. The last two columns concern the need of data storage for the use of the method
and the possibility to apply it to multistage configurations.
A first point to note is that there is no method without drawback. However, the only method
that preserves the geometry and the frequencies for all pitch ratios is the phase-lagged boundary
conditions. The use of these conditions implies the storage of the flow field at the pitch and stage
boundaries over one opposite blade passage. As a direct storage would be highly expensive, the
data is usually compressed using Fourier series decomposition.
Number of Geometry Frequencies All cases Storage Multi
blades per row saved saved handled nedeed stage
Natural periodicity > 1 ✓ ✓ ✗ No ✓
Geometry change ≥ 1 ✗ ✗ ✓ No ✓
Profile transformation ≥ 1 ✓ ✗ ✓ No ✓
Phase Storage 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ Yes ∼
lagged Time-inclined 1 ✓ ✓ ✗ No ∼
Table 2.1: Summary of existing methods to reduce the number of blade passages modeled.
Conclusion
In this chapter, several methods for the numerical simulation of the turbulent flow in a turboma-
chinery have been presented. DNS solves the whole turbulence and has prohibitive computational
cost when coming to complex geometries at high Reynolds numbers. (U)RANS simulation allows
the use of coarsest meshes and models the turbulence, which makes it dependent of the choice of
the model. Between them, LES solves the largest eddies of the turbulence and models the smallest
ones. It is therefore less dependent to the choice of turbulent model than URANS simulations
but have highest grid requirement that can make it unaffordable for full annulus simulations of
turbomachinery stages at high Reynolds numbers.
To reduce the size of the meshes, two solutions can be used: wall modeling to reduce the number
of grid points in the boundary layer or specific boundary conditions to reduce the number of blades
modeled. These two methods complement each other and can be both used to perform affordable
simulations of industrial configurations. Wall modeling has been widely studied in the past years,
and this work will thus focus on the reduction of the number of blades modeled. Among several
methods, the phase-lagged boundary conditions appear to be an interesting solution as it allows
the computation of only one blade passage per row without modifying neither the geometries of
the blades nor the frequencies of the periodic phenomena. However, it needs the use of a data
compression method to store the flow at the phase-lagged interfaces. In the following chapter,
several compression methods will be benchmarked on turbulent signals and compared to the one
currently used in phase-lagged boundary conditions: the Fourier series decomposition.
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Chapter 3
Choice of a data compression method for
turbulent signals
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The use of phase-lagged boundary conditions allows the reduction of the size of the mesh grids
used for the numerical simulation of turbomachinery stages. However the use of such conditions
involves the storage of the flow field at all the phase-lagged interfaces (i.e. the pitch boundaries
and the rotor-stator interface) over a full passage of the opposite blade. Given the mesh sizes and
the time-steps involved in the simulation complex industrial configurations, a direct storage of this
information would be highly expensive and the use of a data compression method is mandatory.
There are thus two components in such boundary conditions: the phase-lagged assumption and the
data compression method. Both of them may cause a degradation of the quality of the simulation
but, in this chapter, the focus is done on the improvement of the compression aspect. Indeed,
the most common method used is the Fourier series decomposition (see paragraph 2.4.3.3). This
method only retains the blade passing frequency and its harmonics in the spectrum of the signal,
which is usually sufficient for periodic flows with discrete spectra. It therefore does not seem
applicable to large eddy simulations in which the spectrum of the signals is broadband. Different
data compression methods that can replace the Fourier series decomposition are now compared on
their ability to compress a turbulent signal without modifying, among others, its mean, its standard
deviation and the frequencies contained in its spectrum. First, turbulent signals are extracted from
the large eddy simulation of the flow around a cylinder. Then the data compression methods are
benchmarked on these signals. They are compared with the Fourier series decomposition over a
series of criteria concerning their effect on the signals but also the compression algorithm.
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The numerical solver elsA
The numerical solver elsA [105] (Ensemble Logiciel pour la Simulation Ae´rodynamique or software
package for the simulation of aerodynamics) is used here. It was developed by ONERA since 1997
and co-developed by CERFACS since 2001. elsA is a structured cell-centered multi-block solver
based on a finite volume discretization. It allows the 3D simulation of compressible flows. It
can handle subsonic and transonic configurations, perfect and viscous fluids and rotating or fixed
frames. The following assumptions are done:
- the gas is mono-species
-
cp
cv
= γ is constant
- the gas is at thermodynamic equilibrium
- the effect of gravity is neglected
More informations about elsA and the implementation of the stage interfaces used in this work
can be found in Appendix A.
3.1 Extraction of turbulent signals from the large eddy simulation
of the flow around a cylinder
Turbulent signals are needed to benchmark the different compression methods. These signals should
contain frequencies that are not correlated with the blade passing frequency and cover the different
configurations encountered in a turbomachinery: free stream turbulence, non-rotating wake and
passing wake. The case chosen is a row of fixed cylinders with a rotating downstream block. The
flow conditions should be close to those of a turbomachinery (Mach number, turbulent wake...).
In order to select these conditions, a brief review of the different flow regimes that can establish
around a cylinder is proposed in the first paragraph. Then the numerical setup and the extracted
signals are presented.
3.1.1 Flow around a cylinder
Williamson [106] proposed a classification of the different flow regimes that can establish around
a cylinder depending on the Reynolds number based on the cylinder diameter D, the upstream
velocity U0 and the viscosity ν:
Re =
U0D
ν
. (3.1)
The creeping flow corresponds to Reynolds number below 5 (Fig. 3.1(a)). In this case a dual
symmetry is observed: an upstream/downstream symmetry and a symmetry with respect of the
flow axis. The viscous forces is dominating and the boundary layer remains laminar.
The stationary laminar regime is established for 5 < Re < 49 (Fig. 3.1(b)). Two symmetric
zones of recirculation appear in the wake. The separation happens on the cylinder sides. When
the Reynolds number increases, the separation location moves upstream and the recirculation area
grows.
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The 2D laminar non-stationary regime happens to be for Reynolds number ranging be-
tween 49 and approximately 190 (Fig. 3.1(c)). Instabilities develop in the recirculation areas. The
Reynolds tension and the unsteadiness grow. The recirculation bulbs detach alternately from the
cylinder and are convected by the flow in a periodic way. It produces a phenomenon called the
von Ka´rma´n vortex street. A dimensionless frequency can be defined, which is called the Strouhal
number: St = ftD
U0
, where ft is the frequency of the vortex shedding, U0 the upstream velocity of
the flow and D the diameter of the cylinder. Here St = 0.2 for the von Ka´rma´n vortex street.
(a) Re = 1.10 (b) Re = 26 (c) Re = 112
Figure 3.1: Caption of the flow around a cylinder at different Reynolds number by Taneda [107].
The 3D laminar non-stationary regime corresponds to Reynolds number between 190 and
260. Three-dimensional structures appear. Contra-rotating vortices appear and detach with a
wavelength of 3 to 4 diameters in a first step. For Reynolds numbers around 230/250, this wave-
length is reduced to 1 diameter. Large eddy vortices break up, corresponding to the beginning of
the turbulent transition. At Re = 260, the structures in the wake are particularly ordered. An
increase in the Reynolds number will disorder them.
The sub-critical regime appears for 300 < Re < 200,000. The wake is then turbulent. The
transition point is located in the shear layer and moves upstream when the Reynolds number
increases.
The critical regime begins for a Reynolds number between 100,000 and 200,000 depending on
the conditions of the flow. It stretches to a Reynolds number of 2,000,000. It is reached when the
transition point has moved upstream to the separation point. The boundary layer is then turbulent
and the von Ka´rma´n vortexes deteriorate, which causes a gap in the drag created by the cylinder.
The supercritical regime happens for Reynolds number over 2,000,000. The wake is thin and
symmetric. A vortex street appears but it has a higher frequency (St = 0.4).
The turbulent flow around a cylinder contains frequencies only linked to the velocity of the flow
and to the geometry of the cylinder. This makes it an interesting case to study how the turbulent
phenomena are passed through the phase-lagged interfaces. It is important to note that the cylinder
case is unfavorable for the use of phase-lagged boundary conditions. Indeed, unlike what happens
in turbomachinery, the energy is mostly contained in frequencies that are not correlated with the
blade passing frequency. In order to obtain a turbulent wake, the Reynolds number is chosen
around 130,000.
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3.1.2 Large eddy simulation of the flow around a cylinder row
3.1.2.1 Presentation of the test case
The row is composed of 30 cylinders (instead of blades) as illutrated in Fig. 3.2. The computational
domain is composed of a single static cylinder and a downstream empty block rotating at 6,300
rpm. These characteristics correspond to those of the rotor of the CME2 compressor, which is the
targeted application in this work [108]. The Reynolds number is chosen to be around 130,000 so
the flow behind the cylinder is fully turbulent. To set this, the diameter of the cylinder is chosen
to be of 8 mm.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of the cylinder row.
3.1.2.2 Numerical settings
Mesh The aim here is not to perform an accurate simulation of the flow near the wall but to
set up a test case that can be used to achieve several simulations in order to compare the effect
of different boundary conditions, including phase-lagged ones. Therefore, the mesh is not intended
to match the usual criteria for LES described in section 2.3, but rather to get close to the meshes
currently used for practical LES in turbomachinery.
Previous work about large eddy simulation of the flow around a cylinder [109, 110] advocate
that the spanwise length of the cylinder should be at least four times the diameter of the cylinder.
However, Catalano et al. [111] show that when the Reynolds number is high enough (about 500,000),
this length can be reduced to two times the diameter. Here, the Reynolds number being of about
130,000, modeling 2.5 times the diameter seems to be a good compromise between the simulation
quality and a reasonable size of mesh (less than 8 million points). A span of 20 mm of the cylinder
is simulated and the mean radius of the domain is of 210 mm. The mesh is composed of an O
block around the cylinder and 5 H blocks (Fig. 3.3(a)). The downstream block (in blue) is rotating.
At the stator-rotor interface, the spanwise direction is discretized by 162 points and the pitchwise
direction by 121 points in both rows. These cells are cubic. The characteristics of the O domain
are summarized in Tab.3.1 and the mesh is plotted in Fig.3.3(b). The circumference of the cylinder
is discretized with 252 points and its height with 162 points. This leads to maximum values of x+
and z+ of 150. The maximum y+ value is 3.
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(a) Blocks (b) O mesh around the cylinder
Figure 3.3: Mesh configuration of the cylinder case, blade to blade cut of (a) the blocks with three
probes positions and (b) the O mesh around the cylinder.
Number of points Wall distance Recommendations
Streamwise 252 x+ <150 50 < x+ < 150
Pitchwise 121 y+ < 3 y+ < 1
Spanwise 162 z+ <150 15 < z+ < 40
Table 3.1: Main characteristics of the O-mesh around the cylinder compared to the state-of-the-art
recommendations.
Time and Space discretization Convective fluxes are computed with the third-order scheme
AUSMP [112] and diffusive fluxes with a classical second-order-centered scheme. The time marching
is performed by using an implicit time integration scheme, based on the backward Euler scheme and
a scalar Lower-Upper (LU) Symmetric Successive Over-Relaxation (SSOR) method. The time-step
is chosen in a way that the mesh moves of one cell every two time-steps. This leads to a time-step
of 1.3× 10−6 s. The WALE sub-grid scale model of Nicoud and Ducros [56] is used.
Boundary conditions Homogeneous subsonic injection conditions are used at the inlet. Total
pressure, total temperature and flow angle are specified. At the outlet boundary, the static pres-
sure is imposed (cf. Tab.3.2). The inlet total pressure and the outlet static pressure are chosen
to ensure that the Reynolds number is about 130,000 to match the conditions encountered in a
turbomachinery. A no-slip condition is used at the cylinder wall and no-slip conditions are used
at the spanwise boundaries. As the downstream block has the same pitch than the upstream one,
periodic conditions can be used at the pitch boundaries. Finally, a sliding mesh condition is used
for the rotor-stator interface (see Appendix A).
α 0
Tt 288 K
Pt 202,650 Pa
Ps 182,385 Pa
Table 3.2: Inlet and outlet boundary conditions for the large-eddy simulation of the turbulent flow
around a cylinder.
Extraction of the data The simulation is run over 7 rotations and the data is extracted over 3
other rotations.
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3.1.3 Flow field
Fig. 3.4(a) shows an entropy snapshot at mid-span. The black dashed line is the stator-rotor
interface. The alternate turbulent vortex shedding can be seen downstream the cylinder.
Plotted in Fig. 3.4(b), the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the transverse velocity in the wake of
the cylinder just before the stator-rotor interface (probe 2 in Fig. 3.3(a)) shows that the frequency
of the vortex shedding is of 4,050 Hz (=1.28×BPF). With a free stream velocity of 120 m.s−1 and
a diameter of 0.008 m, this leads to a Strouhal number of 0.27. While acceptable due to the coarse
mesh used here, this value is slightly too high compared to the 0.2 expected.
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(a) Entropy field
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(b) Fast Fourier Transform of vy in the wake on the stator
(probe 2).
Figure 3.4: (a) Entropy field and (b) Fast Fourier Transform of vy in the wake on the stator.
Fig. 3.5 shows the spanwise two points correlation of vx for a point located at mid-span of the
cylinder. This correlation is defined by:
C(X,Y ) =
cov(X,Y )
σXσY
, (3.2)
where cov(X,Y ) is the covariance of X and Y defined by:
cov(X,Y ) = E [(X − E[X])(Y − E[Y ])] (3.3)
and E(X) and σX are the expected value and standard deviation of X.
The correlation quickly decreases and reach 0 before D2 . This confirms that simulating a height
of 2.5D is sufficient here.
3.1.4 Signals extraction
For all of the interfaces where phase-lagged boundary conditions will be used (i.e. the pitch and
stage interfaces), all the conservative quantities are extracted over 8 passages of the rotor. Three
kinds of signals can be distinguished depending on the position of the probe. The probes 1, 2 and
3 plotted in Fig. 3.3(a) illustrate these three categories. For each probe, the quantity that best
illustrates its specificities is plotted with its spectrum in Fig. 3.6. The three groups of signals are:
1. the signals on the stator which are in the free stream, corresponding to probe 1. Fig. 3.6(a)
shows ρvy at this location and Fig. 3.6(d) its power spectral density (PSD). The gray lines on
the PSD correspond to the first 30 harmonics of the BPF. Here there is no specific frequency
and the spectrum decays quickly. The amplitude of the fluctuations is very low.
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Figure 3.5: Spanwise correlation of vx downstream the cylinder.
2. the signals on the stator which are located in the wake, corresponding to probe 2. Here
the vortex shedding frequency is dominating (Fig. 3.6(b) and 3.6(e)). There is no frequency
linked to the blade passing frequency.
3. the signals on the rotor, which observes the passing wakes. The focus is done on the rotor
interface where there is a spatial non-homogeneity and a temporal unsteadiness. This corre-
sponds to probe 3. The ρvx signal is plotted in Fig. 3.6(c) and its PSD in Fig. 3.6(f). In this
case, both frequencies linked or not to the blade passing frequency clearly appear.
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Figure 3.6: Three examples of signals extracted from the LES of the flow around a cylinder and
their PSD.
3.2 Application of data compression method
Turbulent signals have been extracted from the large eddy simulation of the flow around a cylinder.
They correspond to the five conservative values (ρ, ρvx, ρvy, ρvz and ρE) extracted at all the phase-
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lagged boundaries over eight periods of the flow. All of these signals will now be compressed by
different data compression methods. The performances of these methods will be compared to those
of the Fourier series decomposition.
3.2.1 General information on data compression
Data compression consists in reducing the size of information in order to store it or transmit it.
It transforms a series of bits A into a shorter series of bits B. A data compression rate can be
defined for this operation, which measures the ratio between the initial information size and the
compressed information size:
τ = 1− B
A
. (3.4)
Data compression is widely used in various fields such as satellite imagery, sound and video,
modems, telephony, storage or medical applications.
There are two families of data compression methods. On the one hand there are lossless meth-
ods, which eliminate the redundancies of the information. With these methods, the signal after
the compression and decompression process is exactly the same than the original signal. On the
other hand, lossy compression methods eliminate the least significant part of the information. It
irreversibly deteriorates the message.
3.2.2 Criteria for the choice of the method
All of the methods are evaluated on several criteria for a compression rate of 70%. They concern
the compression algorithm (1 and 2), its effect on the frequencies contained in the spectrum (3 and
4) and on the energy E, the mean m and the standard deviation σ of the signal (5, 6 and 7). The
notation (.)o refers to the original signal and (.)c to the compressed signal. These criteria are:
1. the relative error caused by the compression on the mean of the signal, defined by ǫm =
mo−mc
mo
,
2. the relative error on the standard deviation, defined by ǫσ =
σo−σc
σo
. This criterion corresponds
to the mean turbulent intensity,
3. the conservation of the BPF and its harmonics,
4. the conservation of the frequencies uncorrelated with the BPF (for example the vortex shed-
ding frequency),
5. the loss of energy in the spectrum, defined by ǫE =
Eo−Ec
Eo
,
6. the possibility of extracting a single sample from the decomposition,
7. the possibility of updating the decomposition without recomposing the temporal signal.
3.2.3 Lossless data compression
Lossless data compression is used when the information must not be damaged by the compression
process. It is used for example for ZIP compression. Indeed, it is hard to imagine that some letters
are modified or deleted when a text file is compressed. Lossless compression relies on the concept
of Shannon Entropy [113]. This entropy measures the uncertainty on the next symbol that will be
delivered by a source of information. If the source always broadcast the same symbol, the entropy is
zero. On the contrary, when all the symbols have the same probability of being emitted, the entropy
is maximum. The ratio between the maximum entropy of a source and its actual entropy is the
redundancy of this source. When a source is redundant, it means that each symbol is not strictly
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necessary to the message. By deleting the redundancies, the information can be compressed. In
the next paragraphs, the most common lossless data compression method are briefly presented.
The Run-length encoding replaces a series of identical token by a code. For example, the
message ‘aaaaaaazzeeeeeer’ is replaced by ‘8a2z6e1r’. The information is compressed from 17
tokens to 8. This kind of compression is very efficient for black and white pictures. In the same
idea, the CCITT compression will represent each line of an image by its difference with the previous
line. This kind of compression method is used for the fax.
Entropy coding is coding the tokens with more or less bits depending on their frequency. This
is a similar principle to the one used in the Morse code. The most common letter, the letter e,
is represented with only one sign (.) while the least frequent letters, like the y, are coded with
four signs (- . - -). An example of entropy coding is the Huffman coding [114]. In a message, for
example ‘to be or not to be’, the most common symbols, space (‘ ’) and ‘o’ are coded with two bits
while the rarest, ‘n’ and ‘r’ are coded with four bits.
Dictionary coding methods are based on the algorithms of Lempel-Ziv [115]. They detect re-
curring patterns in a message and replace them with a reference to their first appearance via a
table (the dictionary). This kind of encoding is used in some modem.
Lossless data compression methods are suitable for messages with a finite number of symbols and
in which the redundancy is important. They therefore do not appear adapted for the compression of
turbulent signals composed of double-precision floating-point numbers and won’t be further studied
here.
3.2.4 Lossy data compression
Lossy data compression removes the part of the information that is judged to be the least significant.
The data is thus more or less damaged depending on the choice of the information to delete and
the compression rate. It is commonly applied to perceptible data like audio, video and images,
and it is used in applications such as streaming media and Internet telephony. Indeed the human
perception is logarithmic (this is the Weber-Fechner law, which leads to the definition of Decibel
and apparent magnitude). Up to a certain point, the deterioration of the information is therefore
not detrimental to its understanding and is acceptable to the user. The next paragraphs present
the lossy compression method that have been benchmarked with the turbulent signals extracted
from the LES of the flow around a cylinder. Their performances are analyzed separately and then
a comparison is made.
3.2.4.1 Fourier Series Decomposition
The first method applied is the Fourier series decomposition, described in section 2.4.3.3. This
method is currently used in most of the phase-lagged URANS simulations. Fig. 3.7 shows the
relative error on the mean and on the standard deviation. The FSD has been applied to all the
signals extracted at all the interfaces. But for clarity, only the probe that gives the highest error
is represented. For this probe, the quantity with the lowest error is in red (ρE) and the one with
the highest error is in green (ρvx). The other quantities (ρ, ρvy, ρvz) are thus in the hatched area.
This representation will also be used for the other methods.
For a compression rate of 70%, the maximum relative error is of 4% on the mean and of 25% on
the standard deviation. The most important error occurs for a probe located on the stator in the
wake (probe 2) and for ρvx. Indeed, at this location, the frequencies not correlated with the BPF
are the most energetic. Yet these frequencies are not modeled by the Fourier series decomposition.
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Figure 3.7: Relative error on the mean and on the standard deviation obtained with the Fourier
series decomposition.
3.2.4.2 Discrete Fourier Transform
The discrete Fourier transform is the analogy of the Fourier series decomposition for non-periodic
functions. The DFT yields:
S(k) =
Ns−1∑
n=0
s(n)e−2ipik
n
Ns for 0 " k < Ns (3.5)
and its reverse transform:
s(n) =
1
Ns
Ns−1∑
k=0
S(k)e2ipin
k
Ns for 0 " k < Ns (3.6)
where Ns is the number of samples and Nh the number of frequencies kept. The frequencies mod-
eled are fk = k
fe
Ns
where fe is the sampling frequency.
The compression rate is defined by:
τ = 1− 2Nh
Nper
. (3.7)
where Nper is the number of samples contained in the signal (i.e. the number of time-steps used to
discretize the opposite blade passage period).
The discrete Fourier transform allows to store the spectrum of the signal without any hypothesis
on its periodicity. To compress the data, only the first Nh frequencies are retained. In theory, a fast
algorithm named Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to reduce the number of operations needed.
Fig. 3.8 shows the relative error on the mean and the standard deviation of the signals caused by
compression with discrete fourier transform. The maximum error is reached for the probe located
on the rotor and for ρvx. Indeed, in this case 30% of the coefficients contain 90% of the energy,
while for ρE at the same probe they contain 98% of the energy. The ρvx signal is thus more
damaged by the compression than the ρE one.
For a compression rate of 70%, the relative error on the mean is of 1% and the relative error
on the standard deviation of about 9%. The use of discrete Fourier transform instead of Fourier
series decomposition improves the compression.
3.2.4.3 Discrete Cosine Transform
The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is close to the Discrete Fourier Transform but instead of
complex exponential, it expresses the signal as a sum of cosine functions. This method is used
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Figure 3.8: Relative error on the mean and on the standard deviation obtained with the discrete
Fourier transform.
for audio compression (MP3) or image compression (JPEG). For this type of data, fewer cosine
functions than exponential functions are needed to get a good approximation. The DCT yields:
S(k) =
Ns−1∑
n=0
s(n)cos
[
π
Ns
k
(
n+
1
2
)]
. (3.8)
where Nh is the number of coefficients kept. The reverse transform is the variant DCT-III:
s(n) =
1
Nh
S(0) +
2
Nh
Nh−1∑
k=0
S(k)cos
[
π
Nh
k
(
n+
1
2
)]
. (3.9)
As for the Discrete Fourier Transform, fast computation algorithms exist for DCT [116].
Figure 3.9 shows the evolution of the relative error on the mean (Fig. 3.9(b)) and on the standard
deviation (Fig. 3.9(c)) with the compression rate for the discrete cosine transform.
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Figure 3.9: Coefficients and relative error on the mean and on the standard deviation obtained
with the discrete cosine transform.
For a compression rate of 70% the error on the mean is of 0.02% and the error on the standard
deviation of 3%. There is an improvement compared to the discrete Fourier transform. The
maximum error is obtained for ρvz, for a probe in the rotor. Indeed, for ρvz the energy is more
distributed over the different coefficients. For this probe, the first 10 coefficients represent only
32% of the energy for ρvz while they represent more than 60% for the other variables (Fig. 3.9(a)).
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3.2.4.4 Discrete Wavelet Transform
In the Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) the signal is decomposed into a sum of functions,
called wavelet, which are not necessary sinusoidal. This method takes into account the variations
of frequencies through time. A first wavelet Ψ is chosen, that must be a square integrable function.
The wavelet base is then defined by translations and dilatations of the first wavelet:
ψs,τ (t) =
1√
s
Ψ
(
t− τ
s
)
where τ is the translation factor (information on time) and s the dilatation factor (information
on frequency). Many wavelet families exist, but those used in this work are the Daubechies 3
wavelet [117], which have been found to give the best results. The DWT yields:
X(s,τ) =
∑
n
x(n)ψs,τ (n)
∗. (3.10)
The discrete wavelet decomposition process is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The signal s is decom-
posed into an “approximation signal” a1 corresponding to low frequencies and a “detail signal” d1
corresponding to high frequencies. The approximation signal can be decomposed into an approxi-
mation and a detail signals and so on until the desired level is reached. Coefficients from the detail
signals can then be deleted to compress the data.
D D D
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the wavelet decomposition process.
Figure 3.11 shows the evolution of the relative error on the standard deviation caused by the
compression with the discrete wavelet decomposition. The relative error on the mean value is not
shown because it is close to the machine error. The maximum error on the STD at a compression
rate of 70% is reached for ρvz in the rotor and is about 4%. The use of wavelet leads to an
improvement of the performance on the mean value but not on the standard deviation.
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Figure 3.11: Relative error on the standard deviation of the signal with discrete wavelet decompo-
sition.
3.2.4.5 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is also known as Principal Component Analysis [118]
in statistics, Karhunen-Loeve transform [119] in signal processing, Eckart-Young theorem [120] in
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psychometrics and many other names depending on the application domain. It is therefore used in
various fields such as medicine (for example for analysis of renal scintigraphy [121]), meteorological
science (analysis of the tides [122]), human face characterization [123] and data compression [124].
In fluids dynamics, it has been used for the first time by Lumley for the recognition of turbulent
structures [125].
In practice, doing the POD of the matrix X consist in computing the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of the correlation matrix XX⊤. However, it can be shown that this operation is equivalent
to compute the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix X. This allows to avoid the
computation of the correlation matrix, at the condition that the mean of each line of X is zero.
This approach will be used here.
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Figure 3.12: Illustration of the creation of the matrix that will be compressed with POD. The
interface at time t is reshaped as a column Wk. All the instants the user needs to store are
concatenated into a matrix Sk.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.12, in this method the sample is no longer the signal in a single grid cell,
but the entire rotor/stator or azimuthal interface. The sample, noted Wk, is a column of length
Nc, the number of cells at the interface. The signal at the interface is thus stored with the shape of
a matrix Sk of size Nc ×Ns with Ns the number of samples stored. The idea of this method is to
do the singular value decomposition (SVD) of this matrix and to store the matrix of the singular
values and left and right singular vectors. The matrix Sk can be decomposed into:
Sk =
[
W1 · · · WNs
]
= UkΣkV
⊤
k , (3.11)
with Sk ∈ RNc×Ns , Uk ∈ RNc×Nc the left singular vectors, Σk ∈ RNs the diagonal matrix of the
singular values and Vk ∈ RNs×Ns the right singular values.
The total size of the three matrices is higher than the size of the matrix Sk. The data compres-
sion is done by deleting the lowest singular values and the associated left and right vectors. The
size of the matrices becomes: Uk ∈ RNc×Nσ , Σk ∈ RNσ and Vk ∈ RNσ×Ns , with Nσ the number of
singular values kept. By choosing Nσ sufficiently low the data is compressed and the compression
rate is defined by:
τ = 1− sum of the size of Uk, Σk and Vk
size of Sk
= 1− (Nc ×Nσ) + (Nσ) + (Nσ ×Ns)
Ns ×Nc . (3.12)
In this model, UkΣkV
⊤
k can be updated with a new sample Wk+1, with the method proposed by
Brand [126] and Braconnier et al. [127] . The matrix Mk is formed as follows and SVD decomposed.
Mk =
[
Σk U
T
k Wk+1
0T ‖q‖
]
= AΣk+1B
T (3.13)
where q = Wk+1 − UkUTk Wk+1. The updated model can then be directly computed by:
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Sk+1 =
[
Uk
q
‖q‖
]
A︸ ︷︷ ︸
Uk+1
Σk+1 B
T
[
V Tk 0
0T 1
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vk+1
, (3.14)
The decomposition of Sk+1 =
[
W1 · · · Wk Wk+1
]
is obtained without recomputing the matrix
Sk. As the matrix Mk is of size Nσ+1×Nσ+1, this algorithm is faster than recomputing Sk, adding
a new sample and decomposing it again. A similar process is used to delete a sample from the
model. The details of this algorithm can be found in Appendix B.
There are three steps in the evolution of the model during the computation, summarized in
Tab. 3.3:
1. In a first step, a sample is added at each timestep. With each sample, a new mode is added.
As long as the number of samples stored Ns is lower than the number of modes Nσ wanted
by the user, there is no need for compression.
2. When the number of samples stored is higher than Nσ, the smallest mode is deleted at each
time step. As long as the first period is not totally described, there is no need to delete a
sample from the model.
3. The third and last step will last for the rest of the computation. At each timestep, the
oldest sample is deleted and a new one is added. This operation still adds a mode in the
decomposition. The smallest mode is thus deleted at the end of the update.
Step 1 2 3
Ns < Nσ Nσ ≤ Ns < Nper = Nper
Add sample ✓ ✓ ✓
Delete sample ✗ ✗ ✓
Compress ✗ ✓ ✓
Table 3.3: The three steps of the update of the POD model during the first period of the flow. Ns
is the number of samples stored, Nσ the number of modes kept in the model and Nper the number
of timestep in the period.
The effect of the compression with POD is illustrated with the example of a square wave in
Fig. 3.13. This example is chosen because the energy is spread over a wide range of frequencies,
and the signal is quickly damaged by the compression so it is easy to illustrate the compression
effect on the signal and its spectrum. The signal is decomposed and compressed by retaining only
the N first singular values and their associated singular vectors. The signal and its power spectral
density are plotted for 50, 100, 200 and 270 singular values kept out of 300. The fewer singular
values are kept, the less energy is in the spectrum. This creates parasite oscillations in the sig-
nal that decrease while decreasing the compression rate. Unlike what happens for FSD or DCT,
deleting singular values does not mean deleting the energy of the highest frequencies. Comparing
Fig. 3.13(f) and Fig. 3.13(h) shows that the first frequencies deleted are the ones that contain the
lower levels of energy. This is very interesting for data compression because the data that are first
damped contain the least energy.
The question of the choice of the sample arises. Indeed, there are two possible ways: doing one
decomposition for each conservative quantity or compiling all the quantities in a single decompo-
sition. Considering only the memory needed, it is better to do only one SVD containing all the
quantities. But when doing that, there are discontinuities in the sample when the quantity changes.
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Figure 3.13: Compression with Proper Orthogonal Decomposition of a square wave.
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And these discontinuities create oscillations that propagate in the rest of the signal. Therefore, the
choice here is to compress each quantity separately.
Figure 3.14 shows the evolution of the relative error on the standard deviation with the com-
pression rate for the compression with POD. The error on the mean is not shown because it is about
10−10% whatever the compression rate. For a compression rate of 70%, the error on the standard
deviation is about 3%. The maximum error is reached for the rotor-stator interface, on the stator
side. Indeed, because of the passing wake, there are both temporal and spatial variations.
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Figure 3.14: Error on the standard deviation of the signal with proper orthogonal decomposition.
3.2.4.6 Video codec: MPEG-4
The last method tested is based on the use of a MPEG codec. A codec (COde-DECode) is a
device (here a computer program) capable of encoding and/or decoding a signal. They are used
for applications like telephony, numerical television, broadcast of media on the Internet, and the
storage of information on DVD.
Here, the phase-lagged interface is considered as a picture of Nc pixels. The red, green and blue
levels correspond to ρ, ρvx and ρvy for a first picture and to ρvz, ρE and zeros for a second one.
Each instant therefore correspond to two pictures. The successive images are a movie that can be
compressed with a video codec. Here, the movies are encoded with ffmpeg.
The pictures are created with the format .png, which uses lossless data compression. However,
the RGB levels are coded with integer ranging from 0 to 255, while the signals compressed here
are composed of double precision floating point numbers. The data has thus to be rescaled, which
results in a truncation of the values. This operation only causes a minor error (relative error on
the mean of 10−3%) and could be bypassed by creating an encoding system based on floating point
values.
The errors caused by the compression with this method are significant: up to 10% on the
mean and 80% on the standard deviation. Indeed, the MPEG-4 norm used here is designed to
process perceptible data such as pictures and sounds for which the human perception is logarithmic.
An important degradation of the data is thus acceptable for the user, which is not the case for
the processing of signal from numerical simulations. This method is thus not suitable for the
compression of turbulent signals in CFD at many levels.
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3.2.4.7 Comparison of the different methods
Except for the Fourier series decomposition, the probe that is the worst compressed is the probe
located on the rotor (probe 3 in Fig. 3.3(a)). The comparison between the methods will thus be
illustrated with this signal (Fig. 3.6(c) and 3.6(f)). The PSD obtained after the compression of this
signal by the different methods are plotted in Fig. 3.15. As the CODEC method gives very poor
results, it is not shown here. Performances of each method on the criteria defined in section 3.2.2
are summarized in Tab. 3.4. These values correspond to the signal which is the worst compressed
at a compression rate of 70%.
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Figure 3.15: Influence of the compression algorithms on an axial momentum signal: psd of the
initial signal (a) and compressed with (b) FSD, (c) DFT, (d) DCT, (e) DWT AND (f) POD.
Fourier Discrete Discrete Discrete POD CODEC
Series Fourier Cosine Wavelet
Update ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
Extract ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BPF ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
Vor. Shed. ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
∆E −60% −7% −5% −6% −3% +30%
ǫm 4% 1% < 10
−3% < 10−3% < 10−3% 10%
ǫσ 25% 9% 3% 4% 3% 80%
Table 3.4: Comparison of various lossy data compression method for the compression of turbulent
signals.
With the Fourier Series Decomposition, the frequencies linked to the blade passing frequencies
are well conserved but the ones uncorrelated are cut. Beyond the 32nd harmonic, which corre-
sponds to a compression rate of 70%, the high frequencies are also cut. In the worst case, i.e. for
the signal which is the most damaged by the compression, the loss of energy is of 60%, the rela-
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tive error on the mean is of 4% and the one on the standard deviation is of 25%. These results
confirm that the Fourier series decomposition is not adapted in the frame of a large eddy simulation.
The discrete Fourier transform, the discrete cosine transform and the discrete wavelet trans-
form all improve these results. Discrete Fourier transform, discrete cosine transform and discrete
wavelet transform all well preserve the low frequencies, whether they are linked or not to the blade
passing frequency. But in all cases, the high frequencies are cut, the cutoff frequency depending
on the compression rate. For discrete cosine transform and discrete wavelet transform the relative
error on the mean is not significant (under 10−3%), the error on the standard deviation is under
3% and the loss of energy in the spectrum is under 5%. In addition, all of these methods allow the
extraction of an isolated sample. However, no appropriate adaptive update method for the kind of
signal treated here has been found.
The POD method provides the same results for the low frequencies. It also improves the com-
pression of the high frequencies contained in the signal. The error on the mean is about the machine
error and the error on the standard deviation is of 3%. In addition, it is possible to extract a single
sample and to update the decomposition at each time-step.
The CODEC-based method gives very poor results. The signal is highly damaged by the com-
pression. This method is not adapted to the compression of turbulent signals.
In conclusion, the proper orthogonal decomposition matches all of the criteria defined for the
choice of the method:
- it saves the low frequencies whether they are linked or not to the blade passing frequency,
- it reduces the loss in the high frequencies compared to Fourier series decomposition,
- it reduces the error on the mean and the standard deviation of the signal,
- it reduces the loss of energy in the spectrum,
- a sample can be added, deleted or extracted from the decomposition without recomputing
the temporal signal.
The POD is therefore chosen to replace the use of the Fourier series decomposition in the
phase-lagged boundary conditions.
3.3 Conclusion
Several methods have been tested and compared for the compression of turbulent flows in phase-
lagged boundary conditions. To do this comparison, turbulent signals have been extracted from
the large-eddy simulation of the flow around a cylinder. The data compression methods have been
applied to these signals. They are compared on their capability to save the mean, the standard
deviation and the spectrum of the signals. All the methods, except the CODEC based one, have
been found to strongly reduce these errors, but the proper orthogonal decomposition is the one that
saves best the high frequencies. In addition, there exist an efficient adaptive method to update the
singular value decomposition of the signal without recomputing the initial matrix. This method is
therefore retained and will be tested on configurations representative of turbomachinery problems.
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Different compression methods have been compared and evaluated on their ability to compress
signals extracted from the large-eddy simulation of the flow around a cylinder. The Fourier series
decomposition, which is currently used in the phase-lagged boundary conditions, causes a too
important degradation of the signal to be used in large-eddy simulations. Among the other methods
tested, the proper orthogonal decomposition is the one that showed the best performance. At low
frequencies, it saves frequencies either integer multiple of the BPF or not, and it drastically reduces
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the loss at high frequencies compared with Fourier series decomposition. It also strongly reduces
the error caused on the mean and standard deviation of the signal. This method is thus retained
and implemented in the elsA solver.
In this chapter, the POD-based conditions are applied to the URANS simulation of turboma-
chinery stages. The purpose is to assess the capability of this method to handle URANS simulations
before applying it to LES, and to investigate the robustness of the method and its computational
cost. First, two quasi-3D configurations are studied: a low-pressure compressor and a high-pressure
transonic turbine. With these configurations, the influence of the mode number kept in the POD
model is studied and a first attempt to define a convergence criterion is presented. The third
application is the 3D simulation of the same compressor stage. In this case, the behavior of the
method with a complex 3D flow is investigated.
4.1 Quasi-3D URANS simulation of a compressor stage
The first test case considered is the quasi-3D simulation of a compressor stage, the CME2 [108].
POD-based phase-lagged conditions are compared with Fourier series-based ones and with a pe-
riodic sector of 2pi10 of the machine. The main goal of this section is to show that the POD-based
conditions are capable to predict the flow in a simplified configuration. The small mesh allows the
realization of several computations in order to study the effects of a variation in the mass flow rate
and in the number of modes kept in the POD model.
An iso-rotation speed line is described and the nominal operating point is investigated. Flow
fields and instantaneous values are compared. The influence of the number of modes kept in the
POD model is investigated and a first attempt to define a convergence criterion is presented.
4.1.1 The CME2 compressor
Figure 4.1: 3D view of the CME2 compressor, from Gourdain [128]
The test case considered is the research single stage compressor CME2 (Compresseur Mono-
Etage 2, French for single stage compressor 2, shown in Fig. 4.1). This compressor has been
originally investigated at the LEMFI laboratory [108, 129, 130] and is now located at the Fluid
Mechanics Institute of Lille (France) [131]. It was designed by Snecma and built by LEMFI to
provide representative unsteady rotor-stator interactions as encountered in modern e´compressor.
This machine has 30 rotor blades and a 40 stator blades, and it operates at a nominal rotation
speed of 6330 rpm, which corresponds to a relative Mach number at tip of 0.534. The Reynolds
number based on the rotor chord and the exit velocity is close to 700,000. The main characteristics
of this machine are shown in Tab. 4.1. The interest for this test case is that a periodic ratio exists
between rotor and stator rows, which can be used to reduce the periodicity of the configuration to
1
10 of the annulus.
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Rotor blades 30
Stator blades 40
Reynolds 700,000
Nominal rotation speed 6330 rpm
Nominal tip speed 182 m.s−1
Nominal mass flow rate 10.5 kg.s−1
Nominal pressure ratio 1.14
Nominal efficiency 0.92
Table 4.1: Main characteristics of the CME2 compressor [80].
4.1.2 Numerical setup
4.1.2.1 Mesh
In this case, only 20% of the blade span is modeled, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. It corresponds to the
portion between 40% and 60% of the blade height. A O-H mesh configuration is used in both rows
and the characteristics of the O meshes are presented in Tab.4.2. The endwalls are not modeled.
Two meshes are used. The first one is a single passage mesh, used for the simulations with
phase-lagged boundary conditions. This mesh totalizes about 72,000 points. The second mesh is a
sector of 2pi10 , corresponding to 3 rotor blades and 4 stator blades. This mesh is used for reference
computations and totalizes 251,000 points.
R S
Figure 4.2: Meridional view of the CME2 compressor. The dashed lines correspond to the modeled
blade span.
Direction Streamwise Pitchwise Spanwise
Rotor 91 19 5
Stator 65 19 5
Table 4.2: Number of grid pointsin the O meshes for the CME2 2.5D test case.
4.1.2.2 Time and space discretization
Convective fluxes are computed with the second-order-centered scheme of Jameson–Schmidt–-
Turkel [132]. Diffusive fluxes are calculated with a classical second-order-centered scheme. Turbu-
lence is modeled with the Spalart–Allmaras model [40]. The time integration is performed using
the Dual Time Stepping (DTS) proposed by Jameson [133] with 20 pseudo-timesteps. One rotation
is discretized with 9000 time-steps.
4.1.2.3 Boundary conditions and initial conditions
A homogeneous subsonic injection condition is used at the inlet. Stagnation pressure, stagnation
enthalpy and velocity angle are specified. A throttle condition:
Ps = P + λQ
2 (4.1)
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coupled with a radial equilibrium law:
∂Ps
∂r
= ρ
V 2θ
r
(4.2)
is applied downstream to set the targeted operating point. As illustrated in Fig. 4.3, the operating
point of the compressor is defined by the intersection of the throttle law and the compressor mass-
flow rate/pressure characteristic. By choosing λ, the user can set the desired operating point.
Pressure
Massﬂow 
rate
P2
P1
P0
Q2 Q1
λ1
λ2
Figure 4.3: Illustration of the throttle law. The operating point is the intersection between the
pressure/massflow characteristic and the throttle law, driven by the parameter λ.
Symmetric conditions are used at span interfaces and a wall law is used at blade walls so
that the first point in the boundary layer can be placed at y+ > 20. Phase-lagged boundary
conditions are applied to the single-passage configuration. Both Fourier series-based and POD-
based conditions are used. A convergence study is achieved to ensure that a sufficient number of
harmonics or modes is used. For the simulations presented here, 20 harmonics/modes are used. For
the 2pi10 sector mesh, periodic conditions are used at the pitch interfaces and blade number reduction
conditions (cf. section 2.4.2.3) are used at the rotor-stator interface. With equal pitches in the two
rows, there is no special processing.
To avoid numerical reflection at the boundaries of the domain, the inlet, outlet and boundaries
conditions are imposed with characteristic relations as defined by Couaillier [134].
All simulations are initialized with a mixing plane simulation.
4.1.3 Post-processing of the flow field obtained with phase-lagged conditions
To compare the flow field obtained with phase-lagged computations to that obtained with the sector
simulation, a 2pi10 sector has to be reconstructed. For that, the flow has to be extracted in each row
over a whole passage of the opposite blade. Here, for the CME2 configuration, TR =
2pi
NR×|Ω|
= 2pi30×|Ω|
is the rotor passing period and TS =
2pi
NS×|Ω|
= 2pi40×|Ω| is the stator passing period. Thus the rotor
field is extracted over [t; t+ TS ] and the stator field over [t; t+ TR]. The aim is to recompose the
field at time t.
According to section 2.4.3 the reconstructed field can be represented by the left part of Fig. 4.4.
The flow field in passage R2 at time t is the same as the flow field in passage R1 at time t + TR.
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In the same way the flow field in the passage S2 at time t is the same as the flow field in passage
S1 at time t− TS , and so on for the neighbor passages.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the recomposition of a 2pi10 sector after a phase-lagged computation. t is
the reconstructed instant, TR and TS are the blade passing periods respectively of the rotor and
the stator.
The problem here is that only [t; t+ TS ] is known in the rotor and TR > TS . To know which
instant corresponds to R2, the temporal periodicity assumption is used. Indeed the period of the
phenomena that happen in the rotor is TS so W (θ, t+TR) = W (θ, t+TR−TS), and t+TR−TS is
found between [t; t+ TS ]. In the same way, in the stator, the instant before t are not known, but
by using the periodicity they are replaced by instants found between [t; t+ TR].
4.1.4 Operating line
Figure 4.5 shows the characteristic line computed with the sector simulation (black line with
crosses), the Fourier series-based phase-lagged conditions (red pentagons) and the POD-based
conditions (green squares). Both phase-lagged methods predict exactly the same line. For mass
flow rates over 1 kg.s−1, the unsteady simulations match perfectly, whatever the configuration
used. For mass flow rate below 1 kg.s−1, the phase-lagged methods underestimate the total outlet
pressure compared to the sector simulation. Both Fourier series- and POD-based methods lead to
the same error. The range of mass flow for which the simulation converges is reduced by 3% with
phase-lagged boundary conditions compared to the sector simulations.
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Figure 4.5: Iso-velocity line of the CME2 2.5D test case computed with a 2pi10 sector (black line
with crosses), POD-based (green squares) or Fourier series-based (red pentagons) phase-lagged
simulation.
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4.1.5 Nominal operating point
4.1.5.1 Convergence
The convergence of the mass flow rate at nominal operating point is represented in Fig. 4.6.
Fig. 4.6(a) and Fig. 4.6(b) show the inlet (green line) and outlet (black line) mass flow rate re-
spectively for the Fourier series-based and the POD-based conditions. Both converge toward the
same mass flow rate, but the Fourier case is slightly quicker. Indeed it converges after 1.6 rotations
while the POD case needs almost 2 rotations. Fig. 4.6(c) shows the outlet mass flow rate for the
three computations. The black line corresponds to the sector computation, the dashed red line
to the Fourier series-based one, and the green squares to the POD-based one. Both phase-lagged
computations give exactly the same result. The amplitude of the mass flow rate fluctuations are
underestimated by the phase-lagged computations by 0.5%. This may be due to the different way
of computing the fluxes between the profile transformation conditions and the phase-lagged condi-
tions. Despite this difference in amplitude, the rotor blade frequency is perfectly captured by the
POD-based simulation.
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Figure 4.6: Mass flow rate in the CME2 2.5D test case at nominal operating conditions. Inlet (green)
and outlet (black) mass flow rate computed with (a) the Fourier series-based and (b) the POD-
based phase-lagged boundary conditions. Comparison (c) of two periods of the outlet mass flow
rate computed with a 2pi10 sector (black) and Fourier-based (red) and POD-based (green) boundary
conditions.
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4.1.5.2 Flow fields
Figure. 4.7 shows the non-dimensional entropy and static pressure flow fields computed with the
sector simulation ((a) and (d)), the Fourier series-based phase-lagged conditions ((b) and (e)) and
the POD-based phase-lagged boundary conditions ((c) and (f)). All of the methods predict the same
fields. The entropy field shows that the wake of the rotor is correctly chopped and convected. There
is no discontinuity at the pitch interfaces or at the rotor-stator one. Even downstream the stator
blade, when the wake has crossed several times the pitch interface, the field remains continuous.
The oscillation that appears in the stator wake is also well predicted. The static pressure field
shows that the potential effects are well propagated upstream. There is no discontinuity at the
rotor-stator interface or in the depression at the suction side of the blades in both rows.
(a) Entropy - Reference (b) Entropy - Fourier Series (c) Entropy - POD
(d) Static pressure - Reference (e) Static pressure - Fourier Series (f) Static pressure - POD
Figure 4.7: Normalized entropy and static pressure flow fields obtained with a 2pi10 sector simulation
((a), (d)) and Fourier series-based ((b), (e)) and POD-based ((c), (f)) phase-lagged boundary
conditions at nominal operating conditions.
4.1.5.3 Instantaneous values
Figure 4.8 shows the position of various interfaces, sections and probe that will be investigated in
the next paragraphs. For both rows, the phase-lagged interfaces are marked as follow: the black
lines with squares are the interfaces that are upstream the blades. The dashed green lines are the
blades pitch interfaces (corresponding to the 0-meshes and their opposite blocks). The dashed red
lines with circles are located downstream the blades. Finally the dotted blue lines with squares are
the stage interfaces. Section S1 corresponds to X1 = 77 mm or 0.06 chord upstream the leading
edge of the stator and section S2 corresponds to X2 = 160 mm or 0.04 chord downstream the
trailing edge of the stator. The orange point in the stator passage is the position of the probe that
will be investigated.
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S1
S2
probe
Figure 4.8: Position of the upstream interfaces (black line with squares), the blade interfaces
(dashed green lines with crosses), the downstream interfaces (dashed red line with circles) and the
stage interfaces (dotted blue line with squares). The S1 section corresponds to X = 77mm and the
S2 section to X = 160mm. The orange dot is a probe.
Figure 4.9 shows the evolution of the instantaneous normalized axial velocity vx
vx0
where vx0
is the axial velocity in the main flow. Figure 4.9(a) corresponds to section S1 in Fig. 4.8 and
Fig. 4.9(b) to section S2. The black plain line stands for the 2pi10 sector simulation, the red dashed
line for the Fourier series-based phase-lagged simulation and the green squares for the POD-based
one. In both cases the POD-based simulation perfectly matches the Fourier series-based one. At
S1 the rotor blades wake and the potential effect from the stator blades can be seen. At 2pi11 , the
wake impinges the leading edge of the stator blade and the two effects are superimposed. At 2pi40 ,
the wake impinges the blade just downstream the leading edge. Both effects appear separately with
the sector simulation but they are merged in the phase-lagged computations. Except for this slight
difference, the phase-lagged simulations perfectly match the sector one. At S2, the wakes of the
stator blades can be seen, as well as the chopped and convected wake of the rotor blades. Wakes of
the stator blades present a velocity deficit of 60% while those of the rotor blades are below 10% and
depend on the relative position of the two rows. At this section the three computations perfectly
match.
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Figure 4.9: Instantaneous normalized axial velocity at (a) S1 and (b) S2 for the sector computation
(black line), the FSD-based conditions (dashed red line) and the POD-based ones (green squares)
at nominal operating conditions. Letter p stands for the potential effect and w for the wake.
Fig. 4.10 shows the instantaneous axial velocity and static pressure in the stator passage for the
sector computation (black) and the Fourier series-based (red) and the POD-based (green) phase-
lagged computations. The POD-based computation matches the results of the sector computation
and of the Fourier series-based one. The blade passing period is well predicted. There is a slight
difference between the phase-lagged computations and the sector computation for the amplitude of
the static pressure fluctuations, but it represents only about 100 Pa. This may be due to the fact
that two different methods are used to compute the fluxes at the rotor-stator interface (half-sum
for the sector computation and characteristic relationship for the phase-lagged ones).
The spectra of the axial velocity and of the static pressure are plotted in Fig. 4.11 for the sector
computation (black), the Fourier series-based (red) and the POD-based (green) phase-lagged com-
putations. The frequencies found are the BPF and its harmonics. As they are the only frequencies
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Figure 4.10: Time evolution of the normalized axial velocity (a) and nomalized static pressure
(b) in the stator passage for the sector computation (black line) and the Fourier based (dashed red
line) and POD based (green squares) phase-lagged computations at nominal operating conditions.
present in the sector case, they are well captured by the two phase-lagged computations. Con-
cerning the static pressure, the amplitudes are underestimated by the phase-lagged computations,
which is consistent with the observations done in Fig. 4.10(b).
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Figure 4.11: Fourier transform of (a) the normalized axial velocity and (b) the normalized static
pressure in the stator passage for the 2pi10 sector (black) and for the Fourier series-based (red) and
the POD-based (green) phase-lagged simulations at nominal operating conditions.
4.1.5.4 Influence of the number of modes
The evolutions of the pressure ratio and of the efficiency are plotted in Fig. 4.12. These two
quantities converge when 10 modes are used. However, the maximum relative error is of 0.1% on
the pressure ratio and 1% on the efficiency. The performances of the compressor are thus correctly
predicted with 10 modes but the choice of a lower number of modes does not lead to an important
error.
Figure. 4.13 shows the evolution of the entropy flow with the number of modes kept in the proper
orthogonal decomposition. Figs. (a) to (f) respectively stand for 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 20 modes. When
only 2 modes are kept, there are strong discontinuities at both pitch and rotor-stator interfaces.
But even in this case, the rotor wake is transmitted through the interface and convected in the
stator channel. The use of 3, 5 or 7 modes gradually reduces the discontinuities. With 10 modes
they finally disappear and the flow field remains unchanged when adding new modes.
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Figure 4.12: Evolution of (a) the pressure ratio and (b) the efficiency with the compression rate.
The labels are the number of harmonics (Fourier series) or of modes (POD) used.
(a) 2 modes (b) 3 modes (c) 5 modes
(d) 7 modes (e) 10 modes (f) 20 modes
Figure 4.13: Entropy flow field obtained for a POD-based phase-lagged simulation with (a) 2, (b) 3,
(c) 5, (d) 7, (e) 10 and (f) 20 modes for nominal operating conditions.
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Figure 4.14 shows the normalized axial velocity at section S2 for different numbers of modes
kept in the POD model. The black line is the sector computation and the dashed green line is the
POD-based computation with 2, 3, 5 and 10 modes. With 2 modes, the POD-based conditions
underestimate the velocity deficit by 5%, but with 5 modes and more it is perfectly predicted. The
convected wake is more affected by the change in the number of mode. With only 2 modes the
velocity is overestimated at the blade suction side and underestimated in the rest of the passage.
With 3 modes these errors are reduced, but there are still fluctuations that do not appear in the
sector computation. With 5 modes the differences are reduced below 1%, and for 10 modes they
have totally disappeared.
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Figure 4.14: Normalized axial velocity at S2 for the 2pi10 sector computation (black line) and for the
POD-based condition (green dashed line) with (a) 2, (b) 3, (c) 5 and (d) 10 modes.
The evolution of the axial velocity (a) and static pressure (b) in the stator passage is plotted
in Fig. 4.15. For one singular value kept, the flow is periodic at a frequency f = BPF3 , which is not
present in the sector simulation. When adding singular values, this frequency disappears and the
BPF becomes the dominant frequency. For five modes kept, the signal is close to the reference, but
it is still not exactly periodic in time.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Axial velocity and (b) static pressure in the stator passage obtained for POD-based
conditions with 1, 2, 5 and 7 modes.
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The aim of the next paragraphs is to find a criterion that can allow the user to know if the
convergence in terms of number of modes is reached, without knowing the reference flow. Fig. 4.16
shows the evolution of the ratio of the highest mode and the smallest one σmax
σmin
at each phase-lagged
interface of the rotor and the stator domains for ρ (Figs. (a) and (c)) and ρvx (Figs. (b) and (d)).
In each case, the black solid line with squares corresponds to the upstream pitch interface, the
green large dashed line with crosses to the blade sides pitch interface, the red small dashed line
with rounds to the downstream pitch interface and the blue dotted line with squares to the stage
interface. The position of these interfaces and their color code is indicated in Fig. 4.8.
In the rotor, for both ρ and ρvx the modes ratio of the upstream pitch interface is the one with
the highest slope. The blade side and upstream interfaces have similar behavior, and the stage
interface is the one with the slowest growth. This is consistent with the fact that the upstream
interfaces experience very little unsteadiness and a quasi-uniform flow field. The blade side and
downstream interfaces experience the variations of velocity linked to the shape of the blades. In
addition, the downstream pitch interfaces experience the steady wake of the rotor. On the other
hand, at the stage interface, there is the unsteady potential effect coming from the stator blades.
In the rotor, this interface will thus be determining for the choice of the number of modes used.
The same observation can be done for the stator: the limiting interface is the stage one. It can
also be noticed that the slope at the stage interface is smaller on the stator side than on the rotor
side. This is consistent with the fact that the stator interface experiences a highly unsteady flow
with passing wakes.
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Figure 4.16: Ratio σmax
σmin
between the maximum and the minimum singular values contained in the
POD at each phase-lagged interface, for ρ a) and ρvx in the rotor and ρ a) and ρvx in the stator.
In each case, the different interfaces plotted correspond to those illustrated in Fig. 4.8
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To determine a criterion for convergence in terms of number of modes, the evolution of σmax
σmin
has to be linked with the convergence of the flow. As seen earlier, it seems to be reached for 10
modes. To confirm this hypothesis, the relative error is computed between the flow field obtained
with various numbers of modes and the flow field obtained with 60 modes, which is considered to
be converged. This error is averaged over a full passage of the opposite blade. Fig. 4.17 shows the
result obtained for the error on ρvx with 2 modes (a) and 5 modes (b).
With 2 modes, the rotor field is yet mainly under 1% of error. The error is over 5% in the wake
and near the stage interface. In the stator, the error is more important. It is over 10% in the wake
and over 5% near the phase-lagged boundaries. With 5 modes the error is strongly reduced. It is
under 1% in almost the whole domain except for the wakes near the trailing edges of each row and
the leading edge and the pressure side of the stator blade. This operation is done for 1, 2, 3, 5,
7, 10, 15 and 20 modes and in each case the percentage of cells in both row for which the error is
under 1% and 5% is counted.
(a) 2 modes (b) 5 modes
Figure 4.17: Relative error on ρvx between a POD-based computation with 2 (a) and 5 (b) modes
and a POD-based computation with 60 modes which is considered to be converged.
The result is plotted in Fig. 4.18. The color code is the same as Fig. 4.8. On both figures,
the percentage of cells for the relative error on ρ is plotted in black plain line for the stator and
short dashed red line for the rotor. The long dashed green line stands for the relative error on ρvx
in the stator and dotted blue line in the rotor. Fig. 4.18(a) represents the percentage of cells for
which the error is under 1% and Fig. 4.18(b) those for which the error is under 5%. For the other
conservative quantities, the results are comprised between ρ and ρvx
For ρ all the cells have an error under 1% with very few modes (2 is enough) in both rows. For
ρvx on the other hand, the error is more important. In the stator, with 1 mode, 100% of the cells
have more than 1% of error and 40% are over 5%. This number quickly decreases and for 10 modes
the error is under 1% everywhere. In the rotor the solution is less sensitive to the number of modes
and 7 modes seem to be sufficient.
The association of the two figures shows that the error decreases everywhere in the stator when
the number of modes is rising. Indeed for 7 modes there are still 4% of the stator where the error
is over 1% but this error has decreased under 5%.
This result confirms that the flow field is converged with 10 modes but it seems that the field of
ρ converges far quicker than this of ρvx while the ratio
σmax
σmin
is similar for both quantities. For both
rows, the number of modes for which all the cells have a relative error on ρvx below 1% (7 modes
in the rotor, 10 in the stator) correspond to the number of modes for which the ratio σmax
σmin
is of 10
at the limiting interface (here for both rows it corresponds to the stage interface). More test cases
have to be run to extract a recommendation about how to know if the number of modes chosen is
sufficient, but a first conclusion is that for low pressure compressors the ratio between the highest
and the smallest singular values at the stage interface should be over 10.
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Figure 4.18: Percentage of cells under (a) 1% and (b) 5% (b) of relative error for ρ in the stator
(plain black with crosses), ρvx in the stator (long dashed green with crosses), ρ in the rotor (short
dashed red with circles) and ρvx in the rotor (dotted blue with squares).
4.1.5.5 Computational cost
Table 4.3 shows the computational cost depending on the type of boundary conditions used and on
the data compression rate for the phase-lagged computations. For the POD based conditions, the
computational cost increases from 43 hours to 48 hours when the number of modes ranges from 1 to
20, corresponding to an increase of 13%. From 1 to 7 modes, it remains constant and then it starts
rising. Between 5 and 10 modes the cost increases by 1 hour while between 15 and 20 it increases
by 2.5 hours. For Fourier series, the cost increases by only 1 hour between 1 and 20 harmonics.
For compression rate over 80% the computation is thus slightly longer with Fourier series based
conditions than with POD based ones, but the POD based conditions seem more sensitive to the
compression rate. The POD could be disadvantaged if a low compression rate computation is
needed but, as the convergence is reached for a compression rate of 87%, this is not a problem here.
Despite this slight difference between the two compression methods, they both show similar
computational cost when compared to the sector computation, which needs 163 hours to achieve 4
rotations. The use of phase-lagged boundary conditions leads in this case to a save of almost 70%
of computational time.
Number of modes Compression CPUh Normalized
or harmonics rate (%) CPUh
POD 1 98,3 43 0.26
2 97,2 43 0.26
3 95,9 43 0.26
5 93,5 43 0.26
10 87,3 44 0.27
15 81,2 46 0.28
20 75 48,5 0.3
Fourier 1 98,8 46 0.28
series 20 84,4 47 0.29
Sector - - 163 1
Table 4.3: Computational cost of 4 rotations for POD-based or Fourier series-based phase-lagged
computations with various compression rates and for a 2pi10 sector.
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4.1.6 Conclusion
In this section, URANS simulations of a low-pressure compressor are performed. At first, three
simulations are compared: a 2pi10 periodic sector, a Fourier series-based phase-lagged simulation and
a POD-based phase-lagged one. All of them provide similar results for the entropy and static
pressure flow fields, the azimuthal evolution of axial velocity at different axial positions and the
axial velocity and static pressure for a probe located in the stator passage. Then, a study of the
influence of the number of modes kept in the POD is done. If too few modes are retained, non-
physical low frequencies appear in the flow and discontinuities occurs at the phase-lagged interfaces.
The flow field is converged with 10 modes. The computational cost increases with the number of
mode kept, but it remains equivalent to that of the Fourier series-based conditions. The POD-based
conditions have thus shown that they are capable to predict the flow in a low-pressure compressor
with no additional cost compared to Fourier series-based ones.
4.2 Quasi 3D URANS simulation of a transonic turbine
The next test case considered is the transonic high-pressure turbine CT3. POD-based phase-lagged
conditions are compared to Fourier series-based ones and to a phase-lagged computation without
compression method (meaning that the whole flow is stored at the boundaries, this method is also
called direct store). The aim of this section is to assess the capability of the POD-based conditions
to handle shocked configurations. At first, flow fields and instantaneous values are compared. Then,
the sensibility of the solution to the number of modes retained in the decomposition is studied.
4.2.1 Geometry
The turbine stage CT3 has been studied at the Von Karman Institute [26] in the frame of the
European project TATEF-II1. It is composed of 43 vanes and 64 rotor blades, and it operates at
a nominal rotation speed of 6500 rpm. The Reynolds number based on the chord and the exit
velocity is of 100,000. The main characteristics of the CT3 turbine are listed in Tab. 4.4.
Stator blades 43
Rotor blades 64
Rotating speed 6500 rpm
Stator BPF 4700 Hz
Rotor BPF 6900 Hz
Reynolds number 1,100,000
Nominal pressure ratio 3.86
Nominal mass flow rate 9.3 kg.s−1
Table 4.4: Main characteristics of the CT3 turbine.
4.2.2 Numerical setup
4.2.2.1 Mesh
In this quasi-3D simulation, only 10% of the blade span is modeled. An O-H mesh configuration is
used in both rows. The characteristics of the O meshes are presented in Tab.4.5. The end-walls are
not modeled. As phase-lagged simulations are run here, only one blade passage per row is modeled,
leading to a total mesh of 143,370 points.
1TATEF-II: Turbine Aero-Thermal External Flows 2.
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Streamwise Pitchwise Spanwise
Stator 209 33 5
Rotor 213 31 5
Table 4.5: Number of points in the O mesh around the stator and rotor blades in the streamwise,
pitchwise and spanwise directions for the CT3 turbine test case.
4.2.2.2 Time and space discretization
Convective fluxes are computed with the second-order-centered scheme of Jameson–Schmidt–
Turkel [132]. Diffusive fluxes are calculated with a classical second-order-centered scheme. Tur-
bulence is modeled with the Spalart–Allmaras model [40]. The time integration is done using the
second-order Gear scheme with 5 pseudo-timesteps. One rotation is achieved in 27,520 iterations,
corresponding to a timestep of 3.35× 10−7s.
4.2.2.3 Boundary conditions and initial conditions
A homogeneous subsonic injection condition is used at the inlet. Stagnation pressure, stagnation en-
thalpy and velocity angle are specified. A static pressure coupled with a radial equilibrium law (see
section 4.1.2.3) is applied downstream to set the targeted operating point. Symmetric conditions
are used at span interfaces. Isothermal wall conditions are used at the blade walls. Phase-lagged
boundary conditions are applied. Both Fourier series-based and POD-based conditions are used,
and a third computation is run with no compression method. A convergence study is conducted
to ensure that a sufficient number of harmonics/modes are used. The results presented here corre-
spond to computations with 60 harmonics in Fourier series-based case and 60 modes in POD-based
one. A computation using the maximum number of harmonics has been achieved and provided
equal results.
All simulations are initialized with a mixing plane simulation.
4.2.3 Mass flow rate
The mass flow rates at different sections of the turbine for the three computations are plotted in
Fig. 4.19. Fig. (a), (b) and (c) show the inlet (green) and outlet (black) mass flow rate respectively
for the no-compression, the Fourier series-based and the POD-based phase-lagged conditions. Both
no-compression and POD-based computations are converged after one rotation, while the Fourier
series-based one needs around 1.2 rotations. Unlike what happened for the CME2 case, the use of
the POD-based condition slightly accelerates the convergence. Figures 4.19(d), (e) and (f) shows
the mass flow rate over one blade passing period respectively for the stator outlet and the rotor
inlet and outlet. The black line stands for the computation without compression, the red dashed
line for the Fourier series-based one and the green line with crosses for the POD-based one. It
can be noticed that both no-compression and POD-based conditions predict exactly the same mass
flow rate, while the Fourier series-based ones show slight differences, up to 1.4%. However, in all
cases, the opposite blade period is well predicted.
4.2.4 Flow field
Figure 4.20 shows flow field shaded with normalized entropy and grad(ρ)
ρ
, computed with the Fourier
series-based ((a) and (b)) and POD-based ((c) and (d)) conditions. Both are very similar. The POD
computation well captures the wake of the stator and the convection of the chopped wake through
the rotor blade passage. It also well predicts the creation and the convection of the recirculation
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Figure 4.19: Mass flow rates at inlet (green) and outlet (black) plane for (a) no-compression,
(b) Fourier series-based and (c) POD-based phase-lagged conditions. Zoom on one blade passage
period of the (d) stator outlet, (e) rotor inlet and (f) rotor outlet mass flow rate for no-compression
(black), Fourier series-based (red) and POD-based (green) phase-lagged conditions.
bubble caused by the impingement of the shock on the rotor suction side, phenomena which is
described in [26]. The grad(ρ)
ρ
field (Fig. 4.20(d)) shows that the shock is perfectly captured by the
POD-based method. The shock appears at the stator trailing edge and is reflected on the neighbor
blade suction side. It is then eventually bowed by its interaction with the stator wake. The rotor
blade is impacted by the stator shock on the suction side. Another shock appears at the rotor
trailing edge.
4.2.5 Time-averaged values
Figure 4.21 shows the time-averaged isentropic relative Mach number Mis for the stator (a) and
the rotor (b). The values are time-averaged over one passage of the opposite row. The black line is
the mean value for the Fourier series-based conditions and the dashed green line the mean value for
the POD-based ones. The gray zone corresponds to all the values taken by Mis over one period for
the Fourier series-based conditions and the hashed zone is the same for the POD-based conditions.
For both the mean and the range of values, POD and Fourier series conditions match perfectly.
For the stator blade, there is no variation upstream the shock. The sudden rise of Mis marks the
position of the shock (red lines). The position x
c
= 0.96 on the pressure side corresponds to the
trailing edge shock and x
c
= 0.77 on the suction side is the impingement of the shock issued from
the neighbor blade. On the rotor blade, the area where the shock is impinging the suction side of
the blade depends on the relative position of the two rows is characterized by high variations of
Mis. The shock at the trailing edge causes a rise of Mis at
x
c
= 0.97 on the pressure side and its
impingement on the suction side of the neighbor blade can be seen at x
c
= 0.8.
The heat fluxes at the blades wall are plotted in Fig. 4.22 for the stator (a) and the rotor
(b) for the three computations. The values are averaged over one blade passage. On both rows,
the presence of the shock is marked by strong variations of the heat flux. No-compression and
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(a) FSD - Entropy (b) FSD - grad(ρ)
ρ
(c) POD - Entropy (d) POD - grad(ρ)
ρ
Figure 4.20: Fields of normalized entropy and grad(ρ)
ρ
for the Fourier series- ((a) and (b)) and the
POD- ((c) and (d)) based computations
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Figure 4.21: Isentropic Mach number at the stator (a) and rotor (b) blade wall. The black and
dashed green line stand for the mean values respectively for the Fourier and POD based simulations.
The gray and hashed area are the variations over the passage of the opposite blade respectively for
the Fourier and POD based simulations. The red lines indicates the positions of the shocks.
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POD-based conditions predict the same heat flux while the Fourier series-based conditions provide
a locally different result. This error is up to 18% in the stator and 13% in the rotor. These
differences appear near the trailing edge of the stator and on the rotor suction side which are
the area experiencing the shock waves. Therefore, the use of POD compression, with a sufficient
number a modes, has no effect on the heat flux prediction while the use of Fourier series-based ones
induces an error.
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Figure 4.22: Heat fluxes at (a) stator and (b) rotor blade wall without compression (black line),
with Fourier series-based conditions (long dashed red line) and with POD-based conditions (short
dashed green line).
4.2.6 Instantaneous value
The various probes, sections and interfaces that will be discussed in the next paragraphs are
presented in Fig. 4.23. Probe P1 is in the stator wake and probe P2 on the shock that establish
between the stator trailing edge and the neighbor blade. Probes P3 is located upstream the rotor
leading edge and probe P4 is in the rotor passage. Section S1 is located just downstream the
stator-rotor interface, 0.15 chord upstream the rotor leading edge. Section S2 is located 0.12 chord
downstream the rotor trailing edge. The phase-lagged interfaces that are located upstream the
blades are plotted in plain black line with squares, and those downstream the blades in short
dashed red lines with circles. The green long dashed lines with crosses correspond to the blade
interfaces. Finally, the stage interface is plotted in dotted blue line with squares. These line styles
are used in Fig. 4.27.
Figure 4.24 shows the normalized axial velocity at sections S1 (a) and S2 (b) across 3 stator
blades passages. As there are 43 vanes and 64 rotor blades, the periodicity is close to 2:3. Then,
only a sector of 3× 2pi64 is plotted. At S1, the complex interaction between the wake of the stator and
the shock waves of the neighbor blade can be seen at positions marked by MS+W. The effect of the
reflected shock can also be seen at position marked by RS. The three methods show similar results,
but while no-compression and POD-based conditions give exactly the same result, the velocity
fluctuations in the wake/shock area are slightly over or underestimated by the Fourier series-based
method. The position of the extrema near 2pi43 is also slightly underestimated. At S2, the wakes
(marked by W) and the shocks (S) at the trailing edge of the rotor can be seen. Near 6pi64 , the
Fourier series-based conditions overestimate the velocity deficit in the wake and underestimate it
at the shock location.
The normalized axial velocity and its spectrum at probes P1 (a), P2 (b), P3 (c) and P4 (d) are
plotted respectively in Fig. 4.25 and Fig. 4.26. At each position, the computation without com-
pression and the POD-based one predict exactly the same velocity. The Fourier-based simulation
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Figure 4.23: Position of the upstream interfaces (black line with squares), the blade interfaces
(dashed green lines with crosses), the downstream interfaces (dashed red line with circles) and the
stage interfaces (dotted blue line with squares). The S1 section corresponds to 0.15 chord upstream
the rotor leading edge and the S2 section to 0.12 chord downstream the rotor trailing edge. The
orange dots are probes.
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Figure 4.24: Normalized axial velocity over a 3× 2pi64 reconstructed sector at sections (a) S1 and (b)
S2 for the simulation without compression (black line), for the Fourier series-based computation
(dashed red line) and for the POD-based one (green crosses).
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predicts the same trend but with different amplitudes for the fluctuations. At the stator trailing
edge (P1), the opposite BPF is well captured by the three simulations. However, the dominant
frequency is not the BPF but its 8th harmonic, as it can be seen in Fig. 4.26(a). The no-compression
and the POD-based computations predicts the same spectrum while the Fourier series-based one
overestimates the first 6 harmonics and underestimates the others. At P2 (Fig. 4.25(b) and 4.26(b)),
the oscillations of the stator trailing edge shock can be seen. The dominant frequency is the BPF
and, despite slight differences, the three methods predict similar results. In the rotor, at P3
(Fig. 4.25(c) and 4.26(c)), the passing wake (W), the main shock issued from the stator trailing
edge (MS) and the shock reflected on the neighbor blade (RS) affect the axial velocity. The passing
shocks induce strong gradients of velocity. Here again, the dominant frequency is not the BPF but
its 3rd harmonic, and the amplitudes predicted by the Fourier series-based method are different
from those predicted by the no-compression method and the POD-based one. This leads to an
underestimation of the wake velocity deficit and an overestimation of the fluctuations caused by
the shock passage. In the rotor passage (P4), the differences are less important but the same con-
clusion can be drawn. In all of these cases, it can be noted that the Fourier series-based method
commits a more important error (up to 40%) when the dominant frequency is not the BPF but
one of its harmonics.
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Figure 4.25: Normalized axial velocity at the probe locations indicated in Fig. 4.23 for the com-
putation without compression (black line), the Fourier series-based one (dashed red line) and the
green crosses for the POD-based one (green crosses).
4.2.7 Influence of the mode number
As for the CME2 in section 4.1.5.4, a criterion is researched to establish the convergence of number
of modes. Figure 4.27 shows the evolution of the σmax
σmin
ratio for ρ (a) and ρvx at the stator
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Figure 4.26: Fast Fourier transform of the normalized axial velocity at the probe locations indicated
in Fig. 4.23, for the no-compression conditions (black), the Fourier series-based ones (red) and the
POD-based ones (green).
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interfaces and ρ and ρvx at the rotor ones. In each case the black line with squares stands for
the upstream interfaces, the dashed green line with crosses for the blade interfaces, the dashed red
line with circles for the downstream interfaces and the dotted blue line with squares for the stage
interface. This color code corresponds to Fig. 4.23. For the stator, the highest slope is found at the
upstream interface for both quantities. Then this slope decreases when moving downstream. This
is consistent with the fact that the first shock occurs at the blade interface. Thus, as there is no
potential effect coming from the rotor through the shock, the flow is almost steady at the upstream
interfaces. The interface with the slowest increasing ratio is the stage interface, which experiences
the wake and the shock.
In the rotor, the slope decreases when moving downstream as far as the blade interface. Indeed,
the wake is decaying and there is no shock at the blade interface. The downstream interface ratio
increases slower than the blade interface one because of shock at the trailing edge. Like in the CME2
case, the stage interface is the determining one for the choice of the number of modes retained.
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Figure 4.27: Ratio σmax
σmin
between the maximum and the minimum singular values contained in the
POD at each phase-lagged interface, for ρ a) and ρvx in the rotor and ρ a) and ρvx in the stator.
In each case, the different interfaces plotted correspond to those illustrated in Fig. 4.23
The error between the POD-based computation and the simulation without compression is
computed for different numbers of modes and averaged over one blade passage. Then the number
of cells with an error under 1% and 5% is counted and plotted in Fig. 4.28. The black and the red
lines stand for ρ respectively in the stator and the rotor, and the green and the blue lines for ρvx.
In the stator, for both ρ and ρvx, more than 60% of cells are under 1% of error with 1 mode. But
while the error on ρ decreases quickly, the convergence on ρvx is slower. Indeed, for ρ, 10 modes
are sufficient to get all the cells under 5% of error and 20 modes to get them under 1%. For ρvx,
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40 modes are needed to get all the cells under 1% of error. For 10 modes, 94% of cells are under
5% but 30 more modes are needed to reduce the error in the 6% other cells.
In the rotor, the same conclusion can be drawn. For ρ, 10 modes are needed to get 100% of the
cells under 5% of error and 20 to get 100% of them under 1%. For ρvx 40 modes are needed to get
less than 5% of error in all cells and 50 modes to converge the flow field. The fact that the rotor
stage interface is determining can be verified by setting the mode number to 1 at this boundary
and 60 at all others. The number of cells with an error on ρvx under 1% in the rotor is then of
0.5% and of 60% in the stator. These are similar values than those obtained with 1 mode in the
whole stage. 50 modes correspond at the rotor stage interface to a ratio σmax
σmin
of 100.
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Figure 4.28: Relative error on ρvx between a POD-based computation with 2 (a) and 5 (b) modes
and a POD-based computation with 70 modes which is considered to be converged.
4.2.8 Computational cost
The computational costs of Fourier series-based and POD-based simulations for various harmonic
or mode numbers are indicated in Tab. 4.6. The cost of Fourier series-based computations has
few sensitivity to the number of harmonics used. In contrast, the cost of POD-based computation
increases by 33% between 1 and 50 modes. The Fourier series-based method needs 60 harmonics to
converge, corresponding to a computational cost of 43.7 CPUh. The last column shows the ratio
of the computational cost of the simulation over the computational cost of a converged Fourier
series-based simulation. The use of POD-based conditions leads to a rise of 28% of the cost of the
simulation compared to a Fourier series-based one with 60 harmonics.
Conclusion
In this section, URANS simulations of a high-pressure transonic turbine are carried out. In a
first time, three phase-lagged computations are compared: one without any data compression,
one with Fourier series-based conditions and one with POD-based conditions. In this way, the
errors linked to the compression method will appear, independently of the errors linked to the
phase-lagged assumption. All of the methods provide the same results regarding the performances
and the averaged values, but Fourier series-based conditions show a difference when considering
instantaneous values. The use of the Fourier series decomposition for the compression at the phase-
lagged interfaces thus induces an error that can be avoided by the use of the POD. Secondly, the
sensitivity of the solution to the number of modes retained is studied. The critical interface is again
the rotor-stator interface and using a non-sufficient number of modes can lead to an important error
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Number of modes Compression CPUh CPUh/
or harmonics rate (%) CPUh(Fourier60)
Fourier 1 99 42 0.96
series 20 92 42.6 0.97
40 85 42.8 0.98
60 77 43.7 1
POD 1 99 42 0.96
20 85 43.5 0.99
40 70 51 1.16
50 63 56 1.28
Table 4.6: Computational cost for POD-based or Fourier series-based phase-lagged computations
with various compression rates.
(up to 20% at the stator trailing edge and at the rotor leading edge if only 30 modes are used instead
of 50). In this case, as 50 modes are needed for a converged computation, the use of POD-based
conditions leads to an increase of the computational cost of 28%. However, it can be guessed that
if this cost is compared to the computational cost of a full annulus computation (43 stator blades
+ 64 rotor blades), the use of POD-based conditions is still interesting.
4.3 3D URANS simulation of a compressor stage
In this third and last section, the test case is the 3D simulation of the CME2 compressor, which was
presented in section 4.1.1. Again, three simulations are done: a 2pi10 sector computation in which 3
rotor blades and 4 stator blades are modeled, a Fourier series-based phase-lagged simulation and a
POD-based one. The aim of this section is to assess the capability of the POD-based phase-lagged
conditions to handle the fully three-dimensional flow in a turbomachinery stage. To do so, the flow
field at different blade spans is investigated.
4.3.1 Numerical setup
4.3.1.1 Mesh
In this case the whole blade is modeled, including the endwall and the tip leakage. For the phase-
lagged computations, one passage per row is modeled, leading to a 902,000 grid points mesh. For
the 2pi10 sector simulation, 3 rotor blades and 4 stator blades are modeled. This mesh totalizes
3,100,000 grid points.
4.3.1.2 Time and space discretization
Convective fluxes are computed with the third-order-centered scheme of Roe. Diffusive fluxes are
calculated with a classical second-order-centered scheme. Turbulence is modeled with the Spalart–
Allmaras model [40]. The pseudo-time integration is done using the second-order Gear scheme with
10 pseudo-timesteps.
4.3.1.3 Boundary conditions
A homogeneous subsonic injection condition is used at the inlet. Stagnation pressure, stagnation
enthalpy, velocity angle and turbulent quantities are specified. A throttle condition coupled with
a radial equilibrium law is applied downstream to set the target operating point. A wall law is
used on the blades so the first point in the boundary layer can be placed at y+ > 20. Adiabatic
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conditions are used at the hub and casing walls.
Phase-lagged boundary conditions are applied for the single passage mesh. Both Fourier series-
based and POD-based conditions are used with 20 modes/harmonics. For the 2pi10 sector mesh,
periodic conditions are used at the pitch interfaces and blade number reduction conditions (cf.
section 2.4.2.3) are used at the rotor-stator interface. With equal pitches in the two rows, there is
no special processing.
4.3.1.4 Initial conditions
All simulations are initialized with a mixing plane simulation.
4.3.2 Operating line
Fig. 4.29 shows the iso-rotation speed line for the total pressure ratio and the total-to-total efficiency.
The black line stands for mixing plane computations and is only here to give the shape of the lines.
The blue triangles stand for the sector computation, the red crosses for the Fourier based phase-
lagged conditions and the green squares for the POD based one. The nominal operating point is
computed and the mass flow rate is of 10.63 kg.s−1. The three computations predict the same
mass flow rate and the same efficiency. The phase-lagged computations slightly overestimate the
pressure ratio (by 0.3%), but it can be noted that both compression methods predict exactly the
same performances.
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Figure 4.29: (a) Total pressure ratio and (b) efficiency iso-rotation speed line for the mixing plane
(black line), the sector (blue triangles), Fourier based (red crosses) and POD based (green squares)
conditions
The inlet and outlet mass flow rates at nominal operating point are plotted in Fig. 4.30 for
the sector computation (black line), the Fourier-series based computation (red crosses) and the
POD-based one (green squares). At the inlet plane, there is a slight difference of mean and ampli-
tude between the sector and the phase-lagged computations. However, it can be noticed that the
amplitude of the fluctuations is weak. The error is thus of 10−4% on both mean and amplitude.
At the outlet plane, the same mean flow is predicted by all of the methods, but the amplitude of
the fluctuations is underestimated by the phase-lagged method. In both cases, the period of the
fluctuations is well predicted. The sector case is converged after one rotation and both phase-lagged
computations after 3 rotations. The use of POD-based conditions does not delay the convergence
of the simulation.
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Figure 4.30: Mass flow rate at nominal operating point at the inlet (a) and outlet (b) planes for
the sector computation (black line), the Fourier series-based conditions (red line with crosses) and
the POD-based ones (green line with squares).
4.3.3 Flow field
Figure 4.31 shows the entropy field at different blade span for the 2pi10 sector computation (left),
the Fourier series-based phase-lagged computation (middle) and the POD-based one (right). At
mid span, the only flow structures visible are the wakes of the rotor blade that are chopped and
convected into the stator passage. The flow field is similar to that obtained with the quasi-3D
simulation in section 4.1. Near the hub, the wakes are wider and separated areas appear at the
pressure side of the stator blade. Near the casing, the tip leakage flow of the rotor can be seen. It
reaches the neighbor blade before being convected to the stage interface. The stator wake oscillates
because of its interaction with the rotor flow. At each location, the POD-based conditions predict
similar flow to the one obtained with the sector and Fourier series-based conditions. There are
no discontinuities at the pitch interface or at the stage one. All the structures, including the tip
leakage flow, are well predicted.
The normalized axial momentum at the rotor-stator interface over a 2pi10 sector is plotted in
Fig. 4.32, for the sector computation (a) and for the Fourier series-based (b) and POD-based (c)
phase-lagged conditions. The wake of the rotor (dashed line) and the potential effect of the stator
blades (dotted line) can be seen. The wake widens from the hub to the casing. The boundary
layers at the hub and at the casing can also be seen. It is wider at the casing because of the tip
leakage flow.
Figures 4.32(d), (e) and (f) show the normalized entropy flow field downstream the stator blade
for the same computations. The stator wake (dotted line) and the chopped rotor wake (dashed
line) can be seen. Here again the boundary layer at the casing is wider than that at the hub. The
entropy area associated with the rotor wakes corresponds to the presence of vortices.
All of these structures are perfectly predicted by the POD-based simulation.
4.3.4 Time-averaged values
Figure 4.33 shows the time-averaged isentropic Mach number near the stator blade wall at different
blade spans for the three simulations. The average is done over one rotor blade passage. At
the suction side, Mach number increases suddenly at the leading edge and keeps increasing until
x
c
= 0.15. It then decreases until the trailing edge. On the pressure side, the Mach number
decreases from all along the chord, except near the casing where it increases until x
c
= 0.15 and
then decreases at the same rate than on the suction side. Except for a slight difference near the
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Figure 4.31: Reconstructed 2pi10 sector shaded with normalized entropy at different blade span
obtained with the sector computation and the Fourier series-based and POD-based conditions.
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(a) Sector (b) Fourier (c) POD
(d) Sector (e) Fourier (f) POD
Figure 4.32: Normalized axial momentum at section S1 and normalized entropy at section S2 for
a 2pi10 sector simulation and for Fourier series-based and POD-based phase-lagged computations.
trailing edge on the pressure side near the hub, the POD-based conditions perfectly predict the
isentropic Mach number at all blade span.
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Figure 4.33: Isentropic Mach number at the stator blade at 1% (a), 50% (b) and 90% blade span for
the sector simulation (black line), the Fourier series- (dashed red line) and the POD-based (green
crosses).
The absolute flow angle is plotted in Fig. 4.34 at the rotor-stator interface (a) and downstream
the stator blade (b). The black line stands for the sector computation, the dashed red line for the
Fourier series-based simulation and the green squares for the POD-based ones. At S1 the deviation
angle ranges from 40◦ to 44◦ across blade span, increasing when moving from the casing to the hub.
The quick increase of almost 14◦ indicates the presence of the boundary layer. Its width represents
14% of the blade span at the casing and 6% at the hub. This is consistent with the observation
made in Fig. 4.32. At section S2 the mean flow angle is around −0.5◦ in the main flow. The rise
of the deviation until 3◦ at the hub the and at the casing marks the flow position of vortices. The
decrease at the end wall corresponds to the boundary layer. In both cases, the POD-based method
predicts the same flow than the Fourier series-based one and the sector computation.
4.3.5 Instantaneous values
The locations of the probes investigated are shown in Fig. 4.35. P1 is located at mid span in the
stator passage. P2 and P3 are on the stator suction side at h
H
= 90%. For all the simulations, the
data is extracted when the flow has become perfectly periodic.
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Figure 4.34: Absolute flow angle at the rotor-stator interface (a) and downstream the stator blade
(b) for the three computation cases.
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Figure 4.35: Position of the probes.
Figure 4.36 shows the normalized axial velocity (top) and normalized static pressure (middle) at
the different probe positions shown in Fig. 4.35. The three methods predict the same axial velocity
at the three locations. The rotor blade passing period is well predicted. However, regarding the
static pressure, it appears that both phase-lagged computations underestimate the fluctuations in
the stator passage. At blade tip, near the leading edge, the static pressure is well predicted by
the phase-lagged computations. But near the trailing edge they miss important fluctuations, and
the maximum value is overestimated. Looking at the spectra of these signals in Fig. 4.36(i), it
can be seen that the phase-lagged computations both predict the good frequencies but with bad
amplitudes. However, both computations produce the same error. It can thus be assumed that
this error is linked to the phase-lagged assumption (the fact that only one channel is computed)
and not to the use of a compression method.
4.3.6 Computational cost
The computational cost of each case is reported in Tab. 4.7. Three rotations take 304 CPUh with
the Fourier series-based conditions and 316 CPUh with the POD-based ones. This represents an
increase of almost 4%. However, when compared to the 1813 CPUh needed to perform 3 rotations
with the sector computation, the two phase-lagged simulations have similar computational cost.
It could be argued that the sector computation needs 3 times less iterations to converge than the
phase-lagged ones. However, one rotation of the sector simulation represents 604 CPUh, which is
almost twice the cost of 3 rotations of the phase-lagged ones. In addition, the cost of a full annulus
computation can be estimated to 6000 CPUh. The use of phase-lagged conditions therefore leads
to a reduction of the computational cost by a factor 20.
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Figure 4.36: Instantaneous normalized axial velocity (top), instantaneous normalized static pressure
(middle) and its Fourier transform (bottom) for probes P1 (left), P2 (center) and P3 (right) for
sector computation (black) and for Fourier series-based (red) and POD-based (green) conditions.
Case Periodic sector Phase-lagged 360◦
(reference) Fourier Series POD (estimation)
Rotations 1 3 3 3 1
CPUh 604 1813 304 316 6040
Table 4.7: Computational cost for the different conditions used.
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Conclusion
In this section, the POD-based boundary conditions are applied to the 3D URANS simulation of
a compressor stage. The entropy and axial velocity flow fields are investigated at different blade
height and axial position. The POD-based method gives satisfactory results. The flow field is
similar to that obtained with a 2pi10 sector simulation or with Fourier series-based conditions. There
are no discontinuities at the phase-lagged interfaces. The main structures of the flow, such as the
wakes of both rows and the tip leakage flow, are well predicted. The same conclusion can be drawn
on values averaged over one blade passage such as isentropic Mach number and flow deviation at
different blade spans.
Regarding instantaneous values in the stator, the three methods predict the same axial velocity
but differences arise on the static pressure signals. The two phase-lagged methods provide similar
results. The discrepancies can thus be attributed to the use of the phase-lagged assumption and not
to the choice of the compression method. It can also be partially linked to the fact that different
methods are used to compute the fluxes at the rotor-stator interface in sector and phase-lagged
simulations.
The two phase-lagged methods show similar computational costs.
Conclusion on URANS
The POD-based phase-lagged conditions are validated on three URANS simulations of turboma-
chinery stages. The three cases used are the quasi-3D and the 3D simulations of a low-pressure
compressor stage and the quasi-3D simulation of a transonic turbine stage. In all cases, the POD-
based conditions showed their capability to predict the flow field without a detrimental increase
of the computational cost. In the compressor test case the only noticeable difference concerns the
pressure field at blade wall near the casing, in the area that experiences strong gradients. At these
positions, the use of Fourier series-based or POD-based conditions provide the same results, leading
to the conclusion that the error is caused by the phase-lagged assumption. Using the POD or the
Fourier series decomposition has thus no influence. In the turbine test case, the POD-based condi-
tions showed their capability to handle shocked configurations. Slight differences appear between
POD-based and Fourier series-based simulations. The use of phase-lagged conditions without com-
pression method provides exactly the same result as those for the POD-based conditions. This
shows that, in this case, the use of POD-based conditions allows to get rid of the error caused by
the Fourier series decomposition.
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Off-design simulations are important issues in turbomachinery studies. Indeed, the instabilities
that appear in these conditions can be critical for the engine safety. An important challenge to
such simulations is that full annulus simulations are often required because, for such conditions,
there is rarely any periodicity relationship in the flow that can be used to reduce the computational
domain. Various studies have already pointed out the limitations of phase-lagged simulations at
off-design conditions [135]. The purpose of this chapter is therefore to investigate the behavior of
the POD-based phase-lagged method at these conditions.
URANS POD-based phase-lagged simulations of the CME2 compressor at low mass flow rate
conditions are achieved. Firstly, with a quasi-3D configuration, the influence of the number of
blades modeled on the performance and the flow field is studied. Indeed, at low mass flow rates,
phenomena with frequency below the BPF and with a spatial periodicity larger than a single channel
appear. The purpose of this section is thus to see if the results of a phase-lagged simulation at low
mass flow rate can be improved by the use of several blade passages. In a second section, the 3D
simulation of the CME2 compressor stage is achieved at low mass flow rate conditions with a 2pi10
sector, Fourier series-based conditions and POD-based ones.
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5.1 Use of several blade passages
5.1.1 Numerical setup
The quasi-3D meshes, numerical schemes and boundary conditions are the same as those used for
the nominal operating point investigated in chapter 4. The throttle parameter is changed to target
a mass flow rate of 0.5Qnom = 0.62 kg.s
−1. Several configurations are used and are presented in
table 5.1. A 2pi10 sector simulation with instantaneous periodic conditions is achieved and is used as
a reference. The best reference should be a full annulus calculation, however, to reduce the cost of
the simulation, it has been chosen to take advantage of the natural periodicity of the compressor.
This simulation is named Periodic 3:4. Then phase-lagged computations are done with different
numbers of channels, including a 2pi10 sector. It is important to note that, in this case, there is a
time-lag between the pitch interfaces corresponding to the passage of the 2pi10 sector, while in the
periodic case instantaneous periodicity is applied. POD-based conditions are used with 20 modes
kept. All simulations are initialized with flow fields obtained with a mixing plane computation at
low mass flow rate conditions.
Name Rotor Stator Boundary
blades blades conditions
Periodic 3:4 3 4 Periodic
POD 1:1 1 1 Phase-lagged
POD 1:2 1 2 Phase-lagged
POD 3:4 3 4 Phase-lagged
Table 5.1: Different configurations used for the quasi-3D simulation of the CME2 at low mass flow
rate operating point
5.1.2 Operating lines
The performances predicted by the different configurations are plotted in Fig. 5.1 for the total-to-
total pressure ratio (a) and the isentropic efficiency (b). The black line is the iso-speed line given
by the periodic 3:4 simulation. The focus is done on the low mass flow rate region (below 0.8
kg.s−1). With the same throttle parameter, the mass flow rate, the pressure ratio and the efficiency
are underestimated by the 1:1 and the 1:2 phase-lagged computations compared to the periodic 3:4
calculation. The 1:1 configuration underestimates the mass flow rates by 3.5%, the pressure ratio
by 1.9% and the efficiency by 3 points.
The use of two passages in the stator reduces this error by one third. When a full 2pi10 is used,
the mass flow rate and the pressure ratio are well predicted and the efficiency is underestimated
by 0.8 points. Even if slight discrepancies still appear, the use of a full sector with phase-lagged
conditions allows the prediction of the pressure ratio and of the efficiency. For the CME2 case, the
interest of such a simulation is limited as the periodic 3:4 computation can be achieved. However,
for configurations in which the blade numbers are coprime, a phase-lagged computation with several
blade passages could be an alternative to a full annulus computation.
5.1.3 Time dependent quantities
Figure 5.2 shows normalized axial velocity (a) and normalized static pressure (b) for the section
simulation (black) and for the POD-based 1:1 (green), 1:2 (red) and 3:4 (blue) configurations over
two rotor blade passages. For axial velocity, all computations provide similar signals. However the
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Figure 5.1: (a) Total pressure ratio and (b) efficiency obtained with the different configurations
at off-design conditions. The black line is the iso-rotation speed obtained with the periodic 3:4
configuration.
1:1 and the 1:2 simulations overestimate the mean value and underestimate the fluctuations, lead-
ing to an inaccurate prediction of the minimum value. The 3:4 phase-lagged computation predict
the good mean value but overestimates the fluctuations. In addition, a low frequency fluctuation
at BPF4 appears, while it was not present in the periodic 3:4 computation. The discrepancies are
more important on the static pressure signal. The 1:1 configuration underestimates the mean value
and the fluctuations. The secondary rise of pressure has almost disappeared and there is a time
lag between 0.6T and 1.1T . With the 1:2 configurations, this lag disappears and the error on the
maximum pressure reached is reduced by half. The use of a 3:4 sector provides results similar to
those obtained with the periodic sector but once again, a frequency of BPF4 is observed.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Normalized axial velocity and (b) normalized static pressure in the stator passage
for the section simulation (black) and for the 1:1 (green), 1:2 (red) and 3:4 (blue) configurations.
5.1.4 Flow fields
Figure 5.3 (a), (c), (e) and (g) show the normalized entropy flow field snapshots computed with
the various configurations. The boundary layer of the rotor blade is stalled, and the wakes of both
rows are wider than they were at nominal operating point. The main structures are well predicted
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by the phase-lagged computations: the stalled flow is present and the rotor wake is well convected
downstream. There are no discontinuities at the stage interface or at the pitch ones. With the 1:1
configuration the relative error between the phase-lagged simulation and the periodic sector one
reaches a maximum value of 6% in the stalled flow (the shape of this area is well predicted but the
magnitude is overestimated) and it is under 1% in 84% of the domain. The use of 2 stator passages
reduces the maximum error to 4% and 87% of the domain is under 1%. At least with the 2pi10 sector,
96% of the domain has an error under 1%.
The normalized static pressure flow fields predicted by all the configurations are plotted in
Fig. 5.3(b), (d), (f) and (h). Differences are visible between the flow fields predicted by the sector
simulation and the 1:1 phase-lagged one, especially at the rotor trailing edge and downstream. the
use of two passages and then of a 2pi10 sector provides pressure fields closer to the periodic sector
one. With the 1:1 configuration, the maximum error is of 5% and the error is over 1% in 21% of
the field. The use of several blade passages reduces this maximum to 3% and in both cases at least
90% of the domain has an error under 1%.
It can thus be noted that the use of phase-lagged conditions enables to capture the main
structures that sets up at off design conditions. Discrepancies appear regarding the magnitude of
entropy or static pressure but the use of several blade passages reduces it.
5.1.5 Conclusion
Several 2.5D URANS simulations of a compressor stage at off-design conditions have been achieved.
Phase-lagged simulations with different numbers of blade passages are compared to a 2pi10 periodic
sector. If 1:1 and 1:2 configurations underestimate the pressure ratio and the efficiency, the 3:4
configuration provides satisfactory results with less than 1% of discrepancy. The entropy and static
pressure fields show that all phase-lagged simulations capture the main structures of the flow. The
discrepancies with the periodic simulation are reduced by the use of several blade passages but do
not totally disappear in the 2pi10 phase-lagged sector. Time dependent signals of axial velocity and
static pressure in the stator passage show that 1:1 and 1:2 configurations fail to predict the average
value and the fluctuations of both quantities. With the 3:4 simulation, the signals are close to those
of the periodic sector but fluctuations with a frequency of BPF4 appear. Phase-lagged conditions
used with only one blade passage per row are not able to predict the flow field in a compressor
stage operating at off-design conditions. The use of several blade passages improves the results
but, even with a 2pi10 sector, discrepancies remain. There is therefore a part of the error linked to
the restriction of the domain and another part due to the imposed phase-lag.
5.2 3D simulation of the CME2 stage
POD-based phase-lagged conditions are now applied to the 3D URANS single passage simulation
of the CME2 compressor stage at low mass flow rate conditions. The performances and flow field
predicted are compared with those obtained with a 2pi10 sector and a Fourier series-based simulations.
5.2.1 Numerical setup
The meshes, numerical schemes and boundary conditions are the same as those used for the nominal
operating point in section 4.3. The throttle parameter is adapted in order to reach a mass flow
rate of 9 kg.s−1 = 0.86QNom. This operating point is close to the stability limit, found at 8.6
kg.s−1 by Vassilieff [136] and more studied by Ouayahya [137]. The simulations are initialized with
the unsteady flow field obtained at nominal operating point. 20 modes/harmonics are used at
phase-lagged boundary conditions.
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(a) Periodic 3:4 (b) Periodic 3:4
(c) POD 1:1 (d) POD 1:1
(e) POD 1:2 (f) POD 1:2
(g) POD 3:4 (h) POD 3:4
Figure 5.3: Normalized entropy (left) and static pressure (right) flow fields obtained with the 2pi10
sector computation, and the 1:1, 1:2 and 3:4 phase-lagged configurations.
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5.2.2 Mass flow rate
Figures 5.4(a), (b) and (c) show the temporal evolution of the inlet (black) and outlet (green)
mass flow rate respectively for the sector computation and for Fourier series-based and POD-based
simulations.
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Figure 5.4: Inlet (green) and outlet (black) mass flow rate for (a) sector computation and (b)
Fourier series-based and (c) POD-based phase-lagged simulations. Zoom over a few periods for (d)
the inlet and (f) the oulet mass flow rates.
The convergence of the inlet mass flow rate requires 2.5 rotations with the sector computation,
2.7 rotations with the POD-based one and slightly more than 3 rotations with the Fourier series-
based one. Fig 5.4(d) shows a zoom on the inlet mass flow rate over several blade passages for
the 3 computations. In addition to the BPF, a low frequency appears. Compared with the sector
computation, it is less important in the Fourier series-based simulation and more important in the
POD-based one. This is confirmed by the spectrum of this signal computed over the 5th rotation
and plotted in Fig. 5.5(a). In the sector computation the main frequencies are the BPF and BPF8 .
Two minor peaks are predicted at BPF2 and
3BPF
4 . Both phase-lagged computations capture the BPF
although its amplitude is underestimated. The BPF8 frequency is also present in all cases but the
Fourier series-based computation underestimates it by 70% while the POD-based one overestimates
it by 50%. Both phase-lagged simulations do not predict the two peaks at BPF2 and
3BPF
4 . However,
these differences are limited as the fluctuations of the inlet mass flow rate are small and represent
less than 0.5% of its mean value.
The differences are more important regarding the outlet mass flow rate. Important fluctuations
appear in the sector case and are not captured by the phase-lagged computations. Fig. 5.5(b)
shows the FFT of the outlet mass flow rate over one rotation for the three cases. All of the
methods predict the presence of the BPF and its 2nd and 3rd harmonics, but the phase-lagged
computations underestimate their amplitude. For the sector case, low frequencies appear with
two important peaks at BPF6 and
BPF
3 . At
BPF
6 , the phase-lagged computations underestimate the
amplitude by 77%. At BPF3 , the frequency has almost disappeared. The low-frequency fluctuations
of the outlet mass flow rate are thus not captured by the phase-lagged computations. However, it
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can be noted that both of them provides similar results. The use of phase-lagged conditions seems
to filter low frequency instabilities.
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Figure 5.5: Fast Fourier transform of (a) the inlet and (b) the outlet mass flow rate for the three
computations.
5.2.3 Flow field
Figure 5.6 shows the normalized entropy flow field in one blade passage at mid span for the 2pi10
sector simulation (left), the Fourier series-based computation (center) and the POD-based one
(right) at different instants. The stator boundary layer is stalled and oscillates at a low frequency
corresponding to BPF stator8 and
BPF rotor
6 . This phenomenon is responsible for the peaks observed at
these frequencies in the mass flow rate signals. The entropy signal extracted near the stator suction
side can be seen in Fig. 5.7. All of the methods predict the same period and similar variations.
The problem of the reconstruction of the phase-lagged flow field arises. Indeed, in the sector
simulation, four stator passages are computed and instantaneous periodicity is imposed. The flow
field obtained at t = 0 is presented in Fig. 5.8(a). For the phase-lagged computation, if a classic
reconstruction is used, the flow is extracted over only one passing period of the rotor and the
periodicity of the flow is used. However, this assumption is false, as the periodicity of the flow
here is of 6TR and not TR. The flow field obtained (Fig. 5.8(b)) is therefore very different from
the one extracted from the sector simulation. To reconstruct the flow field presented in Fig. 5.8(c),
the flow field has been extracted over 6TR (also corresponding to 8TS). The result is now closer
to the sector simulation. Yet, the 2pi10 periodicity has disappeared here. These results underline
two problems for low mass flow rates phase-lagged: how to extract and rebuild the data when the
phase-lagged assumption is not respected or when a multiple of the blade passing period is present
in the flow, and is the choice of the sector simulation as a reference relevant?
Figure 5.9 shows the normalized entropy flow field obtained with the 2pi10 sector simulation
(left), the Fourier series-based computation (center) and the POD-based one (right) at h
H
= 1%
and h
H
= 99% (bottom). At both blade spans the flow field is different from the one observed at
nominal operating point. Near the hub, the stator boundary layer is stalled, leading to a wider wake.
Near the casing, the entropy creation in the tip leakage flow is more important and more structures
appear in the sector passage. Both phase-lagged methods well predict the main structures of the
flow. The wake of the rotor is well convected through the stage interface and then through the
pitch interface of the stator. Near the hub the three methods predict similar flow fields.
Figure 5.10 shows the normalized axial velocity at rotor-stator interface ((a), (b) and (c)) and
the normalized entropy at stator exit ((d), (e) and (f)). At rotor-stator interface, the rotor wake
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(a) t = 0 - Sector (b) t = 0 - Fourier (c) t = 0 - POD
(d) t = 2TS - Sector (e) t = 2TS - Fourier (f) t = 2TS - POD
(g) t = 4TS - Sector (h) t = 4TS - Fourier (i) t = 4TS - POD
(j) t = 6TS - Sector (k) t = 6TS - Fourier (l) t = 6TS - POD
Figure 5.6: Normalized entropy field over one blade passage obtained with the three computations
over 8 stator passages.
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Figure 5.7: Normalized entropy extracted at the stator suction side over 8 stator passages.
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(a) Sector (b) POD - 1 period (c) POD - 8 periods
Figure 5.8: Normalized entropy flow field obtained at mid-span with (a) the 2pi10 sector, (b) the
POD-based computation and a classic reconstruction, and (c) the POD-based computation and
data extracted over 8 stator passages.
(a) h
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= 1% - Sector (b) h
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= 1% - Fourier (c) h
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= 1% - POD
(d) h
H
= 99% - Sector (e) h
H
= 99% - Fourier (f) h
H
= 99% - POD
Figure 5.9: Normalized entropy flow field obtained with the 2pi10 sector simulation (left), the Fourier
series-based computation (center) and the POD-based one (right) at end-walls.
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and the stator potential effect can be seen. Near the casing, the boundary layer is wider than at
nominal conditions, and with the sector simulation the tip leakage can be seen (pointed out by
the arrows). These structures do not appear in the Fourier series-based simulation while they are
present in the POD-based one although they are less pronounced. At the stator exit, the wake of the
stator can be seen, which is wider than at nominal conditions. For the phase-lagged computations,
the data has been extracted over four stator blade passages for the reasons discussed earlier. The
three simulations predict similar flow field.
(a) S1 - Sector (b) S1 - Fourier (c) S1 - POD
(d) S2 - Sector (e) S2 - Fourier (f) S2 - POD
Figure 5.10: Normalized axial momentum at rotor-stator interface and normalized entropy at stator
exit for the 2pi10 sector simulation (left), the Fourier series-based computation (center) and the POD-
based one (right).
5.2.4 Time-averaged values
Figure 5.11 shows the time-averaged isentropic Mach number near stator blade wall at the same
blade spans for the three computations. The values are time-averaged over one blade passage. At
the suction side, the three methods predict the same Mach number distribution at all blade span.
At the pressure side the phase-lagged methods cause an error up to 12% near the trailing edge at
h
H
= 1% and up to 4% at h
H
= 99%. The isentropic Mach number is well predicted at h
H
= 50%.
At each blade span, the two phase-lagged methods predict exactly the same time-averaged Mach
number.
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Figure 5.11: Isentropic Mach number at stator blade wall at different blade span for the three
computations.
Figure 5.12 depicts the evolution of the flow angle with the blade span at (a) the rotor-stator
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interface and (b) the stator exit. The angle is averaged over eight stator passage periods and over
the blade pitch. The black line stands for the sector computation, the dashed red one for the Fourier
series-based simulation and the green squares for the POD-based one. At the stage interface, it
can be seen that the flow angle has increased by almost 12◦ compared to the nominal case. The
boundary layer, indicated by the sudden increase of the angle, has become wider. At this section,
the three computations predict the same result.
At the stator exit, the flow angle in the main flow is still close to zero but this region has become
thinner (for h
H
between 55% and 75%). The three methods predict the same flow angle, except
between h
H
= 20% and h
H
= 50% where both phase-lagged computations underestimate it up to 3◦
at h
H
= 30%. Again, both phase-lagged simulations predict exactly the same result. This difference
is probably linked to the use of a single blade passage that spatially constrains the development of
the stall.
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Figure 5.12: Absolute flow angle at the rotor-stator interface (a) and downstream the stator blade
(b) for the three computation cases.
5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, phase-lagged computations of a compressor stage at low mass flow rate have been
achieved. First, quasi-3D phase-lagged computations are compared to a 2pi10 sector simulation. Dif-
ferent numbers of blade passages are used. When only one blade passage per row is used, the
main structures of the flow are captured but important discrepancies appear. These differences
are reduced by the use of two stator blade passages. When a 2pi10 sector is used for phase-lagged
computation, the performance are well predicted and the flow field is very similar to the periodic
sector one. However, a low frequency corresponding to BPF4 appears.
Finally, 3D simulations are achieved with a 2pi10 periodic sector and both Fourier series-based
and POD-based phase-lagged conditions. A low frequency appears at the stator suction side and
the data must be extracted over 6 rotor blade passages and 8 stator blades passages to obtain the
reconstructed flow field. In this case, the prediction of the compression rate, the efficiency and the
flow fields computed with the phase-lagged computations is satisfactory when compared to those
obtained with the sector configuration.
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Chapter 6
Large-eddy simulation of the flow around a
cylinder row
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In the previous chapters, phase-lagged boundary conditions with a new compression method,
the proper orthogonal decomposition (or POD), have been validated with URANS computations
of turbomachinery stages. This new method is now applied to the large eddy simulation of a row
composed of 30 cylinders. This configuration has been presented in chapter 3. This case is chal-
lenging for the phase-lagged boundary conditions because there is an important vortex shedding,
the cylinders are close from each other and the choice of the pitch of the downstream rotating block
is artificial. The flow unsteadiness is not driven by the periodic interaction between fix and moving
blades, so this configuration is far from the theoretical basis of the phase-lagged approach. The
purpose of this chapter is therefore to assess the capability of POD-based phase-lagged conditions
to handle such a flow and to compare them to Fourier series-based conditions on the filtering they
induce on the turbulent flow field. In addition to the sector and the two phase-lagged simulations,
several other computations are performed in order to separate the different sources of error.
6.1 Test case description and numerical setup
The test case is the stationary row of cylinders with a rotating downstream block presented in
section 3.1. It’s similar to a turbomachinery row, but the blades are replaced with cylinders. At
mid-span, the diameter of the cylinder is 8mm. There are no end-walls and no-slip conditions are
used at span boundaries. The number of 30 cylinders and the Mach number of 0.35 have been
chosen to be close to the CME2 configuration. This leads to a Reynolds number of 130,000 and
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the wake is thus turbulent. One rotation is discretized by 7200 time-steps, so the mesh moves by
half a cell at each iteration to make the post processing easier. Different simulations are achieved
with a pitch of 2pi40 for the downstream block: with Fourier series-based conditions, with POD-
based conditions and direct storage conditions (i.e. without compression). A last simulation is
achieved with POD-based conditions and a pitch of 2pi20 . The different configurations are presented
in Tab. 6.1.
Name Pitch Storage Harmonics/ Compression
modes rate
Sector 30 Periodic - -
Fourier 40 Fourier series 36 70%
POD 50 40 POD 50 70%
POD 80 40 POD 80 55%
Direct 40 Direct - 0%
POD 3:2 20 POD 80 70%
Table 6.1: Configurations used for the simulations of the flow around a cylinder.
6.2 Post-processing
The post-processing of phase-lagged LES differs from the one of a URANS simulation (see § 4.1.3).
Indeed, for URANS simulations, the flow field of each row is extracted over a passage of the opposite
row and this information is sufficient to rebuild the full stage. For LES, the periodicity of the flow
at the pitch interfaces of a 2pi10 sector can no longer be used because the turbulence is not periodic.
Two neighbors passages of a row have to be separated by a constant time-lag or discontinuities
may appear.
The signal at the center of each cell just upstream and downstream the rotor-stator interface
is extracted in the relative frame of the row. To evaluate the filtering and the error caused by each
method, the signal on the rotor has to be reconstructed in the stator reference frame. The time
step has been chosen so the mesh moves of half a cell at each iteration. Therefore, to reconstruct
the signal, only one point over two is used. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate the method used but for
clarity only one point over 20 is used and thus the stator passage is discretized with 12 time-steps.
t
t
t+Ts
(a) t
t
t
t+Ts
(b) t+ δt
Figure 6.1: Position of the rotor probes used for the reconstruction of the signal in the stator frame.
There are 9 probes in the rotor passage, spaced by
2pi
40
9
or
2pi
30
12
. These probes are extracted during
the simulation in the rotor reference frame. To cover a 2pi30 sector, three more probes are needed.
They are obtained with the phase-lagged assumption. Then probe 1 is rebuilt in the stator frame
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the reconstruction of a probe in the stator frame.
by using probe 1 at time 0, probe 2 at time T12 and so on (left arrow). In the same way, the probe
8 is rebuilt by using probe 8 at time 1, probe 9 at time 2 etc., as illustrated by the right arrow.
6.3 Massflow rate
The outlet mass flow rate (black line) and its moving average (green) are plotted in Fig. 6.3 for
each simulation. The average of all of the simulations is converged after 1 rotation. The predicted
mass flow rates are of 7.28, 7.27 and 7.29 kg.s−1 respectively for the sector computation, the
Fourier series-based simulation and the POD-based one. The relative error of the phase-lagged
simulations is therefore of 0.1%. The amplitude of the fluctuations is different in each case. The
difference between the sector case and the phase-lagged computations is explained by the fact that
the integration of the mass flow is done over the exit plane, which is different. Indeed, in the sector
case it is of 2pi30 and thus always contains the whole wake: the fluctuations are only linked to the
vortex shedding. In the phase-lagged cases, it is of 2pi40 and thus the mass flow rate oscillates with the
vortex shedding but also with the passage of the wake. To obtain a signal similar to the sector one,
the mass flow should be rebuilt over a 2pi30 sector. The discrepancy between the two phase-lagged
computations are probably linked to the filtering caused by the Fourier series decomposition, which
will be explained more fully later.
6.4 Flow field
Figure 6.4 shows the normalized entropy flow field obtained with the sector simulation (a), the
Fourier series-based phase-lagged simulation (b) and the POD-based one (c). In each case, the
turbulent wake of the cylinder can be seen. For the phase-lagged computations, no discontinuities
appear at the pitch interfaces or at the stage one. The vortices created downstream the cylinder
are properly convected through the rotating block.
6.5 Mean flow
The evolution of the time-averaged normalized axial velocity across a 2pi10 sector at the stage interface
is plotted in Fig. 6.5. Both phase-lagged simulations match the sector result and predict a velocity
deficit of 56% and a width of 15%.
Figure 6.6 shows the three components of the mean velocity at mid span in the absolute frame of
reference upstream (black) and downstream (green) the stage interface. As shown earlier, the three
computations predict the same mean axial velocity. In all of the simulations it is preserved through
the stage interface. The two phase-lagged simulations predict the same shape as the sector one for
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Figure 6.3: Outlet massflow rates obtained with (a) the sector computation, (b) the Fourier series-
based simulation and (c) the POD-based one and their average.
(a) Sector (b) Fourier (c) POD 50
Figure 6.4: Normalized entropy flow field
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Figure 6.5: Evolution of the time-averaged normalized axial velocity across a 2pi10 sector at the stage
interface.
the tangential velocity but they underestimate the minimum and the maximum values reached by
17% and 25% with the Fourier series-based conditions and by 9% and 21% with the POD-based
ones. An error is caused by the interface in the three cases of almost 7%. More discrepancies appear
when regarding the radial velocity. The shape predicted by the Fourier series-based computation is
different from the sector one. The minimum value is underestimated by 46% and the increase at 2pi60
(2pi60 value - minimum value) corresponds to 45% of the wake deficit while it is of 107% in the sector
computation. The error caused by the interface is of 20%. The profile given by the POD-based
simulation is closer to the sector one and the increase at 2pi60 corresponds to 72% of the velocity
deficit.
6.6 Spectrum and vortex shedding
The power spectral density of the tangential velocity is plotted in Fig. 6.7 for the three simulations
out of the wake (left) and into it (right). Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) compare the PSD obtained
upstream the stator-rotor interface for each simulation. Out of the wake, all simulations predict
the same range of frequencies for the vortex shedding (3000-5200 Hz) but the maximum value is
reached at 4050 Hz for the sector simulation and 3800 Hz for the phase-lagged ones. Discrepancies
appear at high frequencies: the slope for the phase-lagged computations is lower than for the sector
one. Over 40,000 Hz, numerous peaks appear at the BPF harmonics. However, at this location,
the amplitude is very low (10−10). In the wake, except for the difference of frequency of the peak,
the spectrum is well predicted by the phase-lagged computations. Figures 6.7(c) to 6.7(h) show
the same spectrum upstream and downstream the stage interface. In the sector computation all
frequencies are preserved and the loss of energy is below 3% for both locations. With the Fourier
series-based computation, the loss is more important at all frequencies except at the BPF and its
harmonics. Unfortunately in this case the BPF of the rotor (4200 Hz) is in the range of frequen-
cies of the vortex shedding. Despite this, the loss of energy is of 18% out of the wake and 33%
into it. These losses are reduced by the use of the POD-based conditions. Indeed, at both loca-
tions the low frequencies are well preserved and the total loss is of 4% out of the wake and 14% in it.
As explained earlier, the blade passing frequencies of the rotor (4200 Hz) and of the stator
(3150 Hz) are close to the vortex shedding frequency (3800 Hz) and this has an influence on the
filtering of the spectrum energy. Two additional computations with Fourier series-based and POD-
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Figure 6.6: Mean value of normalized velocity fluctuations across a 2pi30 sector upstream (black) and
downstream (green) the stage interface for the sector computation (left), the Fourier series-based
one (center) and the POD-based one (right).
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Figure 6.7: Power spectral density of tangential velocity fluctuations in the absolute frame of
reference out of the wake (left) and into it (right). Comparison of the three computations upstream
the interface ((a) and (b)) and comparison of the spectrum upstream and downstream the interface
for each case ((c) to (h))
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based conditions are thus achieved with a rotation speed of Ω2 , leading to BPF of 2100 Hz and
1575 Hz. The PSD of the tangential velocity in the wake for these two computations are plotted
in Fig. 6.8 upstream and downstream the stage interface. The vortex shedding frequency remains
the same. This time, the filtering is more important in both computation but the increase is more
important for the Fourier series-based computation (49%) than for the POD-based one (18%).
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Figure 6.8: Power spectral density of the normalized tangential velocity fluctuations into the wake
in the stator frame upstream (black) and downstream (green) the stage interface for phase-lagged
computations at a rotation speed of Ω2 .
6.7 Correlations
Figure 6.9 shows the correlations of the velocity fluctuations over a reconstructed 2pi20 sector obtained
with the three computations out of the wake (left) and into it (right). It is defined by:
C(X,Y ) =
cov(X,Y )
σXσY
, (6.1)
where cov(X,Y ) is the covariance of X and Y defined by:
cov(X,Y ) = E [(X − E[X])(Y − E[Y ])] (6.2)
and E(X) and σX are the expected value and standard deviation of X. A first observation is that
in the sector computation the imposed periodicity can be seen as the correlation is of 1 at the
position 2pi30 . This is not the case with both phase-lagged computations. For the axial velocity both
phase-lagged simulations predict similar results at both locations. In the wake, the decrease of
the correlation is quicker than outside and despite the appearance the phase-lagged computations
overestimate the integral scale by almost 20% at both locations. The most important discrepancies
appear for the tangential velocity, especially out of the wake where Fourier series-based and POD-
based computations provide different results. In the sector computation, the signals are never
de-correlated and the minimum value reached is of 0.22. With the Fourier series-based conditions,
the correlation decreases to 0.2 at 2pi60 and start increasing again until
2pi
40 and a value of 0.4. Then
it quickly decreases to reach 0 at 2pi30 . The integral scale is underestimated by 25% compared to the
sector computation. When the POD-based conditions are used, the correlation simply decreases to
0, which is reached at 2pi40 and remains stable. In this case the integral scale is underestimated by 54%
compared to the sector simulation. The fact that the flow never gets de-correlated in the periodic
computation while it is in the phase-lagged ones could explain the discrepancies between the integral
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scale values obtained. Into the wake, the three computations give similar results between 0 and 2pi80
and the discrepancy on the integral scale is below 3% for both phase-lagged computation. Between
2pi
80 and
2pi
60 , the correlation predicted by the phase-lagged computation keeps decreasing until it
reaches 0, while in the sector simulation it reaches a minimum value of 0.2 and then increases to
reach 1 at 2pi30 . Regarding the fluctuations of the radial velocity the three simulations provide similar
results below 2pi60 out of the wake and
2pi
40 into it. Over these values, the correlation increases in the
sector simulation while they remain around 0 for the phase-lagged ones. The Fourier series-based
simulation overestimate the integral scale by 10% and 40% respectively out and in the wake and the
POD-based one by 2% and 35% respectively. The choice of the boundary condition has therefore
important consequences on the velocity fluctuation correlations.
6.8 Turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds tensor
Figures 6.10 to 6.13 show the turbulent kinetic energy and the Reynolds tensor component just
upstream (black) and just downstream (green) the rotor-stator interface for the different test cases.
In the sector computation, which uses sliding mesh conditions, the loss of turbulent kinetic en-
ergy is almost 2%. This loss mainly concerns the radial velocity (−4%) and is of only 1% for the
tangential velocity. For all phase-lagged computations, there is no loss for the axial velocity and
variable losses for tangential and radial velocity. In all cases, the loss on radial velocity is the most
important. With Fourier series-based conditions, the loss is of 19% on the turbulent kinetic energy,
20% on the tangential velocity and 24% on the radial velocity. The use of POD-based conditions,
with an equal compression rate, reduces these losses by almost a half. The loss is of 8.5% on the
turbulent kinetic energy, 9% on the tangential velocity and 14% on the radial one. The use of 80
modes instead of 50 does not make a clear difference on these results and the filtering remains in
the same order of magnitude. Enough modes are thus used in the POD 50 case. This is confirmed
by the no-compression simulation, in which the errors caused by the stage interface are similar to
those observed with the POD-based conditions. There is therefore a part of the filtering which is
linked to the use of the phase-lagged assumption itself and not to the compression method. How-
ever, it can be noted that the use of Fourier series-based condition with the maximum number of
harmonics leads to an error of 14% on the turbulent kinetic energy. Finally, when a 2pi20 sector is
used downstream, the error stays at the same magnitude.
In all cases, the losses concern only the tangential and the radial velocity. Two explanations
can be considered:
- the no-match interface has a filtering effect in the direction normal to the interface, here R
and θ. This effect has been studied by Maugars [138] in his PhD thesis. Here the cells at
the interface are cubic so this effect is limited, but it leads to the error observed in the sector
computation,
- the vortex shedding frequency represents a more important part of the energy in the spectrum
of vθ and vr than in the spectrum of vx. The compression has therefore a more important
effect on these quantities.
However, these explanations are linked to the mesh at the interface and to the compression of
the data. It does not explain why the phase-lag assumption has no effect on vx, i.e. why in the
direct-storage based computation there is a filtering on vr and vθ and not on vx.
6.9 Computational cost
The CPU cost of one rotation is of 1226 hours with the Fourier series-based computation and 1261
hours with the POD-based one for an equal compression rate. This represent an increase of 3% of
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Figure 6.9: Correlations of the velocity fluctuations for the sector simulation (black), the Fourier
series-based computation (red) and the POD-based one (green) out of (left) and into (right) the
wake.
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Figure 6.10: Turbulent kinetic energy upstream (black) and downstream (green) the stage interface
for various configurations.
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Figure 6.11: Axial velocity component of the Reynolds tensor upstream (black) and downstream
(green) the stage interface for various configurations.
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Figure 6.12: Tangential velocity component of the Reynolds tensor upstream (black) and down-
stream (green) the stage interface for various configurations.
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Figure 6.13: Radial velocity component of the Reynolds tensor upstream (black) and downstream
(green) the stage interface for various configurations.
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the computational cost compared to Fourier series-based conditions.
6.10 Conclusions
The POD-based phase-lagged boundary conditions have been applied to the large-eddy simulation
of the turbulent flow around a cylinder. POD-based simulations with different compression rates
and different pitches in the rotating row have been compared to a Fourier series-based simulation
and a periodic sector one. The following conclusions can be drawn:
- the use of phase-lagged conditions causes a modification of the flow compared to a periodic
sector simulation, regardless of the compression method used. In particular, noise appear at
high frequencies and a filtering of the velocity fluctuations is caused by the stage interface.
- it also removed the forced correlation of the flow at the pitch interfaces that was caused by
the periodic conditions in the sector simulation.
- with both compression methods the vortex shedding frequency is still present and dominating.
- using the POD-based conditions instead of the Fourier series-based ones with the same com-
pression rate reduces the filtering of the fluctuations at least by a factor 2.
- a compression rate of 70% is sufficient with the POD-based conditions and not with Fourier
series-based one.
- when the maximum of modes or harmonics are kept, the filtering is still more important in
the Fourier series-based computation.
Regarding the filtering of the fluctuations, several causes have been identified:
- the no-match configuration of the interface,
- the phase-lagged assumption,
- the choice of the compression method,
- and the compression rate.
However, several questions remain, in particular on the filtering caused by the phase-lagged as-
sumption and why it occurs only on vθ and vr and not on vx, and on the solution that can be
proposed to improve the performances of the phase-lagged conditions at high frequencies. These
results also question the choice of the periodic sector simulation as a reference. Indeed, the forced
periodicity creates a correlation of the flow that does not appear in the phase-lagged computations.
Nevertheless, the POD-based computations have demonstrated their ability to handle the three
dimensional turbulent flow around a cylinder. Even if a part of the error at the interface is caused
by the phase-lagged assumption and can therefore not be removed, the use of POD-based condi-
tions instead of Fourier-based condition reduces this filtering. However, the cylinder row was a
challenging test case for the phase-lagged boundary conditions. In the next chapter, this method
will thus be applied to an industrial compressor stage.
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Chapter 7
Large-eddy simulation of a compressor stage
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In the case of the cylinder (previous chapter), the use of the POD instead of Fourier series
decomposition has been found to allow the reduction of the filtering of the turbulence by 50% for
equal compression rate. The POD-based phase-lagged boundary conditions are now applied to the
single-passage LES of a single-stage compressor. LES and URANS computations of a 2pi10 periodic
sector of this configuration were conducted by Gourdain [80][139] and are used as a reference here.
The consequences of the use of phase-lagged conditions on the performances of the machine, the
flow field, time-averaged values and computational cost are studied.
7.1 Numerical setup
7.1.1 Mesh
Three levels of refinement are used: a coarse one (M1), a medium one (M2) and a fine one (M3).
The meshes used for the 2pi10 periodic sector computations of Gourdain correspond to three rotor
blades and four stator blades. For the phase-lagged computations, one blade passage is extracted
in each row. The characteristics of the three meshes are summarized in Tab. 7.1. The mesh M3
matches mesh recommendations for wall resolved LES. Meshes M1, M2 and M3 totalize respectively
3.7, 30 and 237 millions points.
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Rotor Stator Rotor Rotor tip gap Stator
s+ n+ r+ s+ n+ r+ grid grid grid
M1 385 1.4 85 330 1.1 65 1.99× 106 95× 25× 41 1.69× 106
M2 180 0.65 40 150 0.5 30 15.95× 106 189× 49× 81 13.52× 106
M3 90 0.65 20 75 0.5 15 126.83× 106 377× 97× 161 107.55× 106
Table 7.1: Streamwise (s), normal (n) and radial (r) wall distances and number of grid points in
each row for the three meshes
7.1.2 Time and space discretization
Convective fluxes are computed with a third-order-centered Roe scheme. Diffusive fluxes are calcu-
lated with a classical second-order-centered scheme. The time integration is done using the second
order Gear scheme with 10 pseudo-timesteps. One rotation is discretized with 24,000 time-steps.
The subgrid scale model is the WALE model [56] with a constant of 0.5.
7.1.3 Boundary conditions
A homogeneous subsonic injection condition is used at the inlet. Stagnation pressure, stagnation
enthalpy and velocity angle are specified. A throttle condition coupled with a radial equilibrium
law is applied downstream to set the targeted operating point. Adiabatic conditions are used at
walls.
Phase-lagged boundary conditions are applied at pitch and stage interfaces. POD-based com-
pression is used with 100 modes for M1 and M2 and 150 modes for M3, corresponding in each case
to a compression rate around 70%.
7.1.4 Initial conditions
The computation on M1 is initialized with a URANS flow field. Then the LES flow field of M1 is
interpolated on M2 and the flow field of M2 is interpolated on M3.
7.2 Operating point
7.2.1 Massflow rate
The inlet (green) and outlet (black) mass flow time-evolution obtained with the meshes M1 and
M2 are plotted in Fig. 7.1. Moving averages of the outlet mass flow over a rotation of 2pi10 and with
a step of one opposite blade passage are plotted in red in each case. In both cases, 0.6 rotations
are needed to converge the averaged value. With M3, only a few rotor passages are achieved.
7.2.2 Performances
Figure. 7.2 shows the iso-rotating speed line for the total-to-total pressure ratio (a) and the isen-
tropic efficiency (b). The black squares are the experimental data of Faure [108], the pink crosses
and the green dashed line stands for the LES of Gourdain [80] respectively on the coarse and medium
meshes, the red circles are the operating point obtained with the URANS simulations presented in
chapters 4 and 5. Finally the blue square and the orange triangle correspond to the POD-based
phase-lagged computation respectively with M1 and M2. All simulations predict a higher pressure
ratio than the experiments. However, the method used has few influence on the result, and all the
computations gives the same result with less than 0.8% of error. For a same mesh, the discrepancy
between the sector simulation and the phase-lagged one is below 0.2%. The discrepancies are more
important regarding the efficiency. For M2, the difference between the experiment and the sector
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Figure 7.1: Inlet (green) and outlet (black) massflow rates and moving average (red) for M1 (a)
and M2 (b).
simulation is of 2.80% and with phase-lagged conditions of 1.94%. However, both simulations pre-
dict similar values. The refining of the mesh leads to an increase of the error and the phase-lagged
method seems to be more sensitive to the mesh refinement than the sector one. The relative error
on the performances for each simulation is summarized in Tab. 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Computed operating points. Experiment by Faure [108], LES sector computations on
M1 and M2, URANS phase-lagged computation (see Chapters 4 and 5), and LES phase-lagged
computations on M1 and M2.
7.3 Post-processing of the phase-lagged computations
The post-processing method is the same as the one used in chapter 6. To compare the signals
upstream and downstream the stage interface in the same reference frame, those of the downstream
row has to be rebuilt. In the cylinder case, the size of the cells and the time-step were chosen in a
way that the mesh was sliding of one cell every two iterations. The reconstruction was thus achieved
directly with the extracted signals. There is an additional difficulty in the CME2 case: there are
92 probes on the stator side while the period is discretized by 600 time-steps, and their spacing is
not homogeneous. To rebuild a signal obtained on the stator domain in the rotor relative frame,
it has thus to be interpolated at positions separated by one time-step. In practice, the signals are
extracted at 92 positions on the stator side and, as a stator blade passage period lasts 600 time-
steps, they are interpolated at 600 positions separated by
2pi
40
600
. The choice of the interpolation
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Mesh Mass flow Pressure Isentropic
rate Q ratio π efficiency η
Experiment - 10.5 kg.s−1 1.150 0.92
Sector M1 +1.80% +0.60% +2.50%
M2 +2.30% +0.65% +2.80%
POD P.-L. URANS +1.30% +0.69% −0.43%
M1 +1.77% +0.42% +0.52%
M2 +2.64% +0.77% +1.94%
Table 7.2: Relative error on the performances predicted by the sector and phase-lagged computa-
tions compared to experimental data.
method has therefore an influence on the result and it will be investigated.
7.4 Flow field
Figure 7.3 shows the normalized entropy snapshot for each simulation. Figure 7.3(a) is the periodic
sector with mesh M3, Fig. 7.3(b) and 7.3(c) are reconstructed after the phase-lagged computations
respectively with M1 and M2, and Fig. 7.3(d) shows a single passage of the phase-lagged computa-
tion with M3, corresponding to the passage delimited by the dashed line on the periodic sector flow
field. For phase-lagged computations with both M1 and M2, no discontinuity appears at the pitch
interface or at the stage one. This is due to the fact that several blade passage periods are used
to reconstruct the sector, as explained in the previous chapter. If only one blade passage period is
used, discontinuities appear at the interface between two 2pi10 sectors. Indeed, there is no reason that
two adjacent sectors experience the same instantaneous turbulence. This periodicity is forced in the
sector simulation. On the other hand, in the phase-lagged computations, each blade experiences
the same turbulent phenomena with a time lag. This is well illustrated in Fig. 7.3(b): the vortex
created at the rotor trailing edge on the upper blade grows and is convected when moving toward
the lower blades. With M3, finest eddies appear at the blades trailing edges and are convected
downstream.
Figure 7.4 shows the normalized axial momentum for a reconstructed 2pi10 sector. Again, in
Fig. 7.4(a) the mesh M3 is used. The rotor wake and the stator potential effect can be seen.
With M1, only the largest eddies are captured. As the mesh is refined, smallest structures appear.
It can also be noted that with M1 the wake is wider than with the other meshes. On the sector
simulation, the tip leakage flow can be seen. This structure does not appear on the M1 phase-lagged
computation and is strongly reduced with the mesh M2. This is due to the fact that the path of
the tip leakage flow is changed by the mesh refinement. With M1, or for the URANS simulation
(see section 4.3), the tip leakage flow does not reach the rotor-stator interface.
7.5 Time-averaged values
Figure 7.5 shows the time-averaged rotor wake at the rotor-stator interface at mid-span for the LES
sector computation with M3 (black line), the URANS phase-lagged simulation (dashed green lines)
and the LES phase-lagged computations on M1 (blue squares) and on M2 (red crosses). Compared
to the sector simulation, the URANS one overestimates the width of the wake and the velocity
deficit respectively by 25% and 21%. The use of LES with mesh M1 reduces the overestimation of
the wake deficit to 1.5% but the wake is wider than the one predicted by the sector simulation by
65%. The use of mesh M2 allows the prediction of the good wake width while the wake deficit is
still overestimated by 2%.
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P1
P2
P3
P4
(a) Sector - M3 (b) Phase-lagged - M1
(c) Phase-lagged - M2 (d) Phase-lagged - M3
Figure 7.3: Normalized entropy at 50% of blade span for (a) the sector simulation with M3 and
the phase-lagged simulation with (b) M1, (c) M2 and (d) M3.
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(a) Sector - M3 (b) Phase-lagged - M1
(c) Phase-lagged - M2 (d) Phase-lagged - M3
Figure 7.4: Normalized axial momentum at the rotor-stator interface for (a) the sector simulation
with M3 and the phase-lagged simulation with (b) M1, (c) M2 and (d) M3.
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Figure 7.5: Phase-averaged normalized axial velocity at rotor-stator interface at mid-span for sector
simulation, URANS POD-based phase-lagged simulation and LES ones with meshes M1 and M2.
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The absolute flow angle is plotted in Fig. 7.6 for the LES sector computation with M3 and
for URANS and LES POD-based phase-lagged simulations. All phase-lagged simulations predict
similar results. These results are in good agreement with the sector simulation, excepted at 80%
of blade span where the flow angle is overestimated by 2% (corresponding to 1◦).
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Figure 7.6: Time-averaged absolute flow angle at rotor-stator interface for sector simulation,
URANS POD-based phase-lagged simulation and LES ones with meshes M1 and M2.
The turbulent kinetic energy upstream (black) and downstream (green) the stage interface is
plotted in Fig. 7.7 for mesh M1 (a) and M2 (b). With M1, the loss in the wake is of only 1%. This
can be explained by the fact that, the mesh being coarse, there are few turbulent eddies in this
simulation. The use of M2 causes an increase of the loss up to 4%. Again, it can be noted that the
wake is narrower than the one obtained with M1. The level of kinetic energy in the free stream has
increased (+12%) while the maximum value reached has decreased (-12%).
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Figure 7.7: Turbulent kinetic energy at the stage interface on the rotor side (black) and on the
stator one (dashed green) at mid-span for phase-lagged simulations with M1 and M2.
Figure 7.8 shows the Reynold tensor component at the stage interface for M2. There is no loss
on
√
v′x
2
. On the other hand, important losses appear for
√
v′θ
2
(up to 21%) and for
√
v′r
2
(up to
30%). But as
√
v′x
2
is dominating, the consequences on the TKE are limited. Three explanations
can be viewed:
- the stage interface has a no-match configuration. Maugars [138] showed that, when the mesh
is not isotropic and regular, this join creates dissipation in radial and tangential directions,
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- the frequencies linked to the vortex shedding represent a largest part of the energy in vθ and
vr than in vx. The filtering is therefore more important for these quantities,
- the post processing used implies an interpolation in azimuth and radius which can lead to an
additional error.
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Figure 7.8: Reynolds tensor component at the stage interface on the rotor side (black) and on the
stator one (dashed green) for phase-lagged simulations with M1 and M2.
Figure 7.9 shows the correlation of the square normalized velocity fluctuations at mid-span
across a 2pi10 sector for the sector simulation (black) and the phase-lagged one with mesh M2 (green).
It is defined by:
C(X,Y ) =
cov(X,Y )
σXσY
, (7.1)
where cov(X,Y ) is the covariance of X and Y defined by:
cov(X,Y ) = E [(X − E[X])(Y − E[Y ])] (7.2)
and E(X) and σX are the expected value and standard deviation of X. The correlations are
computed at different azimuthal positions and averaged. When periodic conditions are used (for
the sector computation) correlations reach 0.4 at 2pi30 and
2pi
15 for v
′2
x , 0.3 for v
′2
θ and 0.24 for v
′2
r . As
instantaneous periodicity is used, the flow field at the pitch interfaces (0 and 2pi10 ) is correlated. With
the phase-lagged conditions, higher levels of correlations are reached for v′2x (+50%), v
′2
θ (+40%)
and v′2r (+33%). This is consistent with the fact that all the passages experience the same flow
field with a time-lag. In all cases for phase-lagged computations the levels of correlation at position
2pi
10 are the same as at
2pi
30 and
2pi
15 while in the sector simulation it reaches 1. This is due to the fact
that instantaneous periodicity is no longer imposed at pitch interfaces.
Figure 7.10 shows the power spectral density of the tangential velocity at the rotor-stator inter-
face in the rotor (a) and the stator (b) relative frame for the POD-based phase-lagged computation
with M2. The vertical gray lines correspond to the opposite BPF in each case (4220 Hz in the rotor
frame and 3165 Hz in the stator one) and its first fourth harmonics. For both signals the BPF is
well predicted.
The power spectral density of the fluctuations of vθ at four azimuthal positions at the stage
interface in the rotor reference frame is plotted in Fig. 7.11. P1 and P2 are out of the rotor wake
and P3 and P4 are inside it. Their locations are indicated in Fig. 7.3(a). The black line is the
signal extracted on the rotor domain and the green one is the reconstructed signal from the stator
domain. The gray lines are the rotor passing frequency and its harmonics. These frequencies are
no longer dominating. In each case the main frequencies are conserved across the interface even if
their amplitude may have decreased. For the probes out of the wake, the PSD is well preserved.
At position P1 a peak is present between 9×BPF and 10×BPF. It is preserved by the rotor-stator
interface even if its amplitude has decreased. The discrepancies are more important in the wake,
especially at P4.
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Figure 7.9: Correlation of normalized velocity fluctuations at mid-span across a 2pi10 sector for the
sector simulation with M3 (black) and the phase-lagged one with M2 (green).
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Figure 7.10: PSD of vθ at the rotor-stator interface in the rotor (a) and the stator (b) reference
frame obtained with the POD-based phase-lagged computation with M2. In each case the gray line
are the opposite BPF and its first fourth harmonics.
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Figure 7.11: Power spectral density of tangential velocity fluctuations at different positions in the
rotor reference frame upstream (black) and downstream (green) the interface obtained with the
POD-based phase-lagged simulation with M2.
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Figure 7.12 shows the spectrum of reconstructed signals at the same positions with two different
interpolation methods. The black lines stand for cubic splines and the green ones for 80th order
Legendre polynomial. If the shape of the spectra remains, the use of Legendre polynomial modifies
the amplitude of some frequencies, sometimes drastically. The high frequencies are also affected.
The choice of the interpolation method therefore affects the results and is a source of error that
cannot be neglected.
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Figure 7.12: Power spectral density of tangential velocity fluctuations at different positions for an
interpolation with cubic splines (black) or 80th order Legendre polynomial (black).
7.6 Computational cost
The computational cost of the sector and phase-lagged computations is reported in Tab. 7.3. The
cost of the full annulus computation is roughly estimated from the sector one. Compared to the full
annulus computation, the use of phase-lagged computation allows a reduction of the computational
cost by 80% with M1, by 91% with M2 and by 93% with M3 for a compression rate of 70%. These
costs are close to those of the sector simulation, while only 2 channels are modeled instead of 7.
The use of POD-based phase-lagged conditions thus induces a rise of the cost per grid point and per
iteration. However, as the possibility to use a small periodic sector is rare, phase-lagged conditions
remain interesting in terms of computational cost compared to a full annulus computation.
In addition, as underlined in the previous chapter, the computational cost of the POD-based
phase-lagged conditions is highly conditioned by the splitting of the mesh at the interfaces. For
the method to be efficient, an interface has to contain more cells than the number of time-steps in
the opposite row passing period. A trade-off is necessary between:
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- the splitting of the interface in many small windows that can drastically decrease the com-
pression rate and lead to an inefficient use of the method,
- and the use of large interfaces with important number of modes that can induce an important
computational cost.
Here only one computation has been done for each mesh so the choice has been done to use large
windows with an important number of modes. In addition with other constraints on the splitting
linked to the solver, it has led to a terrible load balancing, which can be largely improved. There
is therefore a possibility of improvement in terms of computational cost between two to four times.
M1 M2 M3
Full annulus CPUh 19,100 405,300 10,911,100
(estimation)
CPUh
CPUh360
1 1 1
2pi
10 sector CPUh 1,910 40,530 1,091,110
CPUh
CPUh360
0.1 0.1 0.1
Phase-lagged CPUh 3,840 37,440 794,880
CPUh
CPUh360
0.2 0.09 0.07
Table 7.3: Comparison of the computational cost of a full annulus computation (estimation), of
the sector computation and of the phase-lagged one.
7.7 Conclusion
The POD-based phase-lagged conditions have been applied to the LES of a single stage compressor.
Three meshes are used with different levels of refinement, and the results are compared to simula-
tions of a periodic sector of 2pi10 . The discrepancies in performances between the two configurations
are below 1%. Regarding the flow fields, no discontinuities appear at the stage interface or at the
pitch ones. A filtering of the fluctuations of vθ and vr (up to 30%) is done at the interface but not
on vx. As vx is dominating, the filtering of the TKE remains small (1% with M1 and 4% with M2).
The use of phase-lagged conditions forces all the blades of the same row to experience the same
turbulence with a time lag and leads to an increase of the correlation level between two adjacent
passages. Regarding the computational cost, the use of POD-based phase-lagged conditions leads
to an increase of the cost per grid point and per iteration. However compared to a full annulus
simulation, it represents a save up to 93% in computational time.
Conclusion
Objectives and summary of the study
With the increase of computational power, large-eddy simulations appear to be an interesting
solution to improve the knowledge of the turbulent phenomena that sets up in turbomachinery.
However, these simulations are very expensive (100 to 10000 times a URANS simulation) and their
cost increases with the Reynolds number. Among the solutions to reduce this cost, this study
focuses on the use of phase-lagged boundary conditions, which allow the computation of only one
blade passage per row. Such conditions imply the storage of the flow field at the pitch and stage
interfaces over one passage of the opposite blade. To avoid an expensive direct storage, these
data are compressed. The most common compression method, which is widely used for industrial
applications, is the Fourier series decomposition.
After having showed that the Fourier series decomposition is not adapted for the compression
of the broadband signals issued of a large-eddy simulation, a new compression method has been
proposed, based on an iterative proper orthogonal decomposition.
These new conditions have been applied for validation to three URANS simulations of turboma-
chinery stages: the quasi-3D and 3D simulations of a compressor stage and the quasi-3D simulation
of a transonic turbine stage. The POD-based conditions showed their robustness and their capa-
bility to predict such flows without a detrimental increase of the computational cost compared to
Fourier series-based conditions. For both quasi-3D configurations, a convergence study on the data
compression rate is achieved.
These conditions are then applied to the large-eddy simulation of the turbulent flow around
a cylinder. Several configurations are compared, with various compression rates and pitch ratio.
Several sources of error are identified at the stage interface, by order of importance:
- the use of phase-lagged conditions,
- the compression of the data,
- and the use of a no-match configuration for the mesh at the stage interface.
Finally, the POD-based phase-lagged simulation of a compressor stage is achieved. Three
levels of grid refinement are used and the results are compared to those obtained with a sector
computation.
Conclusions
The POD-based phase-lagged conditions showed their ability to handle the complex flows that set-
up in turbomachinery stages in URANS simulations as well as in LES. When the flow contains only
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the BPF and its harmonics, POD-based method provides identical results to those of the Fourier
series-based method. Small differences can appear in transonic flows. In this case, the comparison
with a direct storage simulation shows that the use of POD-based conditions removes the error
caused by the Fourier series-based ones. Surprisingly, both phase-lagged methods give satisfactory
results at off-design conditions if the flow field is extracted over several blade passages. However, as
the frequency of the stalled flow was a fraction of the BPF, this result cannot be generalized. For
URANS simulations, no significant increase of the computational cost has been noted compared to
the Fourier series-based conditions.
Discrepancies in the behavior of the two methods appear on the LES of the flow around a
cylinder. These computations confirmed that the use of Fourier series-based phase-lagged conditions
cause a filtering of the turbulence at the interface. The use of POD-based conditions instead of
Fourier series-based one reduces the filtering of the velocity fluctuations by at least 50%. The
spectrum is also better preserved as the filtering is reduced from 33% to 14% in the wake. However,
there are significant modifications of the flow field compared to the sector simulation, independently
from the compression method. These discrepancies can therefore be attributed to the use of phase-
lagged conditions. Indeed, there is an important noise at high frequencies for probes located out
of the wake, caused by the emergence of harmonics of the BPF. Other discrepancies are the shift
in the vortex shedding frequency and the fact that the pitch interfaces are no longer correlated.
These discrepancies, while caused by the use of phase-lagged conditions, cannot be considered as
error without the arbitration of a full annulus computation. Indeed, the forced periodicity imposed
in the sector simulation may have important consequences on the flow field.
Despite these issues, the POD-based phase-lagged conditions have shown their ability to handle
the LES of a single stage compressor without causing the appearance of discontinuities at the pitch
and stage interface and without a detrimental filtering of the flow fluctuations.
Open problems
At the end of this study, several issues remain open:
- what would be the vortex shedding frequency predicted by a full annulus computation of the
cylinder row?
- can we (and how to) prevent the appearance of noise at high frequency in phase-lagged
computation?
- how to know if the convergence in number of modes is reached without knowing the solution
a priori?
- can phase-lagged conditions be used at off-designed conditions in all configurations by ex-
tracting more data than one blade passage?
Perspectives
Validation of the phase-lagged assumption
It would be interesting to achieve a more precise quantification of the error caused by the phase-
lag assumption. To this end, full annulus simulations should be achieved and compared with sector
and phase-lagged ones. For the cylinder configuration, it would allow to determine if the shift in
the vortex shedding frequency is caused by the phase-lagged conditions, by the forced correlation
caused by the periodic conditions, or if both of them are wrong.
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Improvement of the POD-based method and further applications
Several possibilities could be studied to improve the performances of the POD-based phase-
lagged boundary conditions. In particular, it has been shown that the conservative quantities are
not equally sensitive to the compression. A different number of modes could then be used for each
quantity or even each interface. To avoid to the user the choice of five or more different mode num-
bers, an adaptive method could be imagined in which the user only specifies the ratio between the
highest and the smallest singular value. In addition, the splitting of the mesh and of the interfaces
could be optimized to account for the computational cost linked to the POD updating algorithm.
It would also be interesting to study the behavior of the POD-based conditions on the heat
transfer on a turbine blade and on configurations such as a contra-rotative open rotor (CROR)
where the modeled domain is larger and the number of blades smaller compared to compressor
configurations.
Multi-stage configurations
The simulation of multi-stage configurations is an important issue as complex blade-rows inter-
actions appear and may have an important effect on the performances of the machine. However,
an obstacle to such simulations is that they often necessitate a full annulus configuration. The use
of phase-lagged boundary conditions can thus be an interesting solution to make then affordable
but, unfortunately, several studies have pointed out the limitations of this method. Appendix C
presents a brief investigation of the behavior of POD-based phase-lagged conditions on a simplified
1.5 stages configuration and reach the same conclusions.
Off design configurations
At last, other configurations should be investigated at off-design conditions to learn if phase-
lagged conditions can be used by modeling two channels or extracting the data over several blade
passages. However, the results may be dependent on the configuration and on the frequencies of
the phenomena that set-up in such conditions.
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Appendix A
Treatment of pitch and stage interfaces in elsA
This chapter aims to briefly present the stage and pitch interfaces boundary conditions used in this
work. It relies on the work of Maugars [138] for the no-match section and on the elsA theoretical
manual.
A.1 No-match configuration
A no-match interface exists when the grid points of two adjacent meshes are not coincident. This
situation is common at the stage interface in turbomachinery and is illustrated on Fig. A.1. The
red cell correspond to the current row and is marked by its coordinates (i,j). The blue cells are on
the opposite row and are marked by (n,p). M , N and P are the grid points and C, C1 and C2 the
centers respectively of MN , MP and PN . To compute the fluxes FC at C, the fluxes at C1 and C2
are computed and then weighted by α1 =
||MP ||
||MN || and α2 =
||PN ||
||MN || . Finally, FC = α1FC1 + α2FC2 .
This method is of order 2 maximum and is not conservative in most turbomachinery applications.
Indeed, the hub and the casing are not planes and a different discretization is used in the rotor and
in the stator causing the integral surface of the interface to be slightly different in each row.
Figure A.1: Illustration of a no-match configuration, by Maugars [138].
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A.2 Stage interfaces
A.2.1 Sliding mesh conditions
With the sliding mesh conditions, one block or a group of blocks is in motion with respect to
another one. The contact between the two blocks remains a surface and this surface must be the
same in the two rows (i.e. the same pitch is modeled in the two rows). Unless all the cells of the
interface have the same pitch and the time-step is chosen so the meshes slide of one cell at each
iteration, this is a no-match configuration. The weighting coefficients (α) are computed at each
time-step.
A.2.2 Phase-lagged conditions
With phase-lagged conditions, the flow field is stored at the interfaces. To do so, the flow as to
be computed at the center of the face of each cell (for example at point C on Fig. A.1). The
opposite flow field is known using the phase-lagged assumption and the flow field at the interface
is computed by applying characteristics relationships. As the relative normal velocity is subsonic,
five quantities are exchanged between row 1 and row 2 as illustrated on Fig. A.2: one quantity Φ1
towards upstream and four quantities Φ2, Φ3, Φ4 and Φ5 towards downstream. These quantities
yield:
Φ1 = p∗ − (ρa∗)nU.nJ
Φ2 = vθ
Φ3 = vr
Φ4 = p
∗
ργ
Φ5 = p∗ + (ρa∗)nU.nJ
(A.1)
where U is the velocity vector, nJ is the normal to the face J, p
∗ = p+ 23ρk and the characteristics
velocity a∗
2
= γp
∗
ρ
.
I J
R1 R2
 Φ1
 Φ2  Φ3
 Φ5
 Φ4
Figure A.2: Illustration of characteristics relationship.
A.2.3 Profile transformation conditions
Unlike what is done for phase-lagged conditions, the flow field at the interface in profile transfor-
mation conditions is computed by averaging the current and the opposite row.
A.3 Azimuthal interfaces
At azimuthal interfaces, similar treatment are used: the opposite flow is obtained by instantaneous
periodicity or phase-lagged reconstruction from the opposite interface. However, in addition, the
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rotation of the flow has to be taken into account for the speed vector.
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Appendix B
POD updating algorithm
The proper orthogonal decomposition, or principal component analysis, finds the directions of
greatest variance in the data set and represents each point by its coordinates along each of these
directions. In theory, to compute the POD of the matrix W , its correlation matrix is constructed
and its eigenvectors are computed. It can be showed that this is the same than performing the
singular value decomposition of the matrix W . Details about the links between the two methods
and further examples and applications can be found in [140] and [141].
To be treated by POD, the matrix W has to had zero mean. The updating algorithm is thus not
applied directly to the matrices Un, Σn and Vn obtained by the SVD of Wn =
[
ω1 · · · ωn
]
but on
those obtained by the SVD of Wnm = Wn − ωmoyn where ωmoyn ∈ RNc is the mean of the samples,
i.e. each of its coefficients is the temporal mean of the signal at one cell. The known matrices
are therefore: Wn = Un × Σn × V Tn + ωmoyn . If the new sample is ωn+1, the purpose is to com-
pute Un+1, Σn+1, Vn+1 and ωmoyn+1 so Wn+1 =
[
ω1 · · · ωn+1
]
= Un+1×Σn+1×V Tn+1+ωmoyn+1 .
The new mean is computed and the old mean is substracted from the sample :
ωmoyn+1 =
n× ωmoyn + ωn+1
n+ 1
ωn+1 = ωn+1 − ωmoyn
The following matrices are formed :
Ut =
[
Un
h
‖h‖
]
(B.1)
Vt =
[
Vn 0
0 1
]
(B.2)
K =
[
Σn U
Tωn+1
0 ‖h‖
]
(B.3)
The matrix Wn+1 can then be written (for clarity ωmoy is omitted):
Wn+1 = Ut ×K × V Tt (B.4)
K is decomposed into Uk × Σk × V Tk :
Wn+1 = Ut × Uk × Σk × V Tk × V Tt (B.5)
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Wn+1 = Ut × Uk × Σk × (Vt × Vk)T (B.6)
Vm = Vt × Vk is written down.
Wn+1 = Ut × Uk × Σk × (Vm)T (B.7)
If the update is stopped here then :
Un+1 = Ut × Uk,
Σn+1 = Σk,
Vn+1 = Vm,
and thus :
Wn+1 = Un+1 × Σn+1 × V Tn+1 + ωmoyn
but what is wanted is :
Wn+1 = Un+1 × Σn+1 × V Tn+1 + ωmoyn+1 .
The aim of the following steps is therefore to center the matrices on the new mean moyn+1.
Va is the mean of the column of Vm.
Vm = Vm − Va (B.8)
The QR decomposition of Vm is done.
Wn+1 = Ut × Uk × Σk × (QR)T (B.9)
Wn+1 = Ut × Uk × Σk ×RT ×QT (B.10)
Wn+1 = Ut × Uk × (R× Σk)T ×QT (B.11)
Rs = R× Σk is written down.
Wn+1 = Ut × Uk ×RTs ×QT (B.12)
RTs is SVD decomposed into UR × ΣR × V TR :
Wn+1 = Ut × Uk × UR × ΣR × V TR ×QT (B.13)
Wn+1 = (Ut × Uk × UR)× ΣR × (Q× VR)T (B.14)
Wn+1 is finally obtained :
Wn+1 = Un+1 × Σn+1 × V Tn+1 (B.15)
Appendix C
1.5 stage simulations
The purpose of this work is the large-eddy simulation of one blade passage of a single stage tur-
bomachinery operating at nominal conditions with phase-lagged boundary conditions. However,
multi-stage configurations are important issues in turbomachinery studies. Indeed, the interaction
between non adjacent rows lead to complex flow field. An important obstacle to these simulations
is that full annulus simulations are often required. Indeed, in these configurations, there is rarely
a periodicity in the flow lower than one rotation. Various studies have already pointed out the
limitations of phase-lagged simulations for multi-stage configuration [100][95]. The purpose of this
chapter is therefore to investigate the behavior of POD-based phase-lagged conditions in these
configurations by appliyng them to a 1.5 stage configuration.
C.1 Convection of a hot point
The test case considered here is the convection of a hot point in a cylindric channel. A non-
homogeneous total temperature profile is injected upstream and its convection through three rows
is studied. As the rows are blade-less, the pitches are chosen arbitrarily. In case SRS (stator-rotor-
stator) row 2 is rotating at the rotation speed of 6500 rpm. In case RSR (rotor-stator-rotor), rows
1 and 3 are rotating. The single-stage configuration, noted SR for stator-rotor, corresponds to the
first stage of the SRS configuration.
C.2 Numerical setup
C.2.1 Mesh
The mesh consists of one H block per row. Each block is made of 25 grid points in the streamwise
direction and 6 points in the spanwise direction. The number of points in the pitchwise direction
depends on the angular sector modeled. The characteristics of the three rows are summed-up in
Tab. C.1. The complete mesh totalizes 15,750 grid points.
C.2.2 Time and space discretization
Convective fluxes are computed with the second-order-centered scheme of Jameson–Schmidt–Turkel [132].
Diffusive fluxes are calculated with a classical second-order-centered scheme. Turbulence is mod-
eled with the Spalart–Allmaras model [40]. The time integration is performed using the Dual Time
Stepping (DTS) proposed by Jameson [133] with 6 pseudo-timesteps. One rotation is discretized
by 3420 time-steps, corresponding to a time-step of 2.8× 10−6 s.
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Row Pitch Number of grid points Rotation speed (rpm)
Streamwise Pitchwise Spanwise SR SRS RSR
1
2π
36
25 25 6 0 6500 0
2
2π
19
25 47 6 6500 0 6500
3
2π
27
25 33 6 - 6500 0
Table C.1: Characteristics of the three rows.
C.2.3 Boundary conditions
A non homogeneous subsonic injection condition is used at the inlet. Stagnation pressure, stagna-
tion enthalpy and velocity angle are specified to obtain the static temperature profile presented in
Fig.C.1.
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Figure C.1: Normalized total temperature profile at the inlet boundary.
A static pressure is specified downstream. At span boundaries, a wallslip condition is used.
Phase-lagged boundary conditions are used at pitch and stage conditions. As the number of blocks
in each row are coprime, the only existing period for the flow field in row 2 is a full rotation. At
one of the interfaces of this block, the flow field applied is the flow field that will happen at the
opposite interface in the future. Then, as the period of the flow is one rotation, the sample used is
at the beginning of the rotation stored and this may delay the convergence.
All computations are initialized with homogeneous flow field.
C.3 Single-stage
Figure C.2 shows the inlet and outlet massflow rate (a) and the normalized density flow field (b) for
the single stage configuration. The massflow rate is converged after 1.5 rotations. The distortion
is perfectly convected through the stage interface (black line).
C.4 Multi-stage
Figure C.3 shows the massflow rate evolution at the inlet (a) and outlet (b) planes for the SRS
(black) and the RSR configurations. In both cases the convergence needs more than 10 rotations
to converge. It is almost 7 times longer than for the single stage configuration. Fluctuations with
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Figure C.2: (a) Inlet (green) and outlet (black) massflow rate and (b) density flow field for the SR
configuration.
a period of one rotation appear, linked to the fact that a full rotation has to be stored. This
phenomena has already been noted by Van Zante [95].
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Figure C.3: (a) Inlet and (b) outlet massflow rate for the SRS (black) and RSR (green) configura-
tions.
The normalized density flow field obtained are plotted on Fig. C.4 for a reconstructed sector of
2pi
19 . The vertical black lines show the stage interfaces and the thick horizontal ones are the position
of the pitch interfaces. In both cases, the wake is well propagated through rows 1 and 2 but not
through the R2-R3 interface. In the SRS case, discontinuities also appear at the pitch interface,
and in the RSR one, the wake suddenly becomes wider in the 3rd row. Indeed, as rows 1 and 3 are
rotating at the same rotation speed, the wake is steady in row 3. But as the pitch is different in the
two rows, the number of wakes contained in the row 3 sector is not an integer. There is therefore
a contradiction for the boundary conditions : the two boundaries are supposed to experience the
same flow field with a time-lag, while they are experiencing each one a different steady state. The
boundary conditions are thus forcing the spatial periodicity of the flow. It results in a lonely piece
of wake in SRS case and in a widen wake in RSR case. In turbomachinery, this phenomena has
already been noted by Castillon [100]. It means that the clocking effect can not be taken into
account by phase-lagged simulations, whatever the compression method used.
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(a) RSR (b) SRS
Figure C.4: Normalized density flow field for (a) the SRS and (b) the RSR configuration.
C.5 Conclusion
Phase-lagged boundary conditions are not capable to capture clocking effects unless rows 1 and 3
have the same number of blades. In multi-stage configurations, they can only handle the influence
of the adjacent row, and not those of the n+2 and more rows. The use of POD-based conditions
does not allow to separate the frequencies of the two neighbor rows and it can be necessary to
store a full rotation of the machine. This leads to an important slowdown of the convergence. In
their current state, these conditions do not appear to be applicable to multi-stage configurations.
Recent work by Zori et al. [103], show that a 1.5 stage simulation is possible with time-inclined
phase-lagged conditions. However, this method uses a trick by bending the time-step in the middle
row and remains very complicated.
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Adaptation of Phase-Lagged
Boundary Conditions to
Large Eddy Simulation in
Turbomachinery Configurations
With the increase in computing power, large eddy simulation (LES) emerges as a promis-
ing technique to improve both knowledge of complex physics and reliability of turboma-
chinery flow predictions. However, these simulations are very expensive for industrial
applications, especially when a 360 deg configuration should be considered. The objec-
tive of this paper is thus to adapt the well-known phase-lagged conditions to the LES
approach by replacing the traditional Fourier series decomposition (FSD) with a com-
pression method that does not make any assumptions on the spectrum of the flow. Several
methods are reviewed, and the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is retained. This
new method is first validated on a flow around a circular cylinder with rotating down-
stream blocks. The results show significant improvements with respect to the FSD. It is
then applied to unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS) simulations of a
single-stage compressor in 2.5D and 3D as a first validation step toward single-passage
LES of turbomachinery configuration. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4032044]
1 Introduction
After many years of optimization, the design of ever-more effi-
cient gas turbines now requires understanding of the complex
unsteady flow appearing within each individual component. With
increasing computing power, LES appears as an alternative to
classical Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) methods.
LES has already been successfully applied to a wide range of tur-
bomachinery problems, such as off-design operating conditions
[1,2], secondary flows [3], heat transfer [4,5], and aero-acoustics
[6]. However, owing to the intrinsic computing cost of LES, most
works only deal with simplified configurations (such as an isolated
blade or vane). While a fully resolved LES in a 360 deg turboma-
chinery configuration may not be available for several decades
[7], there are some paths to explore in order to reduce the compu-
tational cost of LES, with acceptable physical restrictions.
In that regard, the use of the well-known phase-lagged bound-
ary conditions allows a reduction of a 360 deg configuration to a
single passage per row configuration, as proposed by Erdos and
Alzner [8]. This method has since been improved by various
authors, such as Gerolymos and Chapin [9] and Gerolymos et al.
[10]. The main difficulty with such conditions is the need to store
the flow over one period at the phase-lagged interfaces. Erdos and
Alzner initially proposed to store the whole signal, but consider-
ing the meshes and time steps used in practical turbomachinery
simulations, it represents a significant cost in memory. An alterna-
tive solution is the time inclined plane method [11], which avoids
data storage at the interfaces, but the slope in time, determined by
the ratio between the two rows blade numbers, is limited. It can
thus be applied only to configurations in which the two blade
numbers are close. Actually, the most popular method to reduce
the memory cost is to store only the coefficients of the FSD of the
temporal signal, as proposed by He [12]. The FSD is truncated to
a limited number of harmonics, and the coefficients are updated at
each time step with the shape correction method. This method
assumes that the flow is perfectly periodic in time, which is a fair
assumption in unsteady RANS for operating points dominated by
periodic rotor–stator interactions (wakes and potential effects).
Unfortunately, such a periodic assumption is no longer true for
LES.
The objective of this paper is thus to propose and validate a
new method for phase-lagged boundary conditions adapted to
LES. In the first part of the paper, several approaches based on
signal processing are presented. such as discrete cosine transform
(DCT), discrete wavelet transform (DWT), and POD. All of these
methods are tested in the second part on signals computed with an
LES of the flow around a cylinder. After a review of advantages
and drawbacks of all the methods, the POD-based method is
selected. In the third part, the new method is applied on a single-
stage compressor, and results are compared to the classical Fou-
rier approach.
2 Numerical Method
2.1 Flow Solver and Numerical Parameters. The governing
equations are the compressible Navier–Stokes equations that
describe the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The
viscous stress tensor and the heat diffusion vector use classical
gradient approaches. The fluid follows the ideal gas law, the vis-
cosity follows Sutherland’s law, and the heat flux follows Four-
ier’s law. The flow solver used is the elsA code [13]. The code
uses a cell-centered approach on structured multiblock meshes.
For the unsteady RANS approach, convective fluxes are com-
puted with the second-order centered scheme of Jameson et al.
[14]. Diffusive fluxes are calculated with a classical second-order
centered scheme. Turbulence is modeled with the Spalart and All-
maras model [15]. For LES computations, convective fluxes are
computed with the third-order scheme AUSM and diffusive fluxes
with a classical second-order centered scheme. The WALE
method of Nicoud and Ducros [16] is used for subgrid scale
modeling.
In both cases, the pseudo time-marching is performed by using
an implicit time integration scheme, based on the backward Euler
scheme and a scalar lower-upper symmetric S successive over-
relaxation method.
2.2 Phase-Lagged Conditions. Phase-lagged conditions are
used at rotor–stator and azimuthal interfaces. Currently, the data
compression is done with FSD. Three other methods are
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investigated: DCT, DWT, and POD. These methods are presented
in Secs. 2.3 to 2.6, and their performances are tested over signals
extracted from an LES computation.
2.3 FSD and Shape Correction. This method relies on the
FSD of the signal at the phase-lagged interfaces. It makes the
assumption that the signal is periodic in time with a period T. If g
is the signal to store (for example, density at the center of a grid
cell), it can be written as
~g tþ Tð Þ ¼ ~g tð Þ ¼ a0 þ
XNh
n¼1
an cos
2pnt
T
 
þ bn sin
2pnt
T
  
(1)
where T is the opposite blade-passing period. The coefficients are
initialized with
at0 ¼ gð0Þ
atn ¼ 0 for n  1
btn ¼ 0 for n  1
(2)
where g(0) is usually obtained from a mixing plane computation.
Then, the model is updated at each time step with the shape cor-
rection method proposed by He [12]
at0 ¼ a
tÿDt
0 þ
T
Dt
g tð Þ ÿ ~g tð Þð Þ
atn ¼ a
tÿDt
n þ
2T
Dt
g tð Þ ÿ ~g tð Þð Þcos
2pnt
T
 
for n  1
btn ¼ b
tÿDt
n þ
2T
Dt
g tð Þ ÿ ~g tð Þð Þsin
2pnt
T
 
for n  1
(3)
where g(t) is the new sample given by the simulation, and ~gðtÞ is
the value computed with the Fourier coefficients.
Doing this decomposition, only the blade-passing frequency
(BPF) f ¼ 1=T and its Nh first harmonics are stored. The compres-
sion rate is defined with respect to the direct store method by
s ¼ 1ÿ
size of the compressed signal
size of the original signal
¼ 1ÿ
2Nh þ 1
Nper
(4)
with Nper being the number of time steps in the period. A com-
pression rate of 70% means that the size of the compressed signal
is 30% of the size of the original signal.
The user has thus to choose Nh sufficiently high to capture the
physics of the flow but sufficiently low to store less data compared
with the direct store approach.
Using the shape correction method assumes that the flow is per-
iodic, so the user can store only a fundamental frequency and a
limited number of its harmonics. This method has been validated
for URANS simulations [17,18]. However, in LES, the spectrum
contains much more frequencies than the BPF and its harmonics.
The shape correction method seems a priori inappropriate for such
simulations.
2.4 Discrete Cosine Transform. The DCT is close to the dis-
crete Fourier transform but instead of complex exponential, it
expresses the signal as a sum of cosine. This method is used for
audio compression (MP3) or image compression (JPEG). For this
type of signal, fewer cosine functions than sine functions are
needed to get a good approximation. The DCT yields
S kð Þ ¼
XNÿ1
n¼0
s nð Þcos
p
N
k nþ
1
2
  
(5)
where N is the number of coefficients kept. The compression rate
is defined by
s ¼ 1ÿ
N
Nper
(6)
2.5 Discrete Wavelet Transform. In the DWT, the signal is
decomposed in a sum of functions, called wavelet, which are
not necessary sinusoidal. This method takes into account the var-
iations of frequencies through time. A first wavelet W is
chosen, which must be a square integrable function. The wavelet
base is then defined by translations and dilatations of the first
wavelet
ws;s tð Þ ¼
1ﬃﬃ
s
p W tÿ s
s
 
(7)
where s is the translation factor (information on time), and s is the
dilatation factor (information on frequency). Many wavelet fami-
lies exist. Those used in this work are the Daubechies 3 wavelet
[19], which has been found to give the best results. The DWT
yields
Xðs; sÞ ¼
X
n
xðnÞws;sðnÞ

(8)
With this method, the signal is decomposed into an
“approximation signal” corresponding to low frequencies and
a “detail signal” corresponding to high frequencies. The approxi-
mation signal can be decomposed into an approximation and a
detail signal and so on until the desired level is reached. Coeffi-
cients from the detail signals can then be deleted to compress
the data.
2.6 Iterative POD. The adaptive POD has been used for the
first time for fluid dynamics by Lumley [20] for the analysis of
turbulent structures. Here, it is not used for analysis but for data
compression purposes, as proposed by Andrews et al. [21].
In this method, the sample is no longer the signal in a single
grid cell but the entire rotor–stator or azimuthal interface. The
sample, notedWk, is a column of length Nc, the number of cells at
the interface. The signal at the interface is thus stored with the
shape of a matrix Sk of size Nc  Ns with Ns being the number of
samples stored.
The idea of this method is to do the singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) of this matrix and to store the matrix of the singular
values and left and right singular vectors. The matrix Sk can be
decomposed into
Sk ¼ ½W1   Wk ¼ UkRkV
T
k (9)
with Sk 2 RNcNs ; Uk 2 RNcNs ; andRk 2 RNs being the diago-
nal matrix of the singular values, and Vk 2 RNsNs .
The total size of the three matrices is higher than the size of the
matrix Sk. The data compression is done by deleting the lowest
singular values and the associated left and right vectors. The size
of the matrices becomes: Uk 2 RNcNr ; Rk 2 RNr , and
Vk 2 RNsNr , with Nr being the number of singular values kept.
By choosing Nr sufficiently low, the data are compressed and the
compression rate is defined by
Table 1 The three steps of the evolution of the POD decompo-
sition during the computation
Step 1 2 3
Ns <Nr Nr  Ns < Nper  Nper
Add sample ✓ ✓ ✓
Delete sample ✗ ✗ ✓
Compress ✗ ✓ ✓
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s ¼ 1ÿ
sum of the size ofUk; Rk; andVk
size of Sk
(10)
¼ 1ÿ
Nc  Nrð Þ þ Nrð Þ þ Nr  Nsð Þ
Ns  Nc
(11)
In this model, UkRkV
T
k can be updated with a new sample
Wkþ1, with the method proposed by Brand [22] and Braconnier
et al. [23]. The matrix Mk is formed as follows and SVD
decomposed:
Fig. 1 Compression with the POD of a square wave. Signal and its PSD for (a) and (b) 50,
(c) and (d) 100, (e) and (f) 200, and (g) and (h) 270 modes kept over 300.
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Mk ¼
Rk U
T
kWkþ1
0T jjqjj
" #
¼ ARkþ1B
T (12)
where q ¼Wkþ1 ÿ UkU
T
kWkþ1. The updated model can then be
directly computed by
Skþ1 ¼ Uk
q
jjqjj
h i
A|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Ukþ1
Rkþ1 B
T V
T
k 0
0T 1
 
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Vkþ1
(13)
The decomposition of Skþ1 ¼ ½W1   WkWkþ1 is obtained with-
out recomputing the matrix Sk. As the matrix Mk is of size
Nrþ1  Nrþ1, this algorithm is faster than recomputing Sk, adding
a new sample, and decomposing it again. A similar process is
used to delete a sample from the model.
There are three steps in the evolution of the model during the
computation as reported in Table 1.
The effect of the compression using the POD is illustrated with
the example of a square wave in Fig. 1. The signal is decomposed
and compressed by retaining only the N first singular values and
their associated singular vectors. The signal and its power spectral
density (PSD) are plotted for 50, 100, 200, and 270 singular val-
ues kept over 300. The fewer the singular values are kept, the less
energy is in the spectrum. This creates parasite oscillations in the
signal that decrease while decreasing the compression rate. Unlike
what happens for FSD or DCT, deleting singular values does not
mean deleting the energy of the highest frequencies. Comparing
Figs. 1(f) and 1(h) shows that the first frequencies deleted are the
ones that contain the lower levels of energy. This is very
Fig. 2 Configurations of the two simulations and position of
the probe: (a) sliding no-match and (b) phase-lagged
Fig. 3 PSD of velocity fluctuation of an LES simulation around
a cylinder for sliding no-match and phase-lagged simulations.
The gray lines correspond to the BPF and its first 32 harmonics.
VS stands for vortex shedding.
Fig. 4 TKE at the rotor–stator interface for (a) sliding no-match
and (b) phase-lagged simulations
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interesting for data compression because the data that are first
damped contain the least energy.
3 Application to the Flow Around a Cylinder
All the results presented in this section are based on LES. The
objective of this section is to compare all the compression meth-
ods on a simple test case in order to select the most suitable
approach to run LES with the phase-lagged boundary conditions.
3.1 Description of the Test Case. The test case is a row com-
posed of 30 cylinders with a diameter d¼ 8mm. The computa-
tional domain is composed of a single static cylinder and a
downstream empty block rotating at 6300 rpm. The Reynolds
number is chosen to be around 130,000, so the flow behind the
cylinder is fully turbulent. Two simulations are compared. The
first one is a periodic sector of 2p=30 for both rows (Fig. 2(a)). It
uses sliding mesh conditions at the rotor–stator interface and peri-
odic conditions at the azimuthal ones. The second one uses phase-
lagged conditions, and the downstream domain is reduced to a
2p=40 sector (Fig. 2(b)). In this last case, the azimuthal
boundaries (marked with 1) and the stage interfaces (marked
with 2) are treated with phase-lagged conditions. Thirty-two har-
monics are kept in the FSD.
The discretization of the geometry relies on a multiblock struc-
tured grid, with xþ ¼ 150; yþ ¼ 3, and zþ ¼ 150. The total num-
ber of grid points is 7:3 106. This grid is not fine enough to
capture the details of the flow near the cylinder wall, especially in
Fig. 5 Influence of the compression algorithms on an axial velocity signal: (a) temporal
signal and Fourier transforms of signals with (b) no compression, (c) DFT, (d) DCT, (e)
DWT, and (f) POD
Table 2 Comparison of the performances of Fourier series,
DCT, DWT, and POD for the compression of an LES signal. STD
stands for standard deviation.
FSD DCT DWT POD
Update coeff. ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓
Extract sample ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BPF linked freq. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Not BPF linked freq. ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓
Loss of energy ÿ60% ÿ5% –4%
Error on mean 4% 10ÿ12% 10ÿ12% 10ÿ12%
Error on STD 25% 2% 2% 2%
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the boundary layer. However, this study focuses on the azimuthal
and stage boundary conditions, so this mesh is sufficient to gener-
ate realistic turbulence behind the cylinder. Velocity angle, total
temperature, and pressure are imposed upstream while static pres-
sure is imposed downstream. Simulations are run for 13 rotations
to bypass transient, and then, the signal is extracted for three other
rotations to be analyzed.
3.2 Phase-Lagged With FSD. The original method, based on
the use of FSD for phase-lagged boundary conditions, is applied
to the cylinder test case. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show, respectively,
the field of axial velocity around the cylinder and it is PSD for a sig-
nal probed in the downstream domain close to the sliding mesh inter-
face (Fig. 2). As expected, the phase-lagged condition with FSD cuts
frequencies that are not multiple of the BPF, especially the frequen-
cies linked to vortex shedding behind the cylinder. The frequencies
higher than the 32nd harmonic are also filtered (oval in Fig. 3(b)).
Figure 4 shows the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at
the rotor–stator interface for sliding no-match (Fig. 4(a)) and
phase-lagged (Fig. 4(b)) simulations. The black plain line corre-
sponds to the stator side (upstream) and the green-dashed line to
the rotor side (downstream). In the sliding no-match case, the
TKE in the wake is conserved across the boundary. But in the
phase-lagged, it is reduced by 35%.
3.3 Performance Assessment of Other Methods. In order to
save computational resources, the LES with sliding mesh is used
to benchmark the compression algorithms. From this calculation,
temporal signals are extracted at the azimuthal and stage interfa-
ces. Methods based on DCT, DWT, and POD are then applied to
compress and decompress each signal. The values linked to the
original signal are noted ð Þo and those linked to the compressed
signal are noted ð Þc.
The four methods are compared on the following criteria:
(1) the possibility of updating the decomposition without
recomposing the temporal signal,
(2) the possibility of extracting a single sample from the
decomposition,
(3) the conservation of the BPF and its harmonics,
(4) the conservation of the frequencies uncorrelated with the
BPF (for example, the vortex shedding frequencies),
(5) the loss of energy in the spectrum, defined by
E ¼ ðEo ÿ EcÞ=Eo,
(6) the relative error caused by the compression on the mean of
the signal, defined by m ¼ ðmo ÿ mcÞ=mo, and
(7) the relative error on the standard deviation, defined by
r ¼ ðro ÿ rcÞ=ro. This criterion corresponds to the mean
turbulent intensity.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of fast Fourier transforms from
an axial momentum signal (Fig. 5(a)). It compares the original
signal (Fig. 5(b)) with signals after compression for the different
methods. Note that the compression rate used for all methods is
set to 70% (i.e., the signal stored is of 30% size of the original sig-
nal), which is a common rate in phase-lagged computations. The
signal is extracted at a probe located on the rotor (Fig. 2(a)) from
the periodic simulation. The gray lines correspond to the BPF and
its 30 first harmonics. The FSD (Fig. 5(c)) method maintains the
BPF and its harmonics but the uncorrelated frequencies are
damped. After the 30th harmonic, the spectrum is not represented
at all (a compression rate of 70% will cut all frequencies higher
than the 30th harmonic of the BPF). For the DCT (Fig. 5(d)), the
low frequencies are well conserved, including those uncorrelated
with the BPF. But high frequencies are not maintained at all. The
main frequencies are conserved but some parasite frequencies
appear. It can be noticed that unlike the FSD and the DCT, the
compression does not cut only the highest frequencies. The DWT
represents correctly the signal for f < 10 BPF and
f > 50 BPF. Indeed, such an algorithm is better adapted in a
case where low and high frequencies are well separated, which is
not the case with turbulent flows. Fortunately, the POD (Fig. 5(f))
successfully represents most frequencies contained in the signal,
linked or not to the BPF. There is only an acceptable loss of
energy for the highest frequencies.
Table 2 shows the performances of all the methods for the
seven criteria. The values correspond to a compression rate of
70%.
Every method preserves the BPF and its harmonics. But unlike
the Fourier series, the other methods also preserve the frequencies
linked to the vortex shedding. The energy loss and error on the
mean and the standard deviation are significantly reduced by using
DCT, DWT, or POD. Each method allows to extract a single sam-
ple without having to rebuild the entire time signal. But only the
POD allows to update directly the coefficients of the decomposi-
tion. In addition, the POD is the only method that compresses the
whole interface at once, taking advantage of both temporal and
Fig. 6 Evolution of the compression rate of the relative error of
(a) the mean and (b) the standard deviation of a signal caused
by it is compression–decompression by FSD and POD
Table 3 Main characteristics of the CME2 test case
Rotation speed 6330 rpm
BPF 3150 Hz
Nominal mass flow 10:50 kg sÿ1
Nominal pressure ratio 1.15
Nominal efficiency 0.92
Reynolds number 500,000
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spatial correlations of the signal. This method is thus retained to
replace the FSD in the phase-lagged conditions.
In order to generalize this analysis to other compression rates,
Fig. 6 presents the evolution of the relative error on the mean (a)
and on the standard deviation (b) with respect to the compression
rate for FSD and POD. These errors are estimated for each of the
five conservative variables. The surface plotted is found between
the variable with the maximum error and the variable with the
minimum error. The POD shows a real improvement of the per-
formances over the whole range of compression rate, compared to
FSD: POD preserves the mean value with an accuracy of about
10ÿ12% for all compression rates, and it preserves the standard
deviation with an accuracy higher by 1 to 2 order of magnitudes
compared to FSD, for compression rates lower than 90%.
4 Application to a Turbomachinery Test Case
The results reported in Sec. 3 show that POD outperforms FSD
for LES in a simple test case. There is still a need to assess the
robustness of the method for a turbomachinery test case. Note that
only unsteady-RANS results are presented in this section, mainly
in order to efficiently compare the POD with reference data, such
as the Fourier-based phase-lagged approach.
4.1 Configuration. The test case considered is a research
single-stage compressor named Compresseur Mono-Etage 2
(CME2). This compressor has been originally investigated at the
LEMFI Laboratory [24] and is now located at the Fluid Mechanics
Institute of Lille (Lille, France). It was designed by SNECMA to
provide representative unsteady rotor–stator interactions encoun-
tered in modern high-pressure compressors. This machine has a
30 rotor blades and a 40 stator blades, and it operates at a nominal
rotation speed of 6330 rpm, which corresponds to a relative Mach
number at tip of 0.534. The Reynolds number based on rotor
chord and the exit velocity is close to 700,000. The main charac-
teristics of this test case are shown in Table 3. The interest for this
test case is that a periodic ratio exists between rotor and stator
Fig. 7 Reconstructed sector of 2p=10 obtained with POD-based phase-lagged conditions
with (a) 2, (b) 3, (c) 5, and (d) 7 modes, (e) with FSD-based phase-lagged conditions, and (f)
for sector simulation. Shaded with entropy.
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rows, which can be used to reduce the periodicity of the configura-
tion to 1/10.
4.2 Computational Test Cases. Two configurations are used
for this study. The first configuration considers only a restricted
portion of the blade span. Neither the hub nor the casing is simu-
lated. The span direction is discretized with only six points, and
the mesh contains approximately 72,000 points for one blade pas-
sage in each row. For this 2.5D case, a reference computation is
run with a sector of 2p=10, corresponding to three rotor blades
and four stator blades. The blade number reduction condition pro-
posed by Fourmaux [25] is used. With equal pitches in the two
rows, there is no special processing at the rotor–stator interface.
This 3:4 periodic mesh contains 251,000 points.
The second case is the 3D compressor, taking into considera-
tion endwall and tip clearance effects. The mesh contains approxi-
mately 500,000 points per blade passage. For both configurations,
an axial injection condition is applied at the inlet and a throttle
condition coupled with a radial equilibrium law is applied down-
stream to set the targeted operating point.
Fig. 8 (a) Static pressure and (b) axial velocity in stator pas-
sage for sector, Fourier-based, and POD-based phase-lagged
conditions at nominal operating conditions
Fig. 9 Axial velocity signals in stator passage for POD-based
phase-lagged conditions with different numbers of modes kept
at nominal operating conditions
Fig. 10 Operating line for sector, POD with one mode kept,
and converged POD- and FSD-based simulations
Fig. 11 (a) Static pressure and (b) axial velocity in stator pas-
sage for sector and Fourier-based and POD-based phase-
lagged conditions for a normalized mass flow rate of 0.74
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4.3 Analysis of Results
4.3.1 Quasi-3D Configuration. For each computation, the
flow is converged in two rotations. The use of POD-based condi-
tions does not slow down the convergence in comparison to the
FSD-based ones.
Figure 7 shows entropy snapshots in a reconstructed sector of
2p=10, obtained with POD for 2, 3, 5, and 7 singular values kept
in the SVD. This corresponds to compression rates of 97%, 96%,
93%, and 91%, respectively. When not enough modes are kept,
the angle of the flow while entering the stator blade passage is
modified and the solution is close to those obtained with a steady
simulation using mixing plane conditions. With only two modes
(Fig. 7(a)), there are important discontinuities at the azimuthal
interface and the stage interface. With three modes (Fig. 7(b)), the
discontinuities of the stage interface are reduced, but there are still
problems at the azimuthal interfaces. The flow is fully converged
with only seven modes (Fig. 7(d)), corresponding to a compres-
sion rate of 91%. To give a comparison, the FSD converges
slightly faster with a compression rate of 94%.
Figure 8 shows the axial velocity and the static pressure in the
stator blade passage (pointed out in Fig. 7(f)). POD considers 20
modes and FSD considers 30 harmonics, so both simulations are
conducted with the same compression rate. For both axial velocity
and static pressure, the two phase-lagged simulations are in total
agreement. For axial velocity, the phase-lagged conditions match
the periodic ones, but Fig. 8(a) shows that phase-lagged condi-
tions slightly underestimate the static pressure fluctuations. This
behavior is not explained but it is observed with both phase-
lagged simulations, so it is not due to the POD algorithm.
The evolution of the axial velocity at the same probe position is
plotted in Fig. 9. For one singular value kept, the flow is periodic
at a frequency f ¼ 1=3  BPF, which is not present in the sector
simulation. When adding singular values, this frequency
Fig. 12 Entropy snapshot: (a) and (b) near hub, (c) and (d) at midspan, and (e) and (f) near
casing for Fourier-based (left) and POD-based (right) phase-lagged simulation of the 3D
case
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disappears and the BPF becomes the dominant frequency. For five
modes kept, the signal is very close to the reference, but it is still
not exactly periodic in time.
The operating lines for different boundary conditions are plot-
ted in Fig. 10. The plain line corresponds to the 3:4 periodic simu-
lation. The crosses correspond to a POD-based simulation with
only one singular value kept. As FSD-based and POD-based simu-
lations with a sufficient number of harmonics or singular values
give exactly the same result, only one symbol is plotted, labeled
converged phase-lagged simulation (Conv. P-L.). For mass flow
rates over one, the unsteady simulations match perfectly, whatever
the conditions used, except for very high mass flow where simula-
tions with only one mode are slightly out of the line. For mass
flow rate under one, the phase-lagged methods underestimate the
total outlet pressure compared to the sector simulation. Both Fou-
rier series and POD-based methods lead to the same error. The
simulations with one mode seem to give better results than the
converged ones, but by plotting (Fig. 11) the fluctuations of axial
velocity or static pressure, it can be verified that those simulations
are not in agreement with the sector or the converged phase-
lagged simulations. However, even for operating conditions far
from the nominal point, the two phase-lagged methods match per-
fectly well.
4.3.2 Three-Dimensional Configuration. For this configura-
tion, only the nominal operating point is computed. The FSD uses
40 harmonics and the POD 40 singular values. As previously,
these phase-lagged simulations are compared to the 3:4 periodic
configuration with sliding mesh. The 3:4 periodic simulation is
converged in one rotation, while FSD-based phase-lagged simula-
tions need two rotations and the POD-based one needs two and a
half. The use of POD-based phase-lagged conditions slightly
slows down the convergence of the computation.
Figure 12 shows snapshots at different blade spans shaded with
entropy. The two simulations show good agreement for all the
span positions.
The axial velocity at midspan is plotted in Fig. 13(a) at the
same location as in Fig. 8(b). Both FSD-based and POD-based
conditions are in good agreement with the 3:4 periodic simulation.
Near the casing in the stator (Fig. 13(b)), the FSD-based method
slightly underestimates the velocity fluctuations while the POD-
based one correctly captures it.
4.4 Compression Rate and Computational Time. For both
cases, the two phase-lagged methods show similar computational
times for equivalent compression rates. But while the compression
rate of the FSD method depends only on the number of harmonics
and the number of points used to discretize the period (Eq. (4)),
the compression rate of the POD method implies the number of
cells at the interface (Eq. (10)). The compression rate of the POD
method depends therefore on the mesh used. In particular, if the
phase-lagged interface is such that the number of cells it contains
is lower than the number of time steps in a period (Nc < Nper), the
compression rate quickly decreases with the number of singular
values kept. This is the case for the quasi-3D computation, where
some interfaces contain only 16 cells while the period is discre-
tized with 300 time steps. The convergence in terms of number of
modes is achieved for seven modes, corresponding to a global
compression rate of 91%. For the FSD method, the convergence is
reached more rapidly with a compression rate of 94%. This means
that even in unfavorable cases, POD is only slightly slower than
FSD. However, when the number of POD modes is increased
from one to the maximum number, the computational time only
increases by 20%, which is similar to the performances of the
FSD method.
5 Conclusions
This work focuses on the reduction of the cost of LES for turbo-
machinery applications. A potential solution is to use phase-
lagged conditions, which allows to reduce the 360deg domain to a
single passage per row configuration. However, these conditions
use classically an FSD of the signal at the interface, which makes
them unusable for LES due to the restriction imposed by the flow
periodicity hypothesis. To replace them, three data compression
methods have been tested: the DCT, the DWT, and the POD.
These three methods have been applied to signal extracted from
an LES of the flow around a cylinder. The POD method has
shown the best results regarding the conservations of the mean,
the standard deviation (corresponding to the turbulent intensity),
and the spectrum of the signal. In addition, its coefficients can be
directly updated easily at each time step (without going back to
the time domain).
POD-based phase-lagged conditions have then been imple-
mented and applied to the compressor CME2. Unsteady-RANS
simulations have been performed to compare POD and FSD and
assess the robustness of the new method for turbomachinery test
cases. POD-based results are very close to the FSD-based ones,
with similar computational times for equivalent compression
rates.
The main advantage of the POD is that it does not need to make
a hypothesis on the shape of the spectrum (such as temporal perio-
dicity). However, the error caused by the reduction of the domain
to a single channel per row should be estimated independently
from the compression method. Now that the POD-based method
is validated for simple test cases and unsteady-RANS simulations,
the next step to answer this question is to apply it to the perform
LES of a turbomachinery stage. This simulation will be compared
with the periodic computation of the CME2 run by Gourdain [26]
and with the results of the testing campaign conducted at the Fluid
Mechanics Institute in Lille, France [24].
Fig. 13 Axial velocity (a) at midspan and (b) near casing for
sector and phase-lagged computations
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Nomenclature
a0,an,bn ¼ coefficients of the Fourier series decomposition
BPF ¼ blade-passing frequency
DCT ¼ discrete cosine transform
DWT ¼ discrete wavelet transform
FSD ¼ Fourier series decomposition
Nc ¼ number of cells on the phase-lagged interface
Nh ¼ number of harmonics
Nper ¼ number of instants contained in a period
Ns ¼ number of samples/iterations stored
Nr ¼ number of singular values
POD ¼ proper orthogonal decomposition
SVD ¼ singular value decomposition
a ¼ there are two arguments for each entry of the
nomenclature environment, the symbol and the
definition
s ¼ data compression rate
~: ¼ Fourier series decomposition
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Introduction
Contexte et motivation de l’e´tude
Durant les dernie`res de´cennies, le transport ae´rien a connu un important de´veloppement. Cette
croissance se poursuit au XXIeme sie`cle : le nombre de passagers a augmente´ de 60% depuis 2003
et devrait doubler d’ici 20 ans. En paralle`le, les proble´matiques environnementales, acoustiques, de
couˆt et de se´curite´ deviennent de plus en plus critiques et les normes les concernant de plus en plus
strictes. Afin de respecter ces normes, le rendement des moteurs, c’est a` dire leur consommation
de carburant, doit eˆtre ame´liore´. En effet, pour un avion A320, une re´duction de 15% de la
consommation repre´sente une e´conomie de 1.4 millions de litre de carburant et de 3600 tonnes de
CO2 par avion et par an [1]. Cela correspond a` la consommation de 1000 voitures et l’absorption
de 240 000 arbres. Avec quasiment 20 000 avions de ligne en service dans le monde, il s’agit
donc d’un enjeu e´conomique et environnemental important. Apre`s des anne´es d’optimisation,
la prochaine e´tape, qu’elle re´side dans l’ame´lioration des moteurs existants ou dans une rupture
technologique, ne´cessite une meilleure compre´hension des phe´nome`nes turbulents qui se produisent
dans les machines.
Figure 1: E´corche´ d’un moteur CFM - LEAP.
Parmi les composants d’un moteur d’avion, cette e´tude se focalise sur les turbines et les com-
presseurs, qui sont des syste`mes mobiles re´alisant un transfert d’e´nergie entre un arbre en rotation
et un fluide. Avec l’augmentation des moyens de calcul disponibles ces dernie`res de´cennies, la
me´canique des fluides nume´rique (CFD) est apparue comme une solution inte´ressante pour e´tudier
des e´coulements qui restent difficiles d’acce`s par des moyens expe´rimentaux. Cependant, alors
que l’e´coulement qui s’e´tablit dans une turbomachine est instationnaire et turbulent, l’usage dans
l’industrie est aux simulations stationnaire RANS (pour Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes). Une
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premie`re e´tape a e´te´ franchie avec la re´alisation de calculs RANS instationnaires (URANS) qui
prennent en compte les instationnarite´s basse fre´quence. Cependant ces simulations mode´lisent
entie`rement la turbulence et les mode`les utilise´s ne´cessitent d’eˆtre calibre´s. Pour de´passer ce
proble`me, une solution est l’utilisation de simulations aux grandes e´chelles (LES), dans lesquelles
les grandes e´chelles de la turbulence sont re´solues et les plus petites mode´lise´es. Toutefois, la LES
d’un e´tage complet de turbomachine est 100 a` 10000 fois plus couˆteuse qu’une simulation URANS
et ce couˆt augmente avec le nombre de Reynolds R1.8e , sachant que celui ci est compris entre 10
5 et
107 [2]. De telles simulations sont donc hors de porte´e dans le cadre industriel et ne devraient pas
eˆtre accessible avant une vingtaine d’anne´es.
Objectifs
L’objectif de ce travail est d’e´tudier une me´thode permettant de re´duire le couˆt de la simulation
aux grandes e´chelles d’un e´tage de turbomachine en ne mode´lisant qu’une seule pale par roue.
Dans ce cas, des conditions aux limites particulie`res doivent eˆtre utilise´es, appele´es conditions
chorochroniques. Elles sont aujourd’hui largement re´pandues dans l’industrie pour la re´alisation de
calculs URANS. Cette me´thode utilise une compression de donne´es, la de´composition en se´ries de
Fourier, qui retient uniquement une fre´quence spe´cifique de l’e´coulement et ses multiples. Or dans
une simulation aux grandes e´chelles, les signaux ont des spectres large-bande, c’est a` dire qu’ils
sont continus et compose´s d’une infinite´ de fre´quences et non plus de fre´quences discre`tes. Cette
me´thode de compression ne semble donc pas adapte´e dans le cadre d’un LES. Les objectifs de cette
e´tude sont donc les suivants :
- mettre en place des conditions aux limites chorochroniques utilisant une me´thode de com-
pression plus adapte´e a` la compression des signaux issus d’une LES,
- e´tudier le comportement des conditions chorochroniques dans le cadre d’une LES et leurs
conse´quences,
- re´aliser la simulation aux grandes e´chelles chorochronique d’un e´tage de compresseur.
Organisation du me´moire
Ce me´moire est organise´ en quatre parties. Dans une premie`re, le contexte de l’e´tude est expose´. Les
phe´nome`nes instationnaires et turbulents responsables des pertes en turbomachine sont pre´sente´s
avec un inte´reˆt particulier pour la turbulence. Face a` la ne´cessite´ de re´aliser des simulations fide`les
de tels e´coulements a` un couˆt acceptable dans le contexte industriel, la LES avec conditions aux
limites chorochroniques apparaˆıt comme un candidat inte´ressant.
Dans une deuxie`me partie, plusieurs me´thodes de compression sont e´value´es sur leur capacite´ a`
pre´server la moyenne, l’e´cart type et le spectre de signaux turbulents. La de´composition orthogo-
nale aux valeurs propres (POD) est retenue pour eˆtre utilise´e avec les conditions chorochroniques.
Dans une troisie`me partie, cette nouvelle me´thode est ve´rifie´e et valide´e a` l’aide de calculs
URANS 2.5D et 3D d’e´tages de compresseur et de turbine transsonique. Le comportement des
conditions chorochroniques pour des points de fonctionnement hors design est e´tudie´.
Enfin, dans une quatrie`me partie, les LES chorochroniques de l’e´coulement autour d’un cylindre
et dans un e´tage de compresseur sont re´alise´es. L’ame´lioration apporte´e par la POD est quantifie´e,
diffe´rentes sources d’erreur sont identifie´es, et les limites de telles simulations sont souligne´es.
Chapitre 1 :
Phe´nome`nes instationnaires et pertes en
turbomachine
Une turbomachine est un syste`me dans lequel de l’e´nergie me´canique est transfe´re´e vers ou depuis
un fluide en e´coulement par l’action de roues aube´es en rotation. Un e´tage de turbomachine est
compose´ d’une roue stationnaire (stator) et d’une roue en rotation (rotor) dans laquelle le trans-
fert a lieu. Les machines auxquelles on fournit du travail, c’est a` dire dans lesquelles l’e´nergie
est transfe´re´e du fluide vers l’arbre, sont appele´es des compresseurs. Les machines produisant du
travail sont appele´es des turbines.
Une turbomachine est dessine´e pour fonctionner a` un point nominal de´fini par une vitesse de
rotation et un de´bit. A` ces conditions, les performances de la machine sont de´finies par son taux
de compression (ou de dilatation):
π =
Ptout
Ptin
pour les compresseurs et π =
Ptin
Ptout
pour les turbines (D.1)
et son rendement isentropique:
η =
Travail isentropique
Travail re´el
=
(
Ptout
Ptin
) γ−1
γ − 1(
Ttout
Ttin
)
− 1
pour les compresseurs et (D.2)
η =
Travail re´el
Travail isentropique
=
1−
(
Ttout
Ttin
)
1−
(
Ptout
Ptin
) γ−1
γ
pour les turbines. (D.3)
Le de´bit de fonctionnement et le taux de compression sont contraints par le reste du moteur
et par son cycle thermique. Pour re´duire la consommation, il faut donc optimiser le rendement.
Pour cela, les phe´nome`nes responsables des pertes dans les turbomachines doivent eˆtre identifie´s
et e´ventuellement controˆle´s. Ce chapitre pre´sente ces phe´nome`nes regroupe´s en quatre cate´gories
: les effets de paroi (transition laminaire-turbulent), les interactions rotor-stator, les e´coulements
secondaires et les chocs.
Transition
La transition laminaire-turbulent est le passage de la couche limite d’un e´tat laminaire a` un e´tat
turbulent. Cela entraˆıne une augmentation de frottement et du flux de chaleur a` la paroi et retarde
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le de´collement de la couche limite. Le me´canisme de transition (transition naturelle, transition
by-pass, transition cross-flow ou par bulbe) de´pend du nombre de Reynolds de l’e´coulement, de
son nombre de Mach, du taux de turbulence, du gradient de pression, de la rugosite´ de la surface
ou encore de sa courbure. La pre´diction de la transition est importante en turbomachine et est
fortement lie´e a` la capacite´ a` pre´dire la turbulence dans l’e´coulement principal comme dans la
couche limite.
Interaction rotor-stator
Les interactions rotor-stator sont cause´es par le mouvement relatif des pales de chaque roue.
D’apre`s Yoon et al., elles sont responsables d’environ 10% des pertes [6] d’un e´tage. Les prin-
cipaux phe´nome`nes en jeu sont : les interactions de sillage [7, 8, 9], les interactions sillages-couche
limite [10, 11, 12], les effets potentiels [13] et le clocking [16].
E´coulements secondaires
Les e´coulements secondaires sont les re´gions dans lesquelles l’e´coulement se fait a` une vitesse et
une direction diffe´rente de celles de la majorite´ du domaine. Ces phe´nome`nes sont responsables
d’environ un tiers des pertes [17]. On trouve parmi eux les tourbillons de coin [18, 19], les tourbillons
de passage et les e´coulements de bout de pale [20, 21, 22].
Chocs
Un choc est une discontinuite´ apparaissant dans les e´coulements transsoniques ou supersoniques
et dont l’e´paisseur est de l’ordre du libre parcours moyen des mole´cules. A` la traverse´e d’un
choc, le nombre de Mach et la pression totale diminuent et la pression et la tempe´rature statique
augmentent. En prenant par exemple un choc droit a` M=1.4, la perte de pression totale est de 4%.
Les ondes de choc interagissent e´galement avec les sillages et les couches limites des autres roues.
Conclusion
Plusieurs phe´nome`nes responsables de pertes dans les turbomachines ont e´te´ pre´sente´s dans ce
chapitre. Beaucoup d’entre eux impliquent de la turbulence, comme le me´lange des sillages, les
interactions de la couche limite avec les sillages ou les chocs et les e´coulements en bout de pale.
Une bonne pre´diction de ces phe´nome`nes est donc ne´cessaire pour ame´liorer leur connaissance et
donc le rendement des moteurs ae´ronautiques.
Chapitre 2 :
Simulation nume´rique des e´coulements
turbulents en turbomachine
Le futur des moteurs ae´ronautiques, qu’il passe par leur ame´lioration ou une rupture technologique,
ne´cessite une meilleure compre´hension des e´coulements turbulents qui s’e´tablissent dans les turbo-
machines. Ces dernie`res de´cennies, les simulations nume´riques sont apparues comme une solution
inte´ressante pour e´tudier ces phe´nome`nes. Le but de ce chapitre est donc de pre´senter certaines des
me´thodes de simulation nume´rique existantes et de chercher parmi elles une solution satisfaisante
en termes de couˆt de calcul et de plage de fre´quences simule´es pour des configurations complexes
a` grand nombre de Reynolds.
Les e´quations gouvernant l’e´coulement turbulent sont pre´sente´es dans la premie`re section.
Dans une deuxie`me section, diffe´rentes me´thodes permettant de mode´liser la turbulence sont ex-
pose´es. Ces me´thodes diffe´rent les unes des autres par les plages de fre´quence qu’elles re´solvent
ou mode´lisent et leur couˆt respectif est discute´. Enfin, dans une troisie`me partie, des me´thodes
permettant de re´duire la taille des maillages utilise´s sont pre´sente´es.
Les e´quations de Navier–Stokes
Les e´quations de Navier–Stokes, qui traduisent la conservation de la masse, des moments et de
l’e´nergie, s’e´crivent:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρuj) = 0 (D.4)
∂ρui
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
[ρuiuj + pδij − τij ] = 0 i = 1,2,3 (D.5)
∂ρE
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
[ρEuj + ujp+ qj − uiτij ] = 0 (D.6)
Mode´lisation de la turbulence en turbomachines
Plusieurs niveaux de simulation nume´rique existent et se distinguent par la plage d’e´chelles turbu-
lentes qu’elles se proposent de re´soudre. La DNS (simulation nume´rique directe) re´sout toutes les
e´chelles de la turbulence. Ces simulations sont cependant tre`s couˆteuses puisqu’elles demandent
une re´solution spatiale et temporelle tre`s fine. Une estimation de ce couˆt est donne´e par Re
9
4
avec Re le nombre de Reynolds de l’e´coulement. Au contraire, les simulations URANS (unsteady
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Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes) mode´lisent toutes les e´chelles de la turbulence et n’en re´solvent
aucune, ce qui les rend accessible dans le cadre industriel. L’inconve´nient majeur de ces simulations
est qu’elles demandent l’utilisation de mode`les (de turbulence, de transition...) qui doivent eˆtre
calibre´s. De tre`s nombreux mode`les ont vu le jour au cours des dernie`res de´cennies, certains e´tant
de´die´s a` un type particulier d’application. Cela rend le re´sultat tre`s de´pendant non seulement
du choix du mode`le mais e´galement de son parame´trage. Afin de re´duire cette de´pendance aux
mode`les tout en e´vitant le couˆt lie´ a` la DNS, une solution inte´ressante est le recours a` la simulation
aux grandes e´chelles (LES). Celle ci re´sout les grandes e´chelles de la turbulence pour ne mode´liser
que les petites. Un mode`le de sous maille est alors utilise´, mais la solution y est moins sensible
qu’aux mode`le URANS [58]. Certains auteurs [58][60] pre´conisent meˆme de se passer de mode`le
de sous maille et de mode´liser la dissipation des petites e´chelles a` l’aide des sche´ma nume´riques.
Cependant, ces simulations restent relativement couˆteuses et leur couˆt augmente avec le nombre
de Reynolds de l’e´coulement, comme illustre´ sur la figure 2.
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Figure 2: Taille des maillages pour une LES re´solue en fonction du nombre de Reynolds. D’apre`s
Tucker et al. [2] adapte´ de Piomelli et Balaras [64].
Re´duction du nombre de pales mode´lise´es
Diffe´rentes me´thodes ont e´te´ propose´es pour re´duire le nombre de pales mode´lise´es. Dans certaines
situations, la pe´riodicite´ naturelle de la machine peut eˆtre exploite´e. Par exemple pour 30 pales
de rotor et 40 pales de stator, seules 3 et 4 pales peuvent eˆtre mode´lise´es. Cependant, une telle
pe´riodicite´ est assez rare dans des configurations industrielles et la re´duction est souvent limite´e.
Afin de forcer son apparition, Rai [83] propose de modifier le nombre de pale de l’une ou des deux
roues. Afin de conserver la solidite´ de la pale, sa ge´ome´trie doit eˆtre modifie´e. Bien que cette
me´thode soit applicable a` toutes les configurations, elle a l’inconve´nient de modifier les fre´quences
et les efforts mis en jeu. Pour e´viter cette modification, Fourmeaux [86] propose la me´thode de
re´duction du nombre d’aubes, dans laquelle une homothe´tie de l’e´coulement est re´alise´e a` l’interface
rotor stator. De nouveau, cette me´thode modifie les fre´quences de l’e´coulement. Enfin, les condi-
tions aux limites chorochroniques, propose´es par Erdos et Alzner [90], permettent de ne simuler
qu’une seule pale par roue sans modifier la ge´ome´trie ni les fre´quences. Cependant, comme le
secteur angulaire mode´lise´ est diffe´rent dans chaque roue, il faut appliquer un de´phasage temporel
entre les interfaces. Pour imple´menter de telles conditions, deux solutions ont e´te´ propose´es. D’une
part, la solution peut eˆtre stocke´es aux interfaces. Cependant, un stockage direct serait relative-
ment couˆteux e´tant donne´ les tailles de mailles et les pas de temps utilise´s dans les simulations
de configurations industrielles. He [92] propose donc de compresser ces informations a` l’aide d’une
de´composition en se´ries de Fourier. D’autre part, Giles [101] utilise un changement de variable
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afin de calcul chaque plan θ = constante a` un temps diffe´rent afin de contourner le proble`me du
stockage. Cette me´thode demande une imple´mentation et un post-traitement relativement lourds.
Les caracte´ristiques de ces me´thodes sont re´sume´es dans la table D.1.
Nombre de Conserv. Conserv. Tous Besoin Multi
pales par roue ge´om. fre´q. cas stockage e´tage
Pe´riodicite´ naturelle > 1 ✓ ✓ ✗ Non ✓
Modification ge´ome´trie ≥ 1 ✗ ✗ ✓ Non ✓
Re´d. du nombre d’aubes ≥ 1 ✓ ✗ ✓ Non ✓
Choro- Stockage 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ Oui ∼
chronique Temps incline´ 1 ✓ ✓ ✗ Non ∼
Table D.1: Synthe`se des me´thodes permettant de re´duire le nombre de canaux simule´s.
Conclusion
Il existe plusieurs me´thodes pour re´aliser la simulation nume´rique des e´coulements turbulents en
turbomachine. La DNS re´sout toutes les e´chelles de la turbulence mais son couˆt est prohibitif
pour les ge´ome´tries complexes a` haut nombre de Reynolds. Les simulations URANS permet-
tent l’utilisation de maillages plus grossiers mais elles mode´lisent la turbulence, ce qui les rend
de´pendantes des mode`les de turbulence. A mi-chemin, la LES re´sout les grandes e´chelles de la
turbulence et mode´lise les plus petites. Elle est donc moins de´pendante du choix du mode`le que
les simulations URANS mais son couˆt la rend inaccessible pour des simulations 360◦ d’e´tages de
turbomachine a` haut nombre de Reynolds.
Pour re´duire la taille des maillages utilise´s, deux types de solutions peuvent eˆtre envisage´s : l’utili-
sation de mode`les de paroi pour re´duire le nombre de points dans la couche limite, ou l’utilisation de
conditions aux limites spe´cifiques pour re´duire le nombre de pales mode´lise´es. Ces deux me´thodes
sont comple´mentaires et peuvent eˆtre combine´es pour rendre accessible la LES de configurations
industrielles. La mode´lisation de paroi ayant e´te´ largement e´tudie´e durant les dernie`res anne´es, ce
travail se concentrera sur la re´duction du nombre de pales mode´lise´es. Parmi plusieurs me´thodes,
les conditions aux limites chorochroniques apparaissent comme une solution inte´ressante car elles
permettent de ne simuler qu’un seul canal par roue sans modifier la ge´ome´trie de la pale ni les
fre´quences mises en jeu dans l’e´coulement. Cependant, elle ne´cessitent le stockage de l’e´coulement
aux interfaces et sa compression. Dans le chapitre suivant, plusieurs me´thodes de compression vont
eˆtre teste´es et compare´es a` la me´thode actuellement utilise´e : la de´composition en se´ries de Fourier.
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Chapitre 3 :
Choix d’une me´thode de compression de
donne´e pour les signaux turbulents
L’utilisation de conditions aux limites chorochroniques permet de re´duire la taille des maillages
utilise´s pour la simulation aux grandes e´chelles d’un e´tage de turbomachine en ne simulant qu’une
seule aube par roue. Cependant, elle ne´cessite de stocker l’e´coulement a` toutes les interfaces
chorochroniques (c’est-a`-dire azimutales et d’e´tage) pendant un passage entier de la roue oppose´e.
E´tant donne´es les tailles de maillages et les pas de temps utilise´s pour la simulation de configura-
tions industrielles, enregistrer directement ces informations serait tre`s couˆteux. L’utilisation d’une
me´thode de compression de donne´es apparaˆıt donc ne´cessaire.
Cependant, l’utilisation des conditions chorochroniques et la compression des donne´es peuvent
conduire a` une de´gradation de la qualite´ de la simulation. Dans ce travail, on se focalisera sur
l’ame´lioration des aspects lie´s a` la compression. En effet, la me´thode la plus couramment utilise´e
aujourd’hui est la de´composition en se´ries de Fourier, qui retient uniquement la BPF de la roue
oppose´e et ses harmoniques dans le spectre du signal. Ce type de de´composition est suffisant pour
des e´coulement pe´riodiques, mais semble inapproprie´ pour la simulation aux grandes e´chelles ou`
les signaux ont des spectres large bande. Dans ce chapitre, diffe´rentes me´thodes de compression
susceptibles de remplacer la de´composition en se´rie de Fourier sont compare´es sur leur capacite´ a`
compresser un signal turbulent dans de´grader sa moyenne, son e´cart type et son contenu spectral.
Tout d’abord, des signaux turbulents sont extraits de la LES de l’e´coulement autour d’un cylindre.
Puis, les me´thodes de compression leur sont applique´es et sont e´value´es sur une se´rie de crite`res
lie´s a` leurs effets sur le signal mais e´galement sur l’algorithme de compression utilise´.
Extraction des signaux turbulents
Les signaux turbulents sur lesquels seront teste´s les me´thodes de compression sont extraits de la
simulation aux grandes e´chelles de l’e´coulement autour d’un cylindre. Le cas est constitue´ d’une
roue de 30 cylindres et d’un bloc aval tournant a` 6300 tr/min. Le carter et le moyeu ne sont pas
mode´lise´s. Le diame`tre du cylindre a` mi-hauteur de veine est de 8 mm, ce qui donne un nombre
de Reynolds de 130000 et donc un sillage turbulent. Ici le bloc aval est un secteur de 2pi30 et des
conditions sliding-mesh sont utilise´es a` l’interface stator-rotor. Les flux convectifs sont mode´lise´s
avec le sche´ma AUSMP et les flux diffusifs avec un sche´ma centre´ d’ordre 2. Le sche´ma temporel
est le sche´ma de Gear utilise´ avec 20 sous-ite´rations. Le sche´ma du canal mode´lise´ et le champ
d’entropie obtenus sont pre´sente´s sur la Fig 3. Les signaux extraits sont toutes les grandeurs
conservatives extraites a` toutes les interfaces azimutales et d’e´tage.
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Figure 3: Sche´ma d’un canal de la roue de cylindre utilise´e pour l’extraction des signaux et champ
d’entropie obtenu.
Comparaison des me´thodes de compression de donne´es
Les me´thodes compare´es sont :
- la de´composition en se´rie de Fourier, pre´sente´e plus toˆt,
- la transforme´e de Fourier discre`te, qui a pour base des exponentielles,
- la transforme´e en cosinus discre`te, qui a pour base des cosinus,
- la transforme´e en ondelettes discre`te, qui a pour base des familles de fonctions appele´es
ondelettes,
- la de´composition orthogonale aux valeurs propres, qui a pour base les vecteurs singuliers du
signal,
- un CODEC vide´o.
Les crite`res utilise´s pour comparer ces me´thodes sont les suivants :
1. la possibilite´ de mettre a` jour la de´composition sans reconstruire le signal temporel (me´thode
adaptative),
2. la possibilite´ d’extraire un seul e´chantillon,
3. la conservation de la BPF et de ses harmoniques par la compression,
4. la conservation des fre´quences de´corre´le´es de la BPF (par exemple le laˆcher tourbillonnaire),
5. la perte d’e´nergie dans le spectre, de´finie par ǫE =
Eo−Ec
Eo
,
6. l’erreur relative cause´e sur la moyenne, de´finie par ǫm =
mo−mc
mo
,
7. et l’erreur relative cause´e sur la variance, de´finie par ǫσ =
σo−σc
σo
.
La table D.2 pre´sente les re´sultats obtenus dans le pire cas (i.e. pour le signal qui est le plus
de´te´riore´ par la compression) pour chaque me´thode. Dans tous les cas il s’agit de la sonde situe´e
sur l’interface rotor-stator cote´ rotor (indique´e par le nume´ro 3 sur la Fig. 3) sauf pour les se´ries
de Fourier ou` c’est une sonde situe´e cote´ stator (sonde nume´ro 2).
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Se´ries T. Fourier T.cosinus T. ondelettes POD CODEC
Fourier discre`te discre`te discre`te
Mise a` jour ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
Extraction ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BPF ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
Laˆch. Tourbi. ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
∆E −60% −7% −5% −6% −3% +30%
ǫm 4% 1% < 10
−3% < 10−3% < 10−3% 10%
ǫσ 25% 9% 3% 4% 3% 80%
Table D.2: Comparaison de me´thode de compression avec pertes applique´es a` la compression de
signaux turbulents.
Conclusion
Toutes les me´thodes, a` l’exception du CODEC vide´o, permettent une re´duction de l’erreur cause´e
par la compression sur les signaux par rapport a` l’utilisation de se´ries de Fourier et la rame`nent a` un
niveau acceptable dans le cadre d’une simulation aux grandes e´chelles. Elles permettent e´galement
de conserver parfaitement les basses fre´quences, qu’elles soient lie´es ou non a` la BPF. En revanche,
des diffe´rences apparaissent dans la conservation des hautes fre´quences ou` seule la POD permet de
conserver l’allure du spectre. Les mauvais re´sultats du CODEC vide´o s’expliquent par le fait que
ce type de me´thode est fait pour la compression de donne´es perceptibles pour lesquelles on peut
se permettre une plus forte de´gradation de l’information. La me´thode permettant la plus forte
re´duction de l’erreur et une bonne conservation de toutes les plages de fre´quences est l’utilisation
de la POD, qui de plus peut eˆtre mise a` jour par une me´thode adaptative efficace. C’est donc cette
me´thode qui est retenue pour eˆtre utilise´e avec les conditions aux limites chorochroniques.
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Chapitre 4 :
Validation des conditions aux limites
chorochroniques POD pour des simulations
URANS d’e´tages de turbomachines
Diffe´rentes me´thodes de compression de donne´es ont e´te´ compare´es sur leur capacite´ a` compresser
des signaux extraits de la simulation aux grandes e´chelles de l’e´coulement autour d’un cylindre.
La de´composition en se´ries de Fourier, qui est actuellement utilise´e dans les conditions aux limites
chorochroniques, cause une de´gradation du signal trop importante pour eˆtre utilise´e dans le cadre
d’une LES. Parmi des me´thodes teste´es, la de´composition orthogonale aux valeurs propres est celle
qui a montre´ les meilleures performances. Elle conserve les basses fre´quences, qu’elles soient lie´es
ou non a` la BPF, et re´duit fortement le filtrage des hautes fre´quences compare´es a` la de´composition
en se´rie de Fourier. Elle permet e´galement de re´duire l’erreur cause´e sur la moyenne et l’e´cart type
du signal. Cette me´thode est don retenue et mise en œuvre dans le solveur elsA.
Dans ce chapitre, les conditions chorochroniques-POD sont applique´es a` la simulation URANS
d’e´tages de turbomachines. Le but est de ve´rifier la capacite´ de cette me´thode a` re´aliser des
simulations URANS avant son application a` une LES et de connaˆıtre son couˆt en temps de calcul.
Dans un premier temps, deux configurations quasi-3D sont e´tudie´es : un compresseur basse pression
et une turbine transsonique. Avec ces configurations, l’influence du nombre de modes retenu
est e´tudie´ et une premie`re e´bauche vers un crite`re de convergence est pre´sente´e. La troisie`me
application est la simulation 3D du meˆme e´tage de compresseur. Dans ce cas, le comportement de
la me´thode avec un e´coulement tridimensionnel complexe est e´tudie´.
Simulation quasi-3D d’un e´tage de compresseur
Le compresseur e´tudie´ ici est le CME2 (compresseur mono-e´tage 2) de Safran-Snecma. Il est
compose´ d’un rotor de 30 pales et d’un stator de 40 pales et ope`re a` un Reynolds de 700000. Dans
cette section, l’e´coulement dans un e´tage du CME2 est simule´ avec un secteur angulaire de 2pi10 (3
rotors et 4 stators) et des simulations chorochroniques avec se´ries de Fourier et avec POD (1 stator
et 1 rotor). La figure 4 pre´sente les champs d’entropie et de pression statique obtenus dans les trois
cas. Toutes les me´thodes pre´disent le meˆme e´coulement : le sillage issu du rotor est de´coupe´ par
le stator et convecte´ vers l’aval. Aucune discontinuite´ n’apparaˆıt aux interfaces chorochronique,
meˆme apre`s plusieurs passages d’aube de stator. Le champ de pression statique montre que les
effets potentiels du stator sont bien convecte´s vers l’amont.
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(a) Entropie - Re´fe´rence (b) Entropie - Se´ries de Fourier (c) Entropie - POD
(d) Pression statique - Re´fe´rence (e) Pression statique - Se´ries de
Fourier
(f) Pression statique - POD
Figure 4: Champ d’entropie et de pression statique obtenus au point nominal avec un secteur de
2pi
10 ((a), (d)) et des calculs chorochroniques avec se´ries de Fourier ((b), (e)) et avec POD ((c), (f)).
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Simulation quasi-3D d’une e´tage de turbine transsonique
La configuration e´tudie´e ici est la turbine transsonique CT3. Elle est compose´e de 43 pales de stator
et 64 pales de rotor et ope`re a` un nombre de Reynolds de 1100000. Trois calculs chorochroniques
sont compare´s : avec se´ries de Fourier, avec POD et sans me´thode de compression (stockage direct).
La figure 5 montre les champs d’entropie et de grad(ρ)
ρ
pour les deux calculs avec compression. La
POD capture parfaitement le sillage du stator ainsi que son de´coupage et sa convection a` travers
le rotor. Le bulbe de recirculation cre´e´ par le choc sur l’extrados du rotor est e´galement bien saisi.
Les champs de grad(ρ)
ρ
montrent que le choc est bien capture´ par la me´thode POD. Le choc apparaˆıt
au bord de fuite du stator et est re´fle´chi sur l’extrados de la pale voisine et impacte l’extrados de
la pale de rotor. Un choc apparaˆıt e´galement au bord de fuite du rotor.
(a) FSD - Entropie (b) FSD - grad(ρ)
ρ
(c) POD - Entropie (d) POD - grad(ρ)
ρ
Figure 5: Champs d’entropie et de grad(ρ)
ρ
pour les simulations utilisant les se´ries de Fourier ((a) et
(b)) et la POD ((c) et (d)).
3D URANS simulation of a low pressure compressor stage
Dans cette section, des calculs 3D du compresseur CME2 pre´sente´ plus haut sont re´alise´s. Cette fois
le moyeu, le carter et le jeu en bout de pale du rotor sont mode´lise´s. L’objectif est de savoir comment
de comportent les conditions chorochroniques POD avec un e´coulement tridimensionnel. Ici aussi,
les calculs chorochroniques avec se´ries de Fourier et avec POD sont compare´s a` la simulation d’un
secteur angulaire de 2pi10 . La figure 6 montre le champ d’entropie a` 1%, 50% et 99% de la hauteur de
veine pour les trois calculs. A mi hauteur de veine, les seules structures visibles sont les sillages issus
du rotor et le champ est semblable a` celui obtenu dans la premie`re section. Au moyeu, les sillages
sont plus larges et une re´gion de´colle´e apparaˆıt a` l’intrados du stator. Pre`s du carter, l’e´coulement
de jeu est visible. Il atteint la pale voisine avant d’avoir e´te´ convecte´ jusqu’a` l’interface rotor-stator.
A chaque position, les conditions chorochroniques avec POD pre´disent un e´coulement similaire a`
celui obtenu avec des se´ries de Fourier ou un calcul sectoriel. Aucune discontinuite´ n’apparaˆıt aux
interfaces et toutes les structures sont pre´sentes.
Le couˆt de calcul de chaque cas est reporte´ dans la Tab. D.3. L’utilisation de la POD au lieu
des se´ries de Fourier implique une augmentation de 4% du temps de calcul. Cependant, compare´
au couˆt du calcul sectoriel, les deux simulations chorochroniques ont des temps de calcul similaires.
On pourrait opposer que la convergence du calcul sectoriel ne demande qu’une seule rotation au
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(a) h
H
= 1% - Sector (b) h
H
= 1% - Se´ries de Fourier (c) h
H
= 1% - POD
(d) h
H
= 50% - Sector (e) h
H
= 50% - Se´ries de Fourier (f) h
H
= 50% - POD
(g) h
H
= 99% - Sector (h) h
H
= 99% - Se´ries de Fourier (i) h
H
= 99% - POD
Figure 6: Champ d’entropie reconstruit a` diffe´rentes hauteurs de veine pour le calcul sectoriel ((a),
(d), (g)), le calcul chorochronique avec se´ries de Fourier ((b), (e), (h)) et avec POD- ((c), (f), (i)).
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lieu des trois ne´cessaires pour les simulations chorochroniques. Cependant, une rotation du calcul
sectoriel demande 604 heures CPU ce qui reste le double du temps de calcul ne´cessaire pour trois
rotations des calculs chorochroniques. En supposant que le calcul de la machine entie`re (360◦)
demande 6000 heures CPU, l’utilisation des conditions chorochroniques permet donc une re´duction
du temps de calcul d’un facteur 20.
Case Periodic sector Phase-lagged 360◦
(reference) Fourier Series POD (estimation)
Rotations 1 3 3 3 1
CPUh 604 1813 304 316 6040
Table D.3: Computational cost for the different conditions used.
Conclusion
Les conditions chorochroniques-POD sont valide´es sur trois simulations URANS d’e´tages de turbo-
machines. Dans tous les cas, elles ont montre´ leur capacite´ a` pre´dire l’e´coulement sans augmentation
re´dhibitoire du temps de calcul. Dans le cas du compresseur, la seule diffe´rence notable entre les
diffe´rents calculs concerne le champ de pression statique a` l’extrados du stator pre`s du carter,
dans une zone ou` se produisent de forts gradients. A cette position, les conditions chorochroniques
base´es sur les se´ries de Fourier ou sur la POD donnent le meˆme re´sultat. On peut donc penser
que ces diffe´rences sont lie´es a` l’hypothe`se chorochronique et pas a` la compression. Dans le cas de
la turbine, les conditions base´es sur la POD on montre´ leur capacite´ a` pre´dire l’e´coulement dans
un configuration avec choc. De petites diffe´rences apparaissent entre les calculs utilisant les se´ries
de Fourier ou la POD. Une simulation sans me´thode de compression (stockage direct) donne le
meˆme re´sultat que les conditions POD, montrant que, dans ce cas, les se´ries de Fourier de´gradent
le´ge`rement le signal.
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Chapitre 5 :
Simulation URANS d’un e´tage de
turbomachine hors design
Les simulations hors des conditions de design sont un enjeu important en turbomachine. En effet,
les instabilite´s apparaissant a` ces conditions peuvent causer des de´gaˆts critiques dans les moteurs.
Malheureusement, de telles simulations demandent souvent la mode´lisation de la machine entie`re car
il existe rarement une pe´riodicite´ de l’e´coulement qui puisse eˆtre exploite´e pour re´duire la taille du
domaine. De nombreuses e´tudes ont montre´ les limites des conditions aux limites chorochroniques
pour les simulations hors point de design [135]. L’objectif de ce chapitre est donc d’e´tudier le
comportement la me´thode avec POD dans ces conditions.
Les conditions chorochroniques POD sont applique´es a` la simulation du compresseur CME2
a` bas de´bit. Dans un premier temps, avec une configuration quasi-3D, l’influence du nombre de
canaux simule´s sur les performances et sur l’e´coulement est e´tudie´e. En effet, a` bas de´bit, des
phe´nome`nes peuvent se produire a` une fre´quence infe´rieure a` la BPF et peuvent ne´cessiter la
simulation d’un secteur angulaire plus important qu’un seul canal. Dans un deuxie`me temps, la
simulation 3D de l’e´tage est re´alise´e. Dans les deux cas, les re´sultats obtenus avec les conditions
chorochroniques POD sont compare´s avec ceux des conditions utilisant les se´ries de Fourier et le
calcul d’un secteur 2pi10 .
Utilisation de plusieurs passages d’aube
Des calculs 2.5D du CME2 sont re´alise´s a` un de´bit de 0.5Qnom = 0.62 kg.s
−1. Plusieurs configu-
rations sont compare´es : un calcul pe´riodique d’un secteur 2pi10 (note´ Pe´riodique 3:4), et des calculs
chorochroniques avec 1 pale par roue, puis 2 pales de stator et enfin 3 et 4 pales.
Les de´bits, taux de compression et rendement pre´dits par chaque calcul sont pre´sente´s sur la
Fig. 7. La configuration 1:1 sous-estime le de´bit de 3.5%, le taux de compression de 1.9% et le
rendement de 3 points. Utiliser 2 pales de stator permet de re´duire cette erreur de un tiers. Avec
le calcul chorochronique 3:4, le de´bit et le taux de compression sont bien pre´dit et le rendement est
sous estime´ de 0.8 points.
Simulation 3D du CME2
Les conditions chorochroniques avec POD sont ensuite applique´es a` la simulation URANS 3D
du CME2. Les re´sultats sont compare´s avec ceux d’un secteur pe´riodique de 2pi10 et d’un calcul
chorochronique avec se´ries de Fourier. A mi hauteur de veine, un de´collement se produit sur
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Figure 7: (a) Taux de compression et (b) rendements obtenus avec les diffe´rentes configurations.
La ligne noire est un isovitesse obtenue avec la configuration pe´riodique.
l’extrados du stator. La pe´riode de ce phe´nome`ne correspond a` 8 passages de stator (ou 6 de rotor).
Pour bien le prendre en compte dans le post-traitement, il convient alors d’extraire des donne´es sur
une dure´e correspondant au passage d’un secteur de 2pi5 . A cette condition, les trois calculs donnent
des re´sultats tre`s proches les uns des autres, bien que des instabilite´s basses fre´quences du de´bit
de sortie apparaissant dans le cas pe´riodique ne sont pas capture´es par les calculs chorochroniques.
Lorsque des disparite´s apparaissent, par exemple dans les nombres de Mach isentropiques a` la
paroi des pales ou dans angles de l’e´coulement en sortie de stator, les deux calculs chorochroniques
donnent des re´sultats identiques. Cette diffe´rence est donc a` mettre sur le compte de l’hypothe`se
chorochronique et non pas du choix de la me´thode de compression.
Conclusion
Dans ce chapitre, des simulations URANS chorochroniques d’un e´tage de compresseur a` bas de´bit
ont e´te´ re´alise´es. Dans un premier temps, a` l’aide d’un maillage 2.5D, on a e´tudie´ l’impact du
nombre de canaux de stator simule´s. Lorsque un seul canal est mode´lise´, les principales structures
de l’e´coulement sont capture´es mais d’importantes diffe´rences apparaissent lors de la comparaison
avec un calcul pe´riodique d’un secteur 2pi10 . Ces diffe´rences sont re´duites par l’utilisation de deux
canaux. Lorsqu’un secteur de 2pi10 est utilise´ avec des conditions chorochroniques, l’e´coulement est
tre`s proche de celui du calcul pe´riodique, bien qu’un fre´quence correspondant a` BPF4 apparaisse.
Enfin, des simulations 3D chorochroniques avec se´ries de Fourier et POD sont re´alise´es et
compare´es a` un secteur pe´riodique. L’apparition d’une basse fre´quence a` l’extrados du stator impose
d’extraire les donne´es sur 6 passages de rotor ou 8 passages de stator. Dans ce cas, l’e´coulement
calcule´ avec les conditions chorochroniques est similaire a` celui obtenu avec le calcul pe´riodique.
Chapitre 6 :
Simulation aux grandes e´chelles de
l’e´coulement autour d’un cylindre
Dans les chapitres pre´ce´dents, des conditions aux limites chorochroniques utilisant une nouvelle
me´thode de compression, la POD, a e´te´ valide´e a` l’aide de calculs URANS d’e´tages de turboma-
chines. Elle est de´sormais applique´e a` la simulation aux grandes e´chelles de l’e´coulement autour
d’une roue compose´e de 30 cylindres (cette configuration a e´te´ pre´sente´e dans le chapitre 3). Ce
cas est difficile pour les conditions chorochroniques car l’e´coulement est domine´ par le laˆcher tour-
billonnaire, les cylindres e´tant proches les uns des autres, et le choix du secteur angulaire pour le
bloc aval est arbitraire. Les instationnarite´s ne sont pas domine´es par le mouvement pe´riodique
des pales, ce qui place cette configuration loin du cadre the´orique des conditions chorochroniques.
L’objectif de ce chapitre est donc de ve´rifier la capacite´ des conditions chorochroniques POD a`
pre´dire un tel e´coulement et de comparer le filtrage qu’elles causent sur la turbulence avec celui
cause´ par les se´ries de Fourier. En plus du calcul sectoriel et des calculs chorochroniques, plusieurs
simulations sont re´alise´es afin de se´parer les sources d’erreur et de filtrage dans de tels calculs.
Description des cas
Le cas test utilise´ est celui pre´sente´ dans le chapitre 3 : une roue compose´e de 30 cylindres et un
bloc aval vide en rotation a` une vitesse de 6300 tr/min. Les diffe´rentes configurations calcule´es
sont pre´sente´es dans la table D.4. Dans les cas chorochroniques le secteur du bloc aval est ramene´
a` 2pi40 puis
2pi
20 .
Nom Secteur Stockage Harmoniques/ Taux de
angulaire modes compression
Sectoriel 30 Periodic - -
Fourier 40 Fourier series 36 70%
POD 50 40 POD 50 70%
POD 80 40 POD 80 55%
Direct 40 Direct - 0%
POD 3:2 20 POD 80 70%
Table D.4: Configurations utilise´e pour la simulation de l’e´coulement autour d’un cylindre.
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Re´sultats
PSD de v′θ
On compare ici les spectres obtenus pour les fluctuations de vθ pour les calculs sectoriel, Fourier et
POD 50 dans le sillage et hors du sillage. Dans les deux cas, la fre´quence de laˆcher tourbillonnaire
pre´dite par les calculs chorochroniques (3800 Hz) est diffe´rente de celle pre´dite par le calcul sectoriel
(4050 Hz). Aux hautes fre´quences du bruit apparaˆıt et modifie la pente du spectre. Les fre´quences
parasites sont des multiples de la BPF. Ce phe´nome`ne est plus marque´ hors du sillage ou` les niveaux
d’e´nergie sont plus faibles. Dans le sillage, le filtrage cause´ par l’interface est de 3% dans le cas
sectoriel, 33% dans le cas chorochronique avec se´ries de Fourier et 14% avec la POD.
Corre´lations
Les corre´lations des fluctuations des trois composantes de la vitesse sont calcule´es sur un secteur
de 2pi20 pour les trois calculs a` des positions situe´es hors et dans le sillage. Pour le calcul sectoriel,
l’e´coulement est corre´le´ avec une pe´riodicite´ de 2pi30 , ce qui est normal puisque des conditions de
pe´riodicite´ instantane´e sont applique´e. De plus pour vθ les fluctuations ne sont jamais comple`tement
de´corre´le´es a` travers le passage. Cette corre´lation disparaˆıt dans les deux cas chorochroniques et
la valeur est proche de 0 pour toutes les grandeurs. Les re´sultats obtenus pour les deux calculs
chorochroniques sont proches l’un de l’autre sauf pour v′θ hors du sillage. En conse´quence, des
e´chelles inte´grales diffe´rentes sont obtenues entre le calcul sectoriel et les calculs chorochroniques.
E´nergie cine´tique turbulente
On compare l’e´nergie cine´tique turbulente sur un secteur de 2pi30 juste avant et juste apre`s l’interface
pour tous les cas de calcul. La perte est de 2% pour le calcul sectoriel, 19% pour le calcul
chorochronique avec se´ries de Fourier et 8.5% pour le calcul avec POD. L’utilisation de 80 modes
au lieu de 50 ou d’une me´thode de stockage direct n’ame´liore pas ce re´sultat. On peut donc en
conclure d’une part que 50 modes sont suffisants dans ce cas et que l’erreur restante est lie´e a`
l’hypothe`se chorochronique et non pas a` la compression. Cependant, un calcul se´ries de Fourier
avec le nombre maximal d’harmonique retenu (ici 119) donne une erreur de 14%. Inde´pendamment
du taux de compression, l’utilisation des se´rie de Fourier induit donc une erreur supple´mentaire.
L’utilisation d’un secteur de 2pi20 donne les meˆmes conclusions.
Conclusion
Les conditions chorochroniques avec POD ont e´te´ applique´e a` la LES de l’e´coulement turbulent
autour d’un cylindre. Des simulations avec diffe´rents taux de compression et diffe´rents secteurs
angulaires pour le bloc aval ont e´te´ compare´es avec une simulation chorochronique avec se´ries de
Fourier et un secteur pe´riodique. Les conclusions sont les suivantes :
- l’utilisation des conditions chorochroniques modifie l’e´coulement pre´dit par rapport a` un
calcul de secteur pe´riodique, inde´pendamment de la me´thode de compression utilise´e. En
particulier, les hautes fre´quences sont bruite´es et les fluctuations de la vitesse sont filtre´es a`
l’interface d’e´tage.
- de plus, l’utilisation des conditions chorochroniques supprime la corre´lation force´e de l’e´coulement
aux interfaces pe´riodique dans le calcul sectoriel.
- quelle que soit la me´thode de compression utilise´e, la fre´quence de laˆcher tourbillonnaire est
toujours pre´sente.
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- l’utilisation de la POD au lieu des se´ries de Fourier avec le meˆme taux de compression re´duit
le filtrage des fluctuations d’au moins un facteur 2.
- un taux de compression de 70% est suffisant avec les conditions POD.
Concernant le filtrage des fluctuations, plusieurs causes ont e´te´ identifie´es :
- la configuration no-match de l’interface,
- l’hypothe`se chorochronique,
- le choix de la me´thode de compression,
- et le taux de compression.
Cependant, plusieurs questions restent ouvertes. En particulier quelles sont les causes du filtrage
lie´ a` l’hypothe`se chorochronique, pourquoi il se produit vr et vθ et pas sur vx et quelles solutions
peuvent eˆtre propose´es pour ame´liorer les performances des conditions chorochroniques aux hautes
fre´quences ? Ces re´sultats posent e´galement la question du choix du calcul pe´riodique comme
re´fe´rence. En effet, la pe´riodicite´ force´e aux interfaces azimutales fait apparaˆıtre une corre´lation
que l’on ne retrouve pas dans les calculs chorochroniques.
Malgre´ cela, les conditions chorochroniques avec POD ont montre´ leur capacite´ a` pre´dire
l’e´coulement turbulent autour d’un cylindre. Bien qu’une part de l’erreur soit lie´e a` l’hypothe`se
chorochronique et ne puisse donc pas eˆtre supprime´e, l’utilisation de la POD au lieu des se´ries de
Fourier permet de re´duire le filtrage des fluctuations. Cette me´thode va donc eˆtre applique´e a` un
e´tage compresseur.
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Chapitre 7 :
Simulation aux grandes e´chelles d’un e´tage de
turbomachine
Dans le cas du cylindre (chapitre pre´ce´dent), l’utilisation de la POD a permis de re´duire de 50% le
filtrage des fluctuations a` l’interface rotor-stator pour un taux de compression e´quivalent. Cepen-
dant l’utilisation de conditions chorochroniques, inde´pendamment du choix de la me´thode de com-
pression, induit une modification de la fre´quence de laˆcher tourbillonnaire par rapport au calcul
sectoriel.
Les conditions chorochroniques avec POD sont maintenant applique´es a` la LES chorochronique
d’un e´tage de compresseur. Des calculs d’un secteur de 2pi10 de la meˆme configuration on e´te´ re´alise´s
par Gourdain [80][139] et servent de re´fe´rence ici. Les conse´quences de l’utilisation des conditions
chorochroniques sur les performances de la machine, l’e´coulement et le couˆt de calcul sont e´tudie´es.
Parame`tres nume´riques
Trois niveaux de maillage sont utilise´s ici, du plus grossier au plus fin : M1, M2 et M3. Leurs car-
acte´ristiques sont pre´sente´es dans la table D.5. Les maillages utilise´s pour les calculs chorochroniques
correspondent a` un passage des maillages des calculs sectoriels. Les flux convectifs sont calcule´s a`
l’aide du sche´ma centre´ du 3eme ordre de Roe et les flux diffusifs avec un sche´ma centre´ du second
ordre. L’inte´gration temporelle est re´alise´e avec le sche´ma de Gear et 10 sous-ite´rations. Le mode`le
de sous-maille est le mode`le de WALE.
Rotor Stator Rotor Rotor tip gap Stator
s+ n+ r+ s+ n+ r+ grid grid grid
M1 385 1.4 85 330 1.1 65 1.99× 106 95× 25× 41 1.69× 106
M2 180 0.65 40 150 0.5 30 15.95× 106 189× 49× 81 13.52× 106
M3 90 0.65 20 75 0.5 15 126.83× 106 377× 97× 161 107.55× 106
Table D.5: Wall distances and number of grid points in each row for the three meshes
Champ d’entropie
La Figure 8 montre le champ instantane´ d’entropie obtenu pour chaque simulation. Dans le cas
sectoriel, c’est le champ obtenu avec le maillage le plus raffine´ (M3) qui est pre´sente´. Lorsque les
conditions chorochroniques avec POD sont utilise´es, aucune discontinuite´ n’apparaˆıt aux interfaces.
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Pour obtenir ce re´sultat, le champ a e´te´ extrait sur plusieurs pe´riodes de passage. Un seul canal
est pre´sente´ pour le maillage M3, correspondant au canal encadre´ en pointille´s blancs sur le cas
sectoriel. Les structures plus fines apparaissent.
(a) Sector (b) M1
(c) M2 (d) M3
Figure 8: Normalized entropy at 50% of blade span for (a) the sector simulation with M3 and the
phase-lagged simulation with (b) M1, (c) M2 and (d) M3.
E´nergie cine´tique turbulente
L’e´nergie cine´tique turbulente est trace´e sur la Figure. 9 juste avant (noir) et juste apre`s (vert)
l’interface rotor-stator pour les maillages M1 (a) et M2 (a). Pour M1, le filtrage est de 1% dans
le sillage. Cela peut s’expliquer par le fait que le maillage est tre`s grossier et donc qu’il y a peu
d’e´chelles turbulentes. Avec M2, les pertes augmentent jusqu’a` 4%. Le niveau d’e´nergie cine´tique
turbulente a augmente´ (+12%) alors que la valeur maximum a diminue´ (-12%).
Conclusion
Les conditions chorochroniques avec POD ont e´te´ applique´e a` la LES d’un e´tage de compresseur.
Trois maillages de raffinement ont e´te´ utilise´s et les re´sultats ont e´te´ compare´s a` ceux obtenus avec
un secteur pe´riodique de 2pi10 . Les diffe´rences sur les performances entre les deux configurations
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Figure 9: Turbulent kinetic energy at the stage interface on the rotor side (black) and on the stator
one (dashed green) for phase-lagged simulations with M1 and M2.
restent infe´rieures a` 1%. Concernant l’e´coulement, aucune discontinuite´ n’apparaˆıt ni a` l’interface
rotor-stator ni aux interfaces azimutales. Un filtrage des fluctuations de vitesse est re´alise´ sur vθ et
vr (jusqu’a` 30%) mais pas sur vx. Comme vx domine en amplitude, le filtrage sur l’e´nergie cine´tique
turbulence reste faible (1% avec M1 et 4% avec M2).
L’utilisation des conditions aux limites chorochroniques force toutes les pales a` voir la meˆme
turbulence avec un certain de´phasage, et, dans ce cas, cela augmente le niveau de corre´lation entre
deux passages. Concernant les couˆts de calcul, l’utilisation de la POD conduit a` une augmentation
du couˆt par point et par ite´ration. Cependant, compare´ a` une simulation 360◦, cela repre´sente
toujours une re´duction de 93% du temps de calcul.
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Conclusion
Objectifs et re´sume´ de l’e´tude
Avec l’augmentation des moyens de calcul, les simulations aux grandes e´chelles apparaissent comme
une solution inte´ressante pour ame´liorer la connaissance des phe´nome`nes turbulents qui s’e´tablissent
dans les turbomachines. Cependant, de telles simulations sont tre`s couˆteuses. Parmi les solutions
permettant de re´duire ce couˆt, cette e´tude se concentre sur l’utilisation de conditions aux lim-
ites chorochroniques, qui permettent de ne simuler qu’une seule pale par roue. De telles conditions
ne´cessitent de stocker l’e´coulement aux interfaces d’e´tage et azimutales pendant une pe´riode de pas-
sage de la roue oppose´e. Pour e´viter un stockage direct tre`s couˆteux, ces donne´es sont compresse´es.
La me´thode la plus courante aujourd’hui est la de´composition en se´ries de Fourier, largement utilise´e
dans le cadre industriel.
Apre`s avoir montre´ que la de´composition en se´ries de Fourier n’est pas adapte´e a` la compres-
sion des signaux large bande issus d’une simulation aux grandes e´chelles, une nouvelle me´thode est
propose´e : la de´composition orthogonale aux valeurs propres ite´rative (POD).
Ces nouvelles conditions aux limites ont e´te´ valide´es a` l’aide de trois simulations URANS
d’e´tages de turbomachines : les simulations quasi-3D et 3D d’un e´tage de compresseur et la simu-
lation quasi 3D d’un e´tage de turbine transsonique. Les conditions chorochroniques avec POD ont
montre´ leur robustesse et leur capacite´) pre´dire de tels e´coulements sans entraˆıner une augmenta-
tion pre´judiciable du temps de calcul par rapport a` des conditions avec se´ries de Fourier. Pour les
deux configurations quasi-3D, une e´tude de la convergence en nombre de modes a e´te´ mene´e.
Ces conditions ont ensuite e´te´ applique´es a` la simulation aux grandes e´chelles de l’e´coulement
autour d’un cylindre. Plusieurs configurations sont compare´es, avec des nombres de modes et des
secteurs angulaires diffe´rents. Plusieurs sources d’erreur sont identifie´es a` l’interface rotor-stator,
liste´es par ordre d’importance :
- l’utilisation de conditions aux limites chorochroniques,
- la compression des donne´es,
- et l’utilisation d’une configuration no-match pour le maillage de l’interface rotor-stator.
Finalement, la simulation aux grandes e´chelles d’un e´tage de compresseur est re´alise´e. Les
re´sultats sont compare´s avec ceux obtenus sur un secteur pe´riodique.
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Conclusions
Les conditions aux limites chorochroniques avec POD ont montre´ leur capacite´ a` pre´dire les
e´coulements complexes s’e´tablissant dans les turbomachines aussi bien en URANS qu’en LES.
Lorsque l’e´coulement contient uniquement la BPF et ses harmoniques, les conditions avec POD
donnent des re´sultats identiques a` ceux des conditions avec se´ries de Fourier. De petites diffe´rences
apparaissent pour les e´coulements transsoniques. Dans ce cas, la comparaison avec une simulation
avec stockage direct montre que l’utilisation des conditions avec POD supprime l’erreur cause´e par
les conditions avec se´ries de Fourier. E´tonnamment les deux me´thodes de chorochroniques Donne
des re´sultats satisfaisants pour un point de fonctionnement hors design si la solution est extraite
pendant plusieurs passages d’aube. Cependant comme la fre´quence du de´collement est une fraction
de la BPF, ce re´sultat ne peut pas eˆtre ge´ne´ralise´. Pour les simulations URANS, aucune augmen-
tation significative du coup de calcul par rapport aux conditions avec se´rie de Fourier n’a e´te´ note´e.
Des diffe´rences entre les comportements des deux me´thodes apparaissent sur la LES de l’e´coulement
autour d’un cylindre. Ces calculs confirment que l’utilisation des conditions aux limites chorochroniques
avec se´ries de Fourier cause un filtrage de la turbulence aux interfaces. Utilisation des conditions
avec POD re´duit le filtrage des fluctuations de vitesse d’au moins 50%. Le spectre est e´galement
mieux pre´serve´ et le filtrage est re´duit de 33% a` 14% dans le sillage. Cependant, d’importantes mod-
ifications de l’e´coulement sont observe´es par rapport a` un calcul sectoriel, quelque soit la me´thode
de compression utilise´e. Ces diffe´rences peuvent donc eˆtre attribue´es a` l’utilisation des conditions
chorochroniques. En effet, un bruit apparaˆıt aux hautes fre´quences pour les sondes situe´es hors du
sillage, cause´ par l’e´mergence d’harmoniques de la BPF. Comme il n’y a pas d’obstacle physique
dans la roue aval, ces fre´quences ne devraient pas eˆtre pre´sentes. Deux autres diffe´rences sont
le changement de la fre´quence de laˆcher tourbillonnaire et le fait que les interfaces ne soit plus
corre´le´es. Ces diffe´rences, bien que cause´es par l’utilisation des conditions chorochroniques, ne peu-
vent pas eˆtre conside´rer comme des erreurs sans l’arbitrage un calcul 360◦. En effet, la pe´riodicite´
impose´e dans le calcul sectoriel peut avoir d’importantes conse´quences sur l’e´coulement.
Malgre´ ces proble`mes les conditions chorochroniques avec POD montrer la capacite´ a` re´aliser
la LES d’un e´tage de compresseur sans cre´er de discontinuite´ que ce soit a` l’interface d’e´tage ou
aux interfaces azimutales.
Proble`mes ouverts
A` la fin de cette e´tude, plusieurs questions restent ouvertes :
- quelle serait la fre´quence de laˆcher tourbillonnaire pre´dite par un calcul 360◦ de la roue de
cylindres ?
- peut-on (et comment) empeˆcher l’apparition de bruit aux hautes fre´quences dans les calculs
chorochroniques ?
- comment savoir si la convergence en nombre de modes est atteinte sans connaˆıtre la solution
a priori ?
- les conditions chorochroniques peuvent-elles eˆtre utilise´es a` un point de fonctionnement hors
design en extrayant les donne´es sur plus d’un passage de pale ?
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Perspectives
Validation de l’hypothe`se chorochronique
Il serait inte´ressant de de´terminer si l’hypothe`se chorochronique est valable ou non pour des
e´coulements turbulents et si non, de quantifier l’erreur commise. Dans ce but des simulations
360◦ doivent eˆtre re´alise´s et compare´s avec des calculs chorochroniques. Pour la configuration du
cylindre, cela permettrait de de´terminer si le changement de fre´quences de laˆcher tourbillonnaire
est cause´ par les conditions chorochroniques, par la pe´riodicite´ impose´e, ou si les deux commettent
une erreur.
Ame´lioration de la me´thode avec POD et applications
Plusieurs possibilite´s pourraient eˆtre e´tudie´es pour ame´liorer les performances de la me´thode avec
POD. En particulier, Il a e´te´ montre´ que les grandeurs conservatives ne sont pas e´galement sensibles
a` la compression. Un nombre diffe´rent de mode pourrait donc eˆtre utilise´ pour chaque grandeur.
Pour e´viter a` l’utilisateur le choix de cinq (ou plus) nombres de modes diffe´rents, une me´thode
adaptative pourrait eˆtre mise en place dans laquelle l’utilisateur spe´cifie le ratio entre la plus
grande et la plus petite valeur singulie`re. De plus l’algorithme de splittage du maillage et des
interfaces pourrait eˆtre ame´liore´ pour prendre en compte le coup de calcul lie´ a` la mise a` jour du
mode`le POD.
Configurations multi-e´tage´es
La simulation d’une configuration multi-e´tage est un point important car des interactions complexes
entre les roues aube´es apparaissent et peuvent avoir un effet important sur les performances de la
machine. Cependant, un obstacle a` de telle simulation et qu’elles ne´cessitent souvent une config-
uration 360◦. L’utilisation de conditions chorochroniques peut donc eˆtre une solution inte´ressante
pour les rendre abordables mais, malheureusement, plusieurs e´tudes ont montre´ les limitations de
cette me´thode. L’appendice C pre´sente brie`vement une e´tude du comportement des conditions
chorochroniques avec POD sur une configuration simplifie´e de 1.5 e´tage et arrive aux meˆmes con-
clusions.
Configurations hors design
Enfin, d’autres configurations devraient eˆtre e´tudie´ a` bas de´bit pour de´couvrir si les conditions
chorochroniques peuvent eˆtre utilise´s en mode´lisant plusieurs passages ou en extrayant les donne´es
pendant plusieurs pe´riodes de passage. Cependant, les re´sultats risquent d’eˆtre de´pendants de la
configuration et des fre´quences des phe´nome`nes qui s’e´tablissent dans de telles conditions.
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